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CRAP'.rER I 
IllTROMC'l'I ON 
··-------------- ----- --- ----------~+~ 
A. Stateaent ~the problea,--The purpoae of this study is to correlate 
for teaching the aocia1 hiatoey of the United States and the development 
of Allericu 11111elc, 
:B. Selecthn of ~ proble•.--This prob,_ell was selected for study because 
the author felt it was a valuable field of correlation geatl;y neglected 
b:r hhtoriane and ausic educators, 
The writer hopes thet the stuc!T will show the utent to which the 
songs of the people depict and reflect the th1111ghts, eaotiona, custom•, 
traditiona, beUefs, patriotic spirit, political beliefl, and on the whole, 
the teaperaaent of the t1ae 1n special hiBtorical perioda of United State• 
hiltor;y. 
c. Justification.--
J. There ia an abundance of literature written in regard to the 
hiator;y of the United States. Likewiae, there ia a sufficient amount 
of authoritative literature written in regard to the hiator;y of songs 
and JIUiic; little, howeYer, haa bean done to correlate thia va1uable 
aaterial in a logical, a;yat .. atic, ancl teachab,.e !JI&nner. 
2, Music 11 an internationa1 l1111guage which drawa different peoples 
together in a common bond of fe,lowah1p. Yor thia reason music i& an 
iltportant socializing force, and part of the hiator:r of the l)eople, 
3. until recent1y, history waa a chronicle which recorded the acti-
vitiaa of kin&•• generals, and law-aakers, This narrow conception or 
iBterpretation of history has been replaced~ a wider conception, which 
views history ae the record of huan atrivin& and accomplishment, Becauae 
mueic expresses huaen striving and emotion far better than words, for it 
speaks from the heart as well aa the mind, it tells ua of what we were 
thinking, and how we were consoling ouraeh'ee at the time the son& was 
wri ttan, 
4, It has been aaid that a nation'• aou1 is reflected in ita muaic, 
eepeciall:r ita folk BOJ18B, Because fo1k aonga are colllllunal in character, r 
li 
and compodtion, and because the:r are B'Oontaneoua songs of the people, thq I 
- I 
expre11 unconeciouel:r but inatinctivel:r their hopes, desires, and affec-
tion• at the time they are written, 
D, Scope.--
,, The axiateDCe of music in America for more than 4oo :rears, aeeaa 
to arr!llllge itnlf natura11y into four main periode of united States hietor:rii 
'l'he first neriod from 1519 to 't620, dates baok to the earl.v influence of II 
::~c~io md iu'-"'' ~ , .. ._,,, • ..,.,...,,, ~ "' .,,... "'."'"''II 
(a) Early Aztec inn uence, :! 
II 
II 
il 
I ~ 
li 
II I~ 
(b) The characteristics of the .American Indian 
(c) Music and the Indie, 
(d) Analyah and correlatio!l of Indian culture and music, 
The ucond period, from 1620 to '!.77", discunes the music and culture 1: ~ I' I 
II 
II 
of the S'Oaaiah and French miaaianariee in America and of the Encl1Rh 
colonies. 
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(a) Introduction 
(b) The pert music p18Fed in the lives of the early English settler• 
in .AIIerica. 
(c) The lllew Englaad period of Psalmody !lld ita social hrpUcationa. 
(d) The difficu.'tt in in the development of inlltMllllental llUIIic in 
the colonies. 
( s) The a porta aad recreations of the New Eng1 and Purl tans, and 
other settlers during the colonial period. 
(f) Nude aad eulture of the South aad other settlements. 
3 • The third period, from ! 775 to 1860, reveals the national and 
patriotic airs and anthems which developed as a direct result of the 
temperament of the time~ 
(a) The .American Revolut.ion and i te musical influences are d11cueaed, 
(b) The War of 1312 and it e musical innuence. 
(c) The Civil War and the patriotic and national mu1ic of the time. 
(d) Some concluBiou as the result of the above etudy, 
4. The fourth period from 1860 to 1900 discusses and defines the 
folk-songs or the "mnge of the peop~e.• How folk-songs ere created, 
the ccmdi tiona, the character and influence of the fo1.k-aong. 
(a) Introdu.ction to the folk-song. 
(b) An account 18 given of the llegro plantation, spirituals, a1 ave 
songs, nonsense songs, and how they ere created. A brief account 
1a &Ivan of the great eat e:q~onent of the Negro fol. k-aong,--
Stephen Collins Foster, 
(c) Some reason• are given which res~ ted in the "opening up" of1he 
West, which brought new avocations, and the new and 
II 
! 
woodaaan, and oth~ra, These ao~~ge were part and pareel of 
the life and eurroundiJICII of these men. 
(d) Some attention is a'!.eo givm to the Vermont folk ballads and 
the songs of the Jrortheaet, 
(a) Several authorities are quoted which give their interpretations 
and values concerning these tru'!.y American songs of the people. 
E. Research Procedures.--
'[. Logical Anal,-ah 
a, Investigate the hiator,- of the United States within the 
1oope of this thesis. 
b, Investigate the histo17 of IIIU.eio, songs and ocanodtions 
within the scope of this thelia, 
e. Use thh information to abM the correlation and influenet~ 
of the tooia1 hiator,- of the time and the JIIUSio of the tiae • 
. 2, Research Procedure a 
a. Investigate the literature in this field to determine what 
baa been done in the past regarding the difficulties and 
importance of the prob1ea, 
b, Investigate literature to determine where '!.ogiell correlations 
of music mB7 be made with significant periods of United States 
histor,-. 
e, Investigate for ana'!.ylie the folk-songs of the historical 
II 
'I ,, 
II 
II 
4 
periods mentioned herein to determine the poal!ib, e effect li 
,. ••n-•• tho .,..,,, of tho ti~ ~~·: :u n~~ I!==== 
II 
II ,, 
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d. In'restigate general references and artie' ea ths.t mq be u .. d to 
add color and interesting Bide-linee to the prob'em. 
3. Data Needed 
a. Historical account. tha' w11l include the eocial and cultural 
hiatory of the perioca from 1519 to 1900. 
Special accounts of the Colonial Period, the American 
Revolution, the War of 1812, the Civil War. 
e. Literature on the .taeriean Indian hb society and IIUeic. 
d, Special aecounta of the Music of the Puritan& and Pilgrime, 
e. Accounts of the deTelepJiant of eul ture and 111111ic of the 
Sp&Dieh and French .. tners and other settlements in the 
South. 
t. Special accounts of the creation of national and patriotic 
music within the ecope of thie theai1. 
It• Mudc and 11 teratur e in regard to the eonga and the society 
of the 1outhern Negroee, cowboys, shanty-man, mountaineer, 
lwnber-Je.ck, woodsllall, and others. 
h. Short biographiee of the important men and compoaere of 
music used in th11 thelia. 
i. Artic1 es, and general references that mq add to the intere~t 
and information concerning the proble. 
4. Aaaumptiona Made 
a. The 1eg~~nds, cuetome, menners, traditions, euperstitione, 
beliefa, our national heritage and hhtory reveal in part, 
the draaatic effect of mudc and the social atmoephere of 
the time. 
I 
II 
1 1~ 
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b. American folk-songs are co111111mal in character, therefore 
they reveal the hopes, desires, and huan strivings of the 
'Deople, iD the sectional history af the United States. li 
1: 
e. It is said that the history of American manners, morals, I~ 
d. 
tastes, and absurdities is large1y written in our aongs, 
Periode of war, apeeia't historiea, events end personages 
have alw~e been eommeaorated. musically, therefore making 
an important addition to the history of the time. 
' 
li 
II 
i! 
I' 
I! 
:Beeauee muaie 1B intertwined with the temperament and hietory 1 
•' 
of the time, it sheu1~d be used aa one of the factors in the 
hiltorieal compact when teaching the laiatory of the United 
States. 
e. :Because of the aocialhinc power of music it shou1 d be 
used more frequently in correlation with other subJects 
in the aehool curriculum, eepeciany hietory and other 
social etudies. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PART MUSIC PLAYED IN TEE LIFE OF THE 
.AMERICAN INDIAN 
(1519-1620) 
1. Early Aztec Influence 
America before the time of Columbus had developed great civilizations 
of its own. The Mayas and the Aztecs in Mexico, and the Incas in Peru, 
shone brilliantly in comparison with other American tribes. The two 
separate races inhabiting Mexico and Central America, and grouped under 
the general name "Aztec," were the greatest of American aborigines, a 
highly cultured people. 
In 1519, a Spanish soldier, Hernando Cortez, pushed his wey to 
central Mexico and defeated Montezuma, Emperor of the Aztecs. The Aztecs 
proved to be the most civilized race in North America, and from the rich 
mines of Mexico they had gathered unbelievable treasures of gold and 
silver. 
:Both before and after the advent of Cortez in 1519, the Aztecs greatly: 
influenced the musical instruments of their Indian neighbors to the North. 
In ~ parts of the United States, many instruments resembling those of 
the Aztec have been found. Whistles of queer shapes and amusingly decorate~, 
! 
flutes exceedingly ve~ied in form, and rattles still more varied bear the 
marks of Aztec influence. 
The evidence of even the small portion of their songs, about one 
+ hundred preserved to us, though without music, by the early Spanish 
I' 
I 
7 
it 8 
1: 
---- -ll-----_ --
missionaries, is that the Aztecs were we11 advanced in music before the 
conquest. The evidence also points to the fact that the Aztec• were 
skilled workmen. Many beautifUl ornaaents, bow,e, statuettes, beads, 
end other varied piece• of skilled workmanship have been found and pre-
This Tisual eTidence shows that the Aztecs, when left aJ one, 
were a people with an qe for beauty, and the necessary sknl and talent 
to create it from the natural rnources at hand. In short, it reflecte 
the high degree of culture at this time, not known to other American 
tribu,1 
2. The Characteristics of the American Indien 
.b the result of a etu~ of the characteristica of the American 
Indian, it is hard to express the great diTersity and antithesis of 
character of the nat1Te warrior, In war, he was daring, cunning, boastful, 
ruthless, self-denying, and aeJf-deYoted: in peace, just, generous, hoe-
pitab1e, reTen&eful, superstitious, modest, and co.mon,y chaste, It is 
true, of course, that these characteristics do not fit or distingt11lh al, 
Worth American Indians; but they are characteristic of these peop1e, 
It is generally believed that tbe aborl@:ines o:r·· .11he American contin-
ent have an Asiatic origin, There are many facta which corroborate thie 
opinion, and some t.w that wou1d seem to weigh against it, 
The color of the Indien is a mixture of red and yellow, on which 
the climate illaT have had great influence. His cheel:-bonea have a very 
etriking indication of a Tartar origin; his eyes haTe not. It 11 hard 
1. Mabel H, Deapard, Music of!!!:! United States, New York: J.H,H. 
Muirhead, 1936, p, 11. 
-------~~-
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to aee bow the climate coul4 have produced the eubatantial difference 
in the shape of the qea, The Indi811 1 a use of language, both in hie 
poetry and in his oratory, 1e oriente.l; and per hap a improved b,y the 
liaited range of his practical knowledge, He drawe hie metaphors fmu 
the clouda, the seasons, the birds, the beasts, and the vegetabJe.wor1d. 
These same figures of speech are found in the songs of the Indm, of 
which more will be aaid later, 'l'he North .AIIIerican Indian expresses hia 
ideas and sentimen~a differently from that of the African, and ia oriental 
in itself, His langu&€e has the richness and fu11nees of the Chinese, 
He will e:r:pren a phrase in a word, and he w111 qualify the meaning of 
IIZI entire sentence by a syllable; he wi11 even convey different dgnific ... 
tiona by the simplest inflections of the voice. 1 
'l'he Alllerican Indi en gives a very different account of hie own tribe 
or race from that which 1e givea by other peep1 e. It 1a hullorous to 
read of the Indian's over-eatimattng hie own perfections, and underva1u1ag 
those of his rival or enemy, 
The whites have assisted greatly in rendering the traditions of the 
aborigines more obscure by their own llaDller of corrupting names, In the 
songs of some of the Indian tribes coincidences have sometimes occurred 
1 
that have aet inveetigatora upon Dlllft7 queer investigations, 'l'hus Frederick [! 
R. Burton reveals the following: 111 
II 
,,,one of the Jesuit prieata, hearing the Indiana 
of Cenada Bing a refrain that sounded like 'Ha-li-loo- It' 
hah, 1 at once aonoluded that the word was 'Hallelujah, 1 
1. James Feniaore Cooper, 'l'he Laat of the Mohicans, Pennsylvania: 
Spencer Preas, 1936, (Introduat10D: pp, ix-xiii). 
and that he had discovered the missing tribes of 
ancient Israel. Adair, finding the Cherokees and other 
related tribes singing, 'Yo-hee-wah,' immediately took 
this as a variant of 'Jehovah,' and calls the Indians 
'the red Hebrews.tl 
I' 
It must be remembered that the Du.tch (who first settled New York), the[l 
English, and the French, all gave different names to the tribes· that dwelt II 
li 
, within the country, and that the Indians not only gave different names to II 
their enemies, but freq_uently to themselves, therefore the cause of the con~ 
I fusion will be understood. For ex.ample, the Lenni-Lenape, Lenope, Dela- 1: 
' :! 
wares, Wapanachi, and Mohicans, all mean the same people, or tribes of the jl 
II same stock.2 
r 
The term Indian, as applied to all primitive peoples who lived on the [i,. 
North American continent, is too general. There were over 50 basic lin- ,, 
guistic stocks, all of whom ~1ere divided into separate tribes. At the 
II 
ii 
' 
' ,, 
present time the Office of Indian Affairs is dealing with 342 tribes not !] 
II 
including the sub-tribes and rancheria. II These separate t ri bee all had dif-11 
' 
ferent customs and wa;ys of living. Some were highly organized socially anal, 
politically, others were simply constituted. Each had its own legends and I 
I 
presumably its own music. It is more e:mct, therefore, to speak of Chipps- 1 
! 
we., Hopi, or :Blackfoot music, than Indian music, even though it mey all 
soUlld the same to the novice. There are traits that all tribes seem to 
have in common musically, but these are probably characteristics that 
would be COllDllOn to savage 1111sic in general. 
1. Frederick R. :Burton, 4merican Primitive Music, New York: Moffat, 
Yard and Comp~, 1909, P• 27. 
2. Cooper, l!Jl.• cit., P• xl.. 
' I' 
'I 
II 
I' 
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It is important to know some of the characteristic features and traits , 
I 
of the Indian in order to understand how these traits played a part in the II 
primitive society of the Indian; and of course, the importance of such 
I 
! 
traits as it affected the music of the Indian. 
3. Mu.sic and the Indian 
II 
The earliest music born in the United States was that of the aborigi- II 
nes, the North American Indians. :Beginning in prehistoric time, their 
folk-song and crude instruments, vast in amount, vary in oharacter with 
every tribe. Mu.sic was a vitaJ. part of the life of the Indian from the 
cradle to the grave. ~ and elaborate were the sacred ceremonies w1 th 
,, 
!I 
!I 
II 
ll 
n 
'I I I 
li 
which the Indian honored his Gods, prepared for war or celebrated victory. j 
The medicine men w1 th song and dance drove out the evil that threatened 
I 
tribe or individual. To the accompaniment of song and dance the Indian 
ground his corn: through the mellow tones of the flute, the young brave 
serenaded his sweetheart. It is said that no wedding was happily cele-
I brated without its Chiabiabos to "sing hie songs of love and longing," 
The young Indian listened to the fateful, stirring music of the tom-tom as I' 
I 
the ri tea were performed which was to 1118k:e him a brave. Sacred ceremonies 
were frequent: for not only were the Gods to be honored and entreated, but 
the elements of nature, birds and animaJ.s, even snakes, were held sacred 
and must be honored by music and dance.l 
The earliest mnsicaJ. notation of the Indians was in the form of pic-
tures. In spite of limitation, the range of subjects is wide. In a short 
l. Mabel H. Despard, Music of the United States, New York: 
J. H. H. Muirhead, 1936, pp. 3· 
. --- -------= 
!I 
ji 
outline of American mo.sio, Mabel H. Despard, lists several songs and Sllb-
jeots of the various Indian tribes. "!he Gambler's Song," and the "White 
Dog Song," of the Blackfoot Indians in Montana; "Her Blanket," and "!he 
Weeping Willows, n of the Pueblo Indians in New Me:d.oo; the Nebraska Sioux1 
"Slm.ffling Feet" and the"Flute Serenade;" the "Bark Canoe" and the "Snail 
Song" of the Obji'bweys. The Pawnees of Oklahoma give us SllOh contrasting 
songs as "The War Danca Song, 11 and "The llird' s Nest. 111 
Nature provided the savage with materials ready shaped for his elUde 
instruments; materials which the early white settler lost no time in 
adapting to his individual needs. llone, horn, saplings, cornstalks, hollow I 
reeds, beans and gourds; birch bark, animal skins, horse hair, sinews; -of I' 
these separately or in combination, the Indian formed. his instruments so 
I widely varied. that, in their later developments, influenced, of course, by 
I 
I 
.i 
li ,, 
II 
I 
foreign contacts, they show many ideas yet uuused in modern music. 
Upon the materials at hand the Indian exercised his skill and ingenuit 
to produce new forms and combinations, Wood. he used, metal he used., bells 
or bits of tin were widely used, -for the Northwest Indians were skilled 
metal workers. Wood. and dried skins made the universal drum; with hollow 
bone and reed of wood he made his whistles of varied shapes, He imitated 
tl;le natural gourd rattle by opening it, putting dried beans within and 
closing it up. Combining horse-hair with gourd., he made his earliest 
stringed instrument. Albert E. Weir records: 
1, ll!!S.•, P• 4 
I 
!I I~ 
II 
II I 
I 
I' !I 
I! 
I 
.•• To the North American Indian belongs the honor of originating 
the primitive Stringed Instruments of this continent; no stringed 
instruments have been found in Aztec ruins. The Apaches of Arizona 
are the only Indian tribe with a rude violin; it is made of the 
stock of the agave flower, decorated, and having one horse-hair 
string and a horse-hair bow ••• l 
As recorded previously, one must bear in mind that Indian lllllsic 
i; 
that of a single tribe, but of ~ tribes, 
'I 
Some of the Indian tri bee were il 
!' 
quite unmusical, others were fairly cultivated in the art; some were not 
poetic in the slightest degree, others produced poets that deserved to be-
ii 
come known tG the world. A&ain, it lllllst be born in mind that almost all II 
'I 
I, 
!I 
the Indian scales differ somewhat from our diatonic scale, and that when 
we reproduce the melodies in our notation, or upon our instruments, we 
generally find a distortion of the original. The most learned and entlm.-
1 siastic of our investigators of Indian history and customs, Dr. Jesse W, 
I Fewkes, considers many of the specimens of Indian IDilsic unreliable because 
I ::l:::s d::e::~:~ ~:h ~: :~al:n:::::::: is lost in forcing the Indian !,II 
1! The Objiblflcy"s, the Zunnis, the Moquis, and the Omahas have a fairly li 
II I! 
'I large repertiore of songs; the Iroquois, Apaches, and Comanches possess 1i, 
I, il 
I
ll, far lese of a more primitive character, Almost every one of the Indian \I 
songs is given without harmocy, being sung in unison by either male or :' 
I 
I 
li i1 II female voices, seldom both together. As with all savage Jmlsic, gesture 
I and pantomine pley an important part in the songs, which tlm.s become 
~I "dances• rather than purely vocal works. Ghost-dances, war-dances, snake-
1, dances, and 1llllll;r other semi-religious species of Jmlsic exist. An extremely 
I 
I 1, Albert lll, Weir, editor, Macmillan lllncyclopedia. !!!. Music, New York: 
I The Macmillan Compacy, 1938, P• 864. ,, 
11 2. Jesse W. Fewkes, ! C?Jijtttf ~l!~~_:'!i_~~~Et-~2£!: New Y~;;:'ll1~==~= 
-- I! ~) 
i! 1; I; 
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strong reythm is often the chief cbaracteristic of the Indian song, which II 
is seldom varied enough for the purposes of the composer who desires to 
II 
il 
II ,, 
il 
weave it into the larger forms of mu.sic. 
The Iroquois, more warlike and less mu.sical than maey of the tribes of 11 
the South, have left no love-songs or historical ballads (with the exceptio~! 
to be noticed later), and with them the women were not allowed to join in ;I 
the songs, but were the only performers in one of the dances of their natio~l 
(or rather five nations) while the young men sang. The women of the Senecas~ 
however, were allowed to sing a mourning song by themselves. The pantomine 
1
1 
was almost contiDnous in all these dances and compensated for the lack of 
extended text in some of the songs, according to Fewkes,l Thus the great II 
,, 
Iroq_uois song, "Wolf llu.ns, n has only these two words, but the gestures tell ~~~ 
a more varied story, Jol:m Tasker Howard states: I 
••• Yet even among the most warlike, and least 
artistic tribes, in spite of its roughness and 
its maey repetitions, there were often traces of 
mu.sical expression. • • .2 
li 
II 
I! 
II 
II 
II Previously it was mentioned that the Iroq_uois possessed no repertoire il 
II 
in the historical field. There is one exception to this lack of historical II 
mu.sic. At the Congress of Musicians, Columbian Exposition in Chicago, [ 
Mr. H. E. Kreibel sang part of a historical recitation of the Iroq_uois, in j 
,, 
which the nemes of .50 original councillors of the great league are preserve,: 
The league of five nations, which formed the Iroq_uois was made up of the I 
I! 
Senecas, Mohawks, C~s, Oneidas, and the Onondagas. Hiawatha, who 
1. Ibid., Vol. III, P• 223. 
2. Jol:m Tasker Howard, 2!.u:. !merican Mllsic. New York, Thomas Y. Crowell 
Compaey, 1931, P• 41,5. 
il 
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'I 
founded this league, was an Orwnd.aga who 
il 
B1lbsequently became a Mohawk, and :i 
II 
is celebrated in this song. The song appears to do little else than men- !] 
j! 
Howard records a translation 11 
!I 
tion tbe names of the chiefs and councillors. 
of this song made by Horatio Hale which rune as follows: 
Hail Hail 
Continue now to listen. 
Hail Hail 
Those who wert a ruler, 
Hail Hail 
Hiawatha! 
After all the councillors had been thus mentioned, with their quota 
of "Haill" or "Hail" that section of the song ended with: 
That was tbe roll of you, 
You who were joined in tbe work, 
You who completed tbe work, 
The great Leaguell 
William Wood made a visit to the Plymouth and Massachusetts !ay Colo-
il 
nies soon after their founding and wrote an account of his observations F 
li 
under tbe title North~ Prospect, which was published in London in 1634. ·~ 
I 
Howard quotes from this account in regard to the singing of the Indiana. 
He records: 
••• 
1Their mnsick is lullabies to quiet their 
children, who generally are as quiet as if they 
had neither spleens nor lungsl To bear one of 
these Indians unseene a good eare might easily 
mistake their untaught vo!Yce for the warbling of 
a well tuned instrument.•2 
Alice Onnningham Fletcher, spent ~ months with the Omaha tribe, 
studying their folklore and music. She fell ill and was nursed by devoted 
Indiana who sang soft and sweet music without drums. She understood, and 
1. Ibid., P• 4ll. 
2. Ibid,, P• 416. 
', awakened the countr,y to this bidden treasure. Fletcher saysl 
••• Indians sing not for individual glor.y, 
but to benefit all; they wish others to join, 
adding their orendas. The Navajos were adept 
at improvising; thq held musical contests--
even had lecture recitals! Mo.sic is intimately 
bound up with their lives - not as art seoa-
rate from life. Their children are carefUlly 
taught the traditional songs,l 
In the bulletins of the :Bureau of American Ethnology, Frances Densnore 
; gives a detailed account and analysis of Chippewa songs. Densmore 
';records: 
• • • There were the Midi or Medicine songs, 
for the expression of religious ideas. Some 
were for direct ceremonial use (initiations, to 
secure success in hunting, etc.,) others were 
for healing or working charms and connected with 
medicine. Ma:t\V" of these songs were taught to 
those only who would pa;y for the privilege of 
learning them.2 
In another source, Densmore has more to sey concerning the Indian 
and his music. Densmore wrote: 
• • • The Chippewas were firm believers in dream 
songs learned in visions while fasting. Some of 
these were the songs of the doctor, which could 
never be bought or sold, There were the songs of 
the juggler, who did all sorts of Houdini acts 
in freeing himself from all sorts of ropes and 
knots before the assembled tribe,3 
1. Alice C. Fletcher, ~ Indien !!!. Song W14. Story, Boston: Small, 
Mcynard and Compan;y, 1900, P• 42. 
1
,.' 2. Frances Densmore, :Bulletin !J:i W14. ll of the Bureau of American 
i li:tlmology, Washington: 1910 and 1913. 
' j. Frances Densmore, ~ AD!erica.n JpQ1a.ns e_ Their Music, New York: 
i The Women's Press, 1926, P• 80. 
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In the same account Densmore describes more varied songs and dances. 
She states: 
• • • There were of course, the war-songs, some 
to incite. war, some songs of the Warpath, and 
others of the scalp-dance. ~ of them had a 
religious significance; the 1God with us' idea 
is by no means the sole property of the white 
man in time of war. Gems-songs were found in 
maqy tribes, often each side sang them to invoke 
victory •••• 1 
It is said that the Indians were great gamblers and that the stakes 
ran high sometimes. In the mocassin ~e of the Chippewas four bullets 
or balls were hidden under four mocassins. The man or side that guessed 
which bullet was marked got the jack-pot. Some of the songs showed a true 
sporting instinct. One of them is translated:-•! will go home if I am 
beaten, after more articles to wager.n2 
Densmore claims that love-songs were not sung by the old-time Indians 
except in working love charms. Marriages among the Indians were usually 
arranged by parents and were confined to groups who had no blood relation-
ship. Pleying the flute at dusk is a custom common to nearly every tribe, 
according to Densmore. She does not believe that it alwa;vs for romantic 
purposes that the poets would have us believe. Nevertheless, there seems 
to be no doubt that it has often helped the bashful lover to sey his 
little speech. 
In 1949, Watson Lyle, visited with Chief Os-ke-Non-Ton of the l~ohawk 
i: 
i: 
I' 
i' li 
I' I 
1: 
,I 
,, 
,, 
il 
il 
tribe (Bear Clan). He spoke to the chief about the aboriginal Imlsic 
I' 
I 
I' 
of his;: 
ancient race and the instruments used by them in their music making. 
1. Ibid., P• 81. 
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2. John T. Howard, ~American Music, New York: Thomas Y. Crowell 
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opening word.s seem to contradict Densmore in regard. to the use of the 
flute, ~le states: 
The native flute, seemed. to be the most advanced, 
and. most melod.ic instrument of all, It is used. only 
in the pl~ing of an intimately expressive kind., such 
as the love serenade of a brave to the maid.en of his 
choice. Although termed. a flute this instrument is 
more nearly related. to the clarinet type, being played. 
by means of a single reed in one end.. There are five 
holes which are stopped. by the fingers of the plqer. 
Quarter tones are prod.uced. by the performer. The flute 
is quite simply made by splitting a short length of 
rounded wood, hollowing out each half in a groove, then 
gl.ueing them together again with resin and tlms forming 
the necessary wooden tube. It appears odd., but this 
wood-wind instrument is not pl~d. with the water tom-
tom and rattle, so that even the crude attempts at orches-
tral music achieved by some of the negroid races is 
unknown to the primitive American Indian,l 
1 
I 
I! 
I' 
I' The famous Indian tom-tom or drum is fashioned from a log, hollowed. ,1, 
li 
out. Mr, Iifle found that a piece of skin from which the hair of the crea1! 
had been scraped formed the parchment. This parchment was stretched over .
1 
the opening, being fixed in place by a cord. or thong, Water had previousl;rl 
been pa.t into the hollow. When the pl!cy'er desired. to lower the pitch of 
II 
'1l 
li 
the sound he shook the instl'WIIent, much or little according to the lowness 11 
II 
of the sound required, tlms wetting the skin, mechanically relaxing the 
tension and, of course, automatically lowering the pitch. To raise the 
pitch again the moisture was rapid.ly wiped off the surface of the skin with I! 
I' 
the finger of the plqer. Short drum sticks, loosely manipulated after the 1
1
, 
manner of our plqers upon the t;rmpani, are employed. to set the skin in _: 
vibration and produce the sound, which mq, naturally, be pleyed by the 
finger-tips. ~le states: 
1, Watson Iifle, American Indian~. in the International ;[, l• 
Musician, November, 1949, p. 82, 
I 
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• • • Singers are at pain to use a tom-tom in which 
the fixed sound, i.e., the highest note of its 
range, is in agreeable conformity with their voices. 
~ite plainly, therefore, a harmonic sense exists 
despite the character of the massed vocal music .•• l 
4. .Analysis and Conclusion of Indian Culture and Mu.sic 
The first serious attempt by a musician to make a scientific stud;v 
of the music of the American Indians vas undertaken by Theodore :Saker, in 
1880. :Saker, a German who later made his permanent residence in this 
country, was at the time a student at Leipsic University. He chose the 
music of the North American Indians as the subject of a thesis for his 
doctorate, and he visited the Seneca Reservation in New York State, and thel: 
Indian School at Carlisle, Pennsylvania. He collected a number of songs, ii 
studied and analyzed them, but since his ess~ was published in German;y, li 
it has had less influence than those by others that followed it,2 I 
Probably the first investigator to use the phonograph in recording 
songs of the Indian was Jesse Walter Fswkes,:3 who first studied the songs 
of the Passeme.q_uodd;v Indians in Mains in 1889. He later joined the 
i 
I 
i 
1: 
I' Hemenw~ expedition and it was from his records of Zunni songs that Gilman li 
made his analysis. When the Hemenwe;r Southwestern Expedition was at work 
., I, 
li 
I the i.nnni, Hopi, and other Pueblo Indians, :Benjamin Ives Gilman had charge ii 
I'! 
i' II 
of the stud;v of their music, Gilman was very scientific, and studied 
certain songs from the acoustic standpoint, and by using a mechanical de-
11 
ii 
vice sought to measure the exact intervals the Indians used in their songs. I! 
l. Ibid., P• 8:3. 
2. l!'rederick R. :Burton, American Primitive Music, New York: Moffatt, 
Yard and Compan;y, 1909, P• 7. 
II I, 
I 
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:3. Jesse W. l!'ewltes, Additiona1 Studies of Zunni Songs ~Rituals xUal. 
~ Phopqgraph, New York: Journal 2t American Folk-lore, 1890. , 
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He invented a system of notation to show minute deviations from diatonic 
pitch,l 
When :Burton began to stud;v Indian Music, he had the conviction that tj 
Indian had developed rcythm more highly than the white man. Intensive · 
stuq made him challge his mind, and brought him to the conclusion that the 
Indian is not aware that his drum beat is in conflict with the scheme of 
accents he invents for his BOD8• :Burton, in regard to this, states: 
,, 
'11
1
. :Both drum beat and SOD8o are ill88nious expressions 
of his nature, One is extremely primitive, the 
I' other comparativel;r advanced, and, as he is still 
1, primitive, he clings to his cheerf'uJ. noise, under-
standill8 it, aroused by it, while his JIIIlsical soul 
toils darkly on toward an ezpression that aims ever 
at, and sometimes attains, symmetry, All of which 
is to sey that he drums as he does because he knows 
no better,2 
Indians sill8 differently than white men, and there has been Imlch dis-
cussion of their relative abilities, Some hold that the Indian has a far 
greater developed sense of reythm than the white man, shown by his ability 
to beat his drum in one rcythm while he sings his song in another, Some 
think that the Indian scale is far in advance of ours; that his division 
into smaller intervals than we are give him far greater flexibility and a-
pressiveness in his melodies, Yet there are cynics who sey that these phs-
nomena merely show that the Indian cannot keep time nor si7l8 in time, 
M~be they are right, for it is but logical to believe that cur IIDlsical 
scale evolved through centuries, has been formalized by natural acoustic 
laws. Primitive IIIIlsic is no doubt an earl;r gropill8 for these natural ef:tecilj~ 
1, :Benjamin Ives Gilman, !!!m!, Songs, 
Printill8 Office, 1908, Vol, 5., !A Journal 
Archaeoloq, 
2, :Burton, 21:1.• _,it., P• 61~,'"-cc~ 
Washill8ton, D, C., Government 
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Densmo.re has had songs recorded in the SUJJUiler, and again in the I! 
following winter by the same singer. Comparison of the two records sl:xlws 
,, 
the performances to be exactly alike in melo~, pitch, and tempo. Often a ]: 
,, 
li 
song has been sung eight or ten times on a single phonograph record e.nd the I' 
'I 
repetitions have been uniform in every respect according to Densmore's il 
experiments. 
:Burton took issue with Gilman on the question of the I!ldians intone.-
tion. Gilman devised an elaborate notation to show exa.ct:cy what intervals 
the Indians sang. Burton believed that deviations from pitch were not 
caused by the singers' instinctive feeling for smaller intervals than those 
of the diatonic scale, but b,r their inability to hold an accurate pitch. 
He pointed out that this inability was by no means confined to the Indian, 
and that if we were to make phonograph records of civilized chorus rehear-
sale, when the singers were unaccompanied, we would find mruw curious in-
tervals, if we undertook to measure them accurately. Also, the same would 
be true of opera singers. 
It has been found that Indian music, customs and manners are not the 
same for all the many tribes; therefore, it would hardly be accurate to 
speak of Indian music and customs as such. We know, however, that few 
Indians make music for its own sake. Every song is associated with some 
tribal custom. There is a song for almost everything--friends, enemies, 
gpds, animals, forests, lakes, vegetation, clothing, mocassins, canoes, 
and sometimes whiakey. 
The Indians use music and songs as a means of accomplishing definite 
results; to treat the sick, to have success in war or in the hunt, to ac-
complish aeything the Indian felt was beyond his power as an individual. 
I 
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Songs are so closely associated with the ceremonies they accompalJY that il 
:I 
I I! 
i 
Indians do not like to sing them on other occasions, even when they are 
showing the white man the songs of their tribe. In this respect. Burton 
1 mentions the fact that one old Indian refused to sing a hunting song for 
him because it was not the hunting season at the time he visited.l 
There is a rich literature in the traditional 11!\l.sic of the various 
Indian tribes. Much of it is interesting aDi some of it is beautiful. As 
' i' 
interpretations of the Indian customs and culture, their songs are invalu- !I 
'I 
Yet 11 able. And as SSJIIples and specimens of primitive art they are choice. 
not all of them can be reduced to our conception of harmony aDi survive II 
II 
ii 
tha process with ~ degree of appropriatenesa. As soon as composers at-
tempt to idealize the songs of the Indians, and reduce them to a white mants, 
'I 
! 
harmonization, their whole character is lost in the process. In certain re-i! 
II 
spects this is also true of JDaDY compositions written Ullder the fo:analized 
aDi traditional forms that we know. J'or example, a composition writ ten 
particularly for violin solo when.it is transcribed and arranged for piano 
the composition loses its character, style, and effect. This is true in 
many other combinations. It is not uncommon to hear professional musicians 
make some of the following remarks; "this l!UIIIber is not pianistic or viol I 
istic;" or "this IIWIIber does not lq well for the trumpet," etc. The reaso~ 
of course is that the composition was written especially by the composer 11 
I 
for a certain instrument or combination of instruments and the composer bad 1 
I taken special care to write within the range of the instrument and for tbs 11 
quality, character, and capabilities of the instrument. 
~.~ t-~ 
li 
1. l!u.rton, !lll.• cit., P• 115. 
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II I, I Almost all the investigators of .AmericBJJ. Indian Dlllsic have found that Ji 
i it is pervaded emotionally, by a sense of melancholy, although on occasion, j'i 
as in war a.Ild other ceremonial songs, it ma;y approach a condition of frenzy,li 
I' 
or again, it ma;y become gey a.Ild light-hearted. rl 
,, 
I 
The primitive folk-l!lllsic of the American Indian has already been put 
to use in modern American lllllsic by such composers of note as Lierance, 
!royer, Farwell, Cadman, Mac Dowell, end others. The most important and 
beautiful work as yet evolved from Indian sources is Mac Dowell's "Indian 
Suite," and this charms far more becanse of ita poetic presentation of 
phases of Indian life and romance than because of the fact (which scarcely 
aeybocy would know unless expressly informed of it) that the figures which jl 
are developed in the work are chiefly taken from Indian sources. l1 
1: 
,j 
I' 
To sum up this section of the primitive American Indian, his culture, 
and his l!lllsic, it seems fairly accu.rate and appropos to sey- that the life II 
of the Indian in its maey phases is mirrored in his songs; his history, hisllll 
social life, his philosoph;y', his 
:i 
religion;--songs of love and songs of hate,i! 
il 
! 
songs of mourning and songs of joy, all in all, make 'Ill? the most important 
II 
I
I phases of this early American history and culture. From the instruments 11 
II dug from hill and cave over the course of many years, history can sey- 1: 
conclusively that these savages were aware of and used the natural resources,, 
'I 
at hand. li 
il 
1', ,, 
The following quotations from two distinguished authors and composers 
sum up in a few words the value and importance of the Indian folk I!Dlsi c in 
this early period of American civilization. Frederick R. ]Urton, an 
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authority on Indian msic states: "The Indian folk:-soDg is a genuine and 
useful folk-song, indigeneous to American sou,nl Ethelbert Nevin, an i&-
portant contemporary composer states: "Even if the Indians did not origi- I, 
" nate American msic, they gave it the best adaptation to the American 
background and setting, w1 th a distinctive coloring the years will 
improve,n 2 
1. Burton, !m.• cit., P• 177. 
2. Mabel H. Despard, Music 2.(!!!!. United States, New York: J. H. H. 
Muirhead, 19:36. (Quotation from Ethelbert Nevin p. 42.) 
I 
I'! 
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CHAPTER III 
MUSIC OF TEE SPANISH, FRENCH, AND 
ENGLISH COLONISTS IN AMERICA 
(1620-1775) 
5. Introduction 
In order to set the stage for the yet uncreated art of American 
II 
II 2s 
I! 
,, 
.. b--... ~CC .. ~-. 
!I ,, 
II 
mnsic, it seems advisable at this time to have a picture of the existing 
condi tiona a:cd also of the prevailing social atmosphere. Was the atmosp~~ 
conducive to the development of American mnsic? Was the atmosphere a detri4 
II 
ment to the creation of .American mnsic? We !lUcy" find the answers in the ,! 
history of this period, the period of colonization of the New World by the 
leading countries of the time. What was happening in Europe had its raper-
cussions in the New World; likewise, what was happening in America had its 
repercussions in Europe. 
The period 1500 to 1600, was particularly one of discovery in America. 
During this period, Spain was for a time the most powerful nation attaining 
prominence under Charles I, later Charles V, Emperor of Ge~, who engage~ 
ji ,, 
in fierce wars against Frances I of France. The Reformation under Luther 
and Calvin was followed by the Protestant movement in England, under 
' :! 
ii 
Henry VIII. In France, conflicts took place between Catholics and Huguenots~ 
li 
li This was not only a period of wars between these European nations but also ii 
a period of rivalry for new colonies. Therefore, the English settlers, 
the French and Spanish missionaries became important characters in the 
' ! 
li 
" 
\I, 
=+=~~ 
,, 
discovery and exploration of American soil. 
6. Music of the Spanish and French Colonists 
Settlements of Spanish ecclesiastics on the Pacific and Gulf coasts 
in the 16th and 17th centuries left scarcely traceable impressions; later 
combining with the French, the Spanish non-ecclesiastics brought to the 
southern United States the lightness and ~ety that later developed into :r 
the epecial type--Creole Music.l i1 
Creole Music was a mixture of Spanish and French msic descendant from lj 
the French and Spanish settlers of Louisiana and the Gulf states. Their 1 
music reflected the distinctive epeech and social traits of the French and 
Spanish peoples. It embodied their traditional culture and manners. It 
was light, ~. graceful, and romantic lllll.Sic. In one of his ees~s, Ralph 
Waldo lilmerson writes of Creole natures. Jmerson s~s; •society loves 
Creole natures, and sleepy, langnishing manners, so that they cover sense, 
grace and good manners. • • n2 • 
Throughout the years, Spain and France brought forth ~~~a.ey great lllll.Si-
cians, composers, and instrumentalists that attained wide recognition 
throughout the world; therefore, it is not difficult to imagine or asSUIIIe 
that these lllll.sical people brought their love of lllll.sic with them to the New 
World. There seems to be no doubt that ~ opportunities existed for 
I I, 
I 
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these people to sing while sailing u;p and down the rivers and lakes looking! 
for food and fur-bearing animals, while building their forts and fortifica-
tiona, and during their periods of relaxation and leisure. However, as 
1. Mabel H. Deepard, Mu.sic 91. the United States, New York: J. H. H. 
Muirhead, 19)6, P• 69. 
2. Ralph Waldo Jmerson, lilmerson' s :&:ssa.vs, New York: A. L. :Burt, 
n. d. P• )14. (Ess~ on Manners) 
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noted before, their music reflected the speech, social traits, and manners 
of their homeland. They did not attempt to cl:la:age their speech, social 
trai te and music to their new surroundings in America. They did not sing 
of the great e:z;panse of wealth, of the beautiful scenic rivers or lakes, of 
the wonderful. virgin forests or of their own particul.ar home, domestic 
surroundings and social atmosphere. 
The first American to achie'l'e l!Uropean fame by performance or composi-
tion was Louis Moreau Gottschalk. (1829-1869) ' He was of an English father '' I 
and a Creole mother, Although he was born in New Orleans, Gottschalk's 
constant European tours, and his French predilections and foreign descent, 
all combine to make us think of his as cosmopolitan rather than distinctly 
American. Gottschalk took advantage of this new type of Creole songs from 
Louisiana in his 11 :Bananier," 11:Bamboula, 11 and other piano pieces.l 
The importance of the French and Spanish colonists to the music of 
America was in the fact that many traditional musical instruments were 
brought to America for the first time. They brought the beginnings of the 
., 
music of nations whose long inheritance of lllllsical material and technic was il 
to displace the aboriginal music aDd 1~ foundations for that still 
uncreated art of American music, In the late 1700's Louisiana and other 
I' I! 
II 
II 
[1 
Gulf states were the first to briiig opera to America directly descendant of I! 
these early French and Spanish colonists. 
:Because the still stroDg ties of love, memories, and yea.rnings between 
these early settlers and their homela.Dd, the difficulty of travel, the 
1. Pac.l Arpin, The ill!, 21 ~Moreau Gottsc@Jk, New York: 
lated from the J'rench by H. C. Watson, 1852. n. p.) 
(Trans- ii 
~I 
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constant rivalry and protection against intruders, the hardships of a 
pioneer civilization and other circumstances, the atmosphere was not yet 
ripe or conducive to the creation or development of American music. 
The reasons of the French and Spanish for being in America were not 
those of people interested in artlstic creation. They did not flee the 
motherland because of religious persecution as the English settlers did. 
:M:u.sic and religion quite often are and bave been close4' associated with 
each other. Therefore, we liUcy' find the answer of the early beginnings of 
American mnsic and its affect on the social conditions of the time as we 
look into the English settlements on the Atlantic coast. 
7. !he Part Music Pl~ed in the Lives of 
the Early Inglish Settlers 
After Spain, France, and England saw that there was no northwest passag1, 
to the Indies, they turned their attention to colonizing the New World and II 
to making permanent settlements. li 
il The English had learned, through the failures of Gilbert and Raleigh, I 
that colonization was too big an undertaking for individuals; so they 
'I 
I' 
" 
:I 
organized trading companies for that purpose. Two companies were organized !I 
. !: 
to make settlements in Virginia, the London Compa.ey and the Ply1nouth Comp, 
These first companies were organized on a pure4' business basis for the purll 
pose of making money in the New World. The Plymouth Company attempted to 
]! 
make settlement on the Kennebec River but failed in 16o7. ,I The same year, " 
II 
1: 
the London Compan;y, somewhat more successful settled at Jamestown in Vir-
ginia. This compan;y was made up of noblemen, weal t:lv land holders, and 
rich merchants. Each one gave a sum equal to $JOO.OO and became owner or 
il 
il 
II =~=~=p~r~op=ri~ "" of a oharo, aod -•· of _,., mtitlod to a p~t ''~ •:_profit~===~ 
II 
!i 
il jl 
I' 
!I 
coming from trade with the Indians or from discoveries of gold.l 
It i• interesting to note the economic and social conditions existing 
in England at this time. !l!he laws were very severe on the people who were 
unemployed in England. One law provided that men or women who were found 
wandering on the highwa;y should be ••• "striwed naked from the middle 
upwards and be openly whipped until his or her body be bloody •••• n2 
!l!he English judges sent l!laley" of these beggars to Virginia. In London 
' 
and other cities poor children, it is said, were gathered up off the street~~ 
I' and given over to the Virginia Company. !l!he jails and prisons were often j, 
! 
emptied and inmates sent to Virginia. !!!hen, there were l!laley" good, honest, 
1
j 
hard-working people who, on account of poverty, sold their services to the 
company for a uumber of years in pa;yment for their passage to Virginia. 
!!!he general term that was applied to the white laboring classes in ji 
I 
Virginia was "indentured servant." The Virginia servants worked hard in 
I, 
Negroes i[ 
' 
clearing the forests and planting and caring for the tobacco crop. 
were introduced into Virginia in 1619, but slavery had a very slow growth 
in the colo~ for l!laley" years. The importance of including the settlement 
of Virginia, in the history of American music, lies in the fact that the 
introduction of Negro slavery later, in Virginia brought forth a special 
type of folk-song particularly sectional in its character, am truly 
representative of the American civilization at the time,--the l!legro spiri-
tual, the slave and plantation songs, and others of which more will be said !
1 
- !I 
1. Jolm D. Ricks, ~Federal, Union, :Boston; Roughton Mifflin Companyjl 
19:37' Chap. 2. II 
2. Ibid., P• lS. 
" 
later. 
Massacbu.setts was settled by the English primarily for religious pur-
poses. There were man;y people in Eng] and who could not agree to all the 
teachings of the Established Church. These people, composed of several 
different groups, were called Non-Conformists. They held different views 
about the Established Cl:m.rch but all objected in some wey or other to the 
form and ceremonies used, SllCh as the wrplice and the use of the ring in 
the marriage ceremo~. Maey ministers re1Used to heed the warning of 
,, 
!: 
James I to conform themselves to the Established Church by a certain time. 11 
:' 
' Some of them and their followers fled the count.,..,. and went to Holland. Al- ' 
-· 'I 
though they were kindly received by the lltl.tch, the Puritans were not ha;ppy I! 
1: 
1: 
in Holland. It was difficult for them to make a living there, and besides, l'l 
the younger people began marrying into the Du.tch families and giving up I 
their own lan,gaage, manners, and customs. 
I 
The Puritans were vary all%ious to come to America where they could liv~ 
II 
I 
I 
! 
their own lives in their own~ and yet be under the English flag. For 
this purpose an association was formed and monw,y for the enterprise was 
borrowed at a very high rate of interest. The association was composed of 
colonists and capitalists. 
The Pilgrims, one group of non-conformists, set sail from England for 
America in the Mayflower in September, 1620. After a stol'li\V voyage of 
' 
over two months they landed at Pl;ymouth, where for the first few years they 
had a very hard time.l 
1. Edward James Carpenter, ~ Ma.:yflower Pilgrims, New York: The 
Abingdon Press, 1920. 
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The Purl tans came from Englalld to America. and ma.d.e settlements at 
:Boston, Salem, Charlestown, Dorchester, and Ro:z:ba.ry, these constituting 
the Massachusetts :Bay Coloey. They came to our shores to establish a. 
:Sible Coi!IIOOnwealth where they could worship God according to the dictates 
of their conscience. Ths Puritans had no thought of religious toleration 
and later drove out of their coloey those who would not conform to their 
religious beliefs. It was here, in the Massachusetts :Sq Coloey, that the 
composing and creating of American ~sic was first attempted. 
8. The lllew England Period of Psalmody alld its 
Social Implications 
The social history of the early English settlements in New England, 
I! 
II 
I 3:1 
I 
! 
I' 
II brings to light man;r facts concerning the Pilgrims and Puritans as a fussy 11 I! 
IIi 
,I 
and particularistic people. An order existed, or so it is said, for pra.c-
tically all conditions of life at this time. The type of clothing to be 
" worn by men and women, boys and girls, the color and kind of cloth that  
I 
I' 
could be used; how the hair should be cut and kept for men, women, alld 'Ill 
children; the foods that should be eaten on special religious d!ey'S; what I 
games, pastimes, leisure, and recreation could be enjoyed; how the Sabbaoth l,i 
1-
. I 
cUv was to be spent; how God was to be worshipped; what lllllsic could be sung ! 
or plqed at home or in church; and man;r other conditions of life which 
would seem to be inconsequential alld unimportant to us tod!ey'.l 
On the whole, history books of this period rarely make lllllch of the 
I 1. James Truslew Adams, ~Founding 2.!. ~ ]Dngl end. :Boston: LitUe, 
1 :Brown and Comp~, 1933· (See chap. IV, on "Some Aspects of Puritanism." 
II Anti-Puritan point of view.) 
II 
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,, 
uproar that music caused among the Pilgrims and Puritans. Little, if aey 1'1 
mention at all, is made of the very real part that music had in the lives 
of these New England colonists when teaching the history of this period in 
our schools. It was the cause of lll8ey heated. argume.nts and teii!Pers. It 
is a curious historical fact, that earnest interest in musical matters was 
first taken up by the psalm-singing Puritans and Pilgrims. 
At the very start, both Pilgrims and Puritans, although differing on 
many points of doctrine, united in a distrust of music. Calvin1 s views 
in regard to the 1 divine art," colored the earliest music of New England. 
!!.'he Pilgrilis would have abolished it all but for the fact that the ancient i 
II 
Hebrews had undoubt~crcy- employed psalm-singing in their religious servic::~JI 
Tbey therefore, while rejecting eymns and other sacred music, allowed ps ! 
I 
to be sung during their devotions. I. 
It is recorded that at first they used W.t five tulles for their psalm-
ody. What these tunes were has not been clearly proven. Louis c. Elson 
records the possibility of the five following psalms;- 11 0ld Hundred," 
"York," 1 Hackney, 1 "Windsor," and "Martyrs." "Hackney,• was sometimes 
called •st. Mary•s.•l 
!!.'he versions used in singing the psalms, both emong the Puritans in 
:Boston, and the Pilgrims in Pl}rmouth were those arranged by the Reverend 
Henry Ainsworth. As was the case with all the old Puritan versions of the ~~~ 
psalms, it followed the original with painstaking fidelity. The book used 
I 
1. Louis C. Elson, The History 2!, American Music, New York: The 
Macmillan Compaey, 1904, p. 2. 
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'I! by the Pilgrims was a neat duodecimo, which ma;y be viewed at the Boston 
, Public Library, with a flrW tunes wretchedly printed in very small pin-
~~ point notes. Several other psalms sung by the Pu.ri tans and Pilgrims ma;y be 
seen in special collections of music displ~d from time to time in the 
same library. The five tunes chosen by the singers at this early time, 
were probably sung without reference to notation. 
I 
ii 
Another more important version of the psalms, by Sternhold ani Hopkinsjl 
was used in IplrWich, but in Boston all versions were soon superseded by I' 
the k Psalm llook, published at Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1640. The 
m Pgelm llook, was the second book to be published or printed in l!lorth 
America, preceded on4>" by an almanac. This book is kept in the Rare Collec~ 
il 
tions Department vault in the Boston Public Library, and there is quite a 1: 
lot of red tape before being able to view it. The writer was told by the 1! 
'I 
:· 
librarian that the k Psa1m llook, as a collectors item and as an example 
of being the first book published in America and engraved by Paul Revers, 
is worth appro:z::l.mately $500,000. The writer was surprised with the excel-
lent condition of the book but was disappointed to find that it listed 
150 psalms but with no music. However, as discovered later, 1!11lsic was 
added to the k P!!Rlm llook in 1690. Howard sqs that the lla:y Psalm :Book 
.•• "Exercised a tremendous influence as the only one of its kind in use 
in liew ll1nglani for more than a bnndred years ••• "1 The accounts of the 
~ ed1 tions this book went through "fllrT; Elson states;--••• ":By 1750, 
it had reached its 27th American edition, altogether it must have passed 
through 1110re than 70 editions."2 
1. John T. Howard, Our A!nerican H!a!£, l!lew York: Thomas Y. Crowell 
Comp~, 1931, p.6. 
2. IJsop a c1t p 2 
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~c-~~~-- -~ ~-~-~-~ t =~= - , . ~ ~ ·~ .. The hea.diDg of the first edition of the ~Psalm~ reads:--
The Psalms in Metre; Fai th:fully Translated for the 
Use, Edification, and Comfort of the Saints in 
publick and private, especially in New England, 
Most authorities of this period of psalmo~ agree in general that the 
avowed purpose of the ~~:Book was to give a more literal trans-
scription of the scriptures. In the translation and setting to metre of 
these psalms, m~ of the most scholarly of the divines of the coloey , 
i. 
assisted; Elliot and Welds of Rox'bury, Mather of Dorchester, and l!lll.ll;Y" oth~, 
I 
II 
cooperated to make this a valuable and reliable work, 1: 
It is bamoroua to read the instructions given to the divines of the 
coloey by a certain Mr. Shepard of Cambridge, he wrote:-
You Rox'bury Poets, keep clear of the Crime, 
Of missiDg to give us a very good l!hime. 
And you of Dorchester, your verses lSDgthen, 
And with the Texts own Words, you will them streDgthen.l 
As far as adheriDg to the literal translation of the scriptures is 
11, concerned, we ~ compare a translation made by Sternhold and Hopkins 
II 
II 
\i, 
earlier, and the new translation by the divines of the coloey in the ~ 
Pselm :Book. The reason for picking for comparison the 2)rd Psalm, is the 
\ 
fact that so liiilJl;Y of us know it and can best appreciate the variances in the I 
! 
poetry than from one lese known. The following is the translation of the 
2)rd Psalm by Sternhold and Hopkins:-
1. !h8 ~ Pselm :Book, Cambridge: Printed by Stephen Daye, engraved 
by Paul Revere, 1640, Introdnction, p. viii. 
i 
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The Lord is onely llW su.pport, 
And be that doth me feed: 
How can I then lack anything, 
Whereof I stand in need; 
lie doth me fold in coats most safe, 
The tender grasse fast by: 
And after drives me to the streames, 
Which run most pleasantly.l 
There is little doubt that the translation made by Messrs. Welds and 
lliot of Roxbury, and Mather of Dorchester, of the 23rd Psal.m followed 
closely to the literal translation of the scripture regardless of whether 
the metre or r~e made sense or not. The new transcription reads: 
1. The Lord To mee a shepbeard is, 
want therefore shall not I 
2. lie in the folds of tender grasse, 
doth cause me downs to lie: 
3· To waters caJ.m mee gently leads 
Restore ~ souls doth he: 
he doth in paths of righteousness: 
for his :names sake lead mee.2 
Because of the scarcity of books in the early days of the coloey, it 
was but natural that New England should form the habit of 11 lining out" or 
"deaconing out," the psal.ms. The "lining" consisted in the minister or 
deacon reading the text that was to be su.ng, line by line, the congregation 
pausing in their singing, at the end of each phrase sufficiently long to 
allow this piece-meal recitation. Fortunately, as noted before, even when 
musical matters were at the lowest ebb, there were some cultured men among 
the clergy who worked assiduously to build up a better school of singing 
1. Howard, Qe.. Cit., P• 5· 
2, The ~ Pfalm ~. Pgelm .2,l. Cambridge; Stephen Da;ye, 164o. 
II 
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in divine services. Mather, Symmes, Walter, Prince, niot, Dwight, and 
others, labored by sermon, tract, and singing book to elevate this part of 
the Puritanical education. 
Some questions which kept the social and religious tempers burning at 
this time were questions in regard to who should sing; what tu.nes they 
should sing; and how they should sing them. In short, there was consider-
able difference of opinion about vocal matters in the clmrch in New England 
during the 17th century. Some believed that only the elect, those that had, 
found. grace, should sing, while the body of the congregation joined in the 
final "Amen." On the other hand, a. few were liberal enough to countenance 
1
, 
I 
the addition of an accompaniment when the singing was done in private. In 11 
this respect John Cotton states: ••• "so that attention to the a.ccompani-1 1 
ment does not divert the heart from attention of the matter of the song •• H1j1 
Although thare were IIlS.ey questions concerning who was to do the si~ 
the more important ones were as follows: i[ 
!, 
l. Whether one to be to sing tor all the rest, the 
rest joyning only in spirit, and s~ing Amen; 
or the whole congregationT 
2. Whether carnall men and Pagans ~ be permitted 
to sing with us, or Christians alone, and Chu.rch 
Members? 
). Whether in tunes inventedT 
4. Whether it be lawful in Order into Singing, to 
reads the Psalms? 
Among the ma.n;y special objections to the tunes themselves we find 
the following: i 
i' 
1. John Cotton, Sinrln.g !J:l!. P11ftlms a. Gospel Ordinance, :Boston: 1: 
n.p. 1647. (Written in the form of a Tract and known more commonly as " 
~~~J~o~hn Cotton'•-~~:~~)~~~- ~~~~~~----~--~---~----- ------~--~1~~~~ 
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2. 
Tbs,r are inspired. 
To Bing man's malo~ is only a vain 
show of art. 
God C&.llllot taka delight in praises where the 
wtq of sin has had a hand in making tha melod;r .1 
From the personal letters, memoirs, diaries, and communications of 
lj 
I 
I 
I' ,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
this period, we know that lllB.Icy' went so far as to co nsidar skillful singing j: 
as a direct sin. The poor unfortunates that were blessed in this case, 
with a natural and beautiful singing voice, ware shunned in society and 
considered vain. Likewise, those who had voices that were cu.lturad in 
liln8l!Uld were considered sinners. Nevertheless, as recorded in the music 
history of this period, out of the desire to sing the psalms properly there!'', 
came the earliest New liln8lam singing-schools. A singing school ll:ld.sted in I 
Boston as early as 1717, and about this time we find a IIUlllber of psalm book 
published, which were in fact, primitive vocal methods. Works by the 
Reverend Mr. Tufts, Dr. Mather, and the Reverend Mr. Walter, were the 
earliest of these, !Uld contained rules of music and a few instructions as 
to vocalization. 
I 
The Puritans in either E~and or New England, employed the singing of I' 
psalms to establish a clo·se personal relationship with God. Sir John 
Hawkins states: 
To the earliest impressions of the Psalms in 
metre was prefiDd a treatise, said to be made by 
Saint Athanasus, concerning the use am virtues 
of the Psalms, wherein, among ~ other, are the 
following directions for the choice of psalms for 
particu.lar occasions am exigencies: 
1. ~ •• introduction 
' 
I, 
~1== 
I! 
II 
'I 
i I ~·~-~~. ·~- ~~==~~-~~~ ·•·=-·c~==~~ .c---- - ....... -~,•~-~--~~~--~.-,.~. i! I· 1If thou wouldst at erzy time describe a blessed 
I 
I
'; man, who is he, and wba.t thing maketh him so 
1
! to be: thou bast the 1, 32, 41, 112, 128 psalms, 
;I 
II 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
I I, 
" i! 
'If thou aeest that evill men 1~ snares for thee, 
and therefore deairest God's eares to hears 
~ praiers, sing the 5 psalms, 
'If thou desireat to !mow who ie a citizen of heaven, 
sing the 15 psalms, 
1If thine enemies cluster against thee, and go about 
with their bloody hand to destroy thee, go not 
thou about b7 man's helps to revenge it, for all 
mens jUdgements are not trustie, but require God 
to be jw4J;e, for he alone is judge, and s~ the 
26,35,43, psalmes, 
1 If thou beholdest such as be baptized, end so 
delivered fran the corru.ption of their birth, 
praise thou the bountifull grace of God, end 
sing the 32 psalms. 
'If thou hast suffered false accusation before the 
king, and seeet the divel to tri'UD!ph thereat, 1!fJ 
aside and sa;v the 52 psalms, , , , '1 
If interested, the reader ~ f'iDd several more choices of psalms to 
be used for special occasions or e:z::l.genciea in the same chapter of Hawldlis 
book, 
Hawkins cites a particular excerpt from Whitelocke' s Memoirs, showing 
II 
I 
I 
.I 
I; 
! 
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1 'Wl:w dost thou tyrant boast teyself, 
li works to praise!' 
tq wicked 
I 
His maJesty thereupon stood up, and called for 
the fift:y-sixth psalm, which begins. 
'Have mercy, Lord, on me I pr~cy", for men wouJ.d 
me devour. t 
'The People waived the minister's psalm, and sung 
that which the king called for,tl 
The entrance of a chu.rch organ into lloston, although fought against 
fiercel:y by the Puritans, and its placing in the Episcopalian Clm.rch of 
11 
i 
' 
" 
I! ,, 
II 
,, 
lloston, (ICing's Chapel), must have exerted some influence in the city. The!' 
same organ was exhibited in :Boston in 1920, by Chickering and Sons, by per-
mission of the vestry of St. John's Clm.rch of Portsmouth, lllew Hampshire, 
its present owner. It was imported from London by Mr. Thomas Brattle of 
Boston, in 1713• 
The distru.st of the organ in divine services by the Puritans is shown 
not only by its curt rejection by the Puritan clm.rch in 1713, but by lllaii;Y 
allusions to the instrament in the writings and sermons of the clergy of 
the time. Dr. Samtlel Sewall, one of the important men in the colony at 
this time, was a lover of 11111sic aDd yet he bad his doubts regarding organ-
pl~cy"ing in service, as may be seen by a letter describing an experience in 
Oxford, England. He wrote: 
••• Tile next Sabbath d~cy" after the Coronation I 
heard a service at St. Mary's. I am a lover of 
music to a fault, yet I was uneasy there; and the 
justling out of the Institution of Singing Psalms, 
justified before the great Master of Religious Ceremonies.2 
i 
I 
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1: A natural but I necessary step in the march of progress in so far as the, 
' 
progress of mu.sic is concerned, is the appearance of a few native composers~ 
!I 
The first of the native composers was William Billings. He was born in i 
I 
He was a selfr' 
neglected his ,' 
Boston, October 7, 1746, and died there, September 29, 1800, 
taught mu.sician; an apprentice to a tanner, he seems to have 
I 
regular work, in some degree, for the avocation of composition. He wrote i 
his earliest attempts at harmocy with chalk: upon the sides of leather in 
the tannery. He was deformed in boey, and limped about with a club-foot. 
~llings was eccentric in m~ ~s and found many ready to laugh at him, 
according to various accounts of his life, but his earnest love of music 
and unswerving honesty of purpose won for him some influential friends, 
Among these were Governor S8li!Wil Adams and Doctor Pierce, who encouraged 
his earliest ventures into the field of publication,! The first of his 
publications was the Itt Enrland Pl"l!!!::singer, sometimes referred to as 
the ,American Chprister, which was published in 1770. The fact that Paul 
Revere engraved the Em!: Englapd Pnlm..sipgu of Billings makes it even 
more a collector's treasure. It~ also be seen in the~ Collections 
Department of the Boston Public Library. 
The time was opportune for the presentation of a book of this kind. 
The ~ Ptelm ~ was beginniiJg to be superseded by Watt 1 s HY1!!AS, and 
other works. Billings• second book soon received the name of Billings• 
~. and became very popular throughout New Ellgland. 
1. John T. Howard, 2!£. A!!lerican Music, New York: Thomas Y. Crowell 
Company, 1931, P• 52. 
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r The Dlllsi cian will have little trouble no tieing the many harmonic and 
contrapuntal errors committed qy »illings in his music; nevertheless, in 
spite of his badly written songs, his music deserves preservation, It was 
melodic and cheerful; it vas strongly r:eythmic and, thank God, it was not 
above the heads of his public, A Beethoven or Brallms could not have 
obtained a hearing in America in the 18th century, but it seems, Billings 
f~ a willing audience and cheered maqy a fireside and camp where higher 
art would not have been understood. More will be said of Billings and his 
music in the section concerning patriotic and national airs. 
Proof of Billings' dying in poverty is found in the fact that his 
grave was not marked by a.n;y stone or moiDllllent. It is known that he was 
buried somewhere in the cemetery on »aston Common. The cemete:cy- still 
ensts, but it seems impossible, at this late date, to discover the spot 
where the first American composer was laid to rest. 
The chief contemporary of Billings was Oliver Holden, whose Coronation 
has held its own much better than Billings' masterpiece, Chester, and is 
as popular to~Ucy" as it was a century ago. 
Another contemporary, was Samuel Holyoke, He, ,according to his works, 
was a more versatile musician than most of his contemporaries, and as was 
I' the case with~ of the old composers, his name is associated chiefly wit~ 
!I 
I. 
I 
a single tune, &heim, which be composed when only fourteen years of age, 
He was the son of the Reverend Doctor S!lJID181 Holyoke, and was born in 
»oxford, Massacl:lll.setts, in 1771, and died at Concord, New Hampshire in 
1816. 
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Instrumental Music in the Colonies 
So far, attention in mnsic matters as part of the every~ life of 
the early colonists has been given only to the singing of psalms in the 
religious services of the Pilgrims and Puritans. An appropriate question 
now would be; what was the statu11 of instl'WIIental mnsic at this time? How 
did it affect the lives of the early colonists? It is interesting to note 
the attitude of a few important and well-known figures of the time in re-
gard to instrumental mnsic. 
I' 
i! One of the ~ links between revolutionary France and revolutionary 
II . .America was Jean Pierre :Brissot de Warville. While in :Boston, in 1788, 
:Brissot wrote a book, and in it he made mention of instrumental music. 
:Brissot wrote: 
••• Music, which their teachers formerly proscribed as 
a diabolical art, begins to make part of their education. 
In some houses you hear the forte-piano.(piano) This art, 
it is true, is still in its infancy, but the young novices 
who experience it are so gentle, so complaisant, and so 
modest that the proud perfection of the art gives no 
pleasure equal to what they afford.l 
After developing this theme for several paragraphs :Brissot concludes 
with a pr~qer, S~qing: 
••• God grant that the :Bostonian women m~q never, like 
those of France, acquire the mal~ of perfection in 
this artl It is never attained but at the expense of 
the domestic v1rtues.2 
There exist many conflicting accounts, descriptions, and stories con-
earning the attitude of the early colonists toward instl'WIIental msic. It 
1. Jean Pierre :Brissot, li!!t Travels !a~ United States 2i .America, 
:Boston: 1905. (This part of :Brissot 1s work is published as No. 126, of 
the QM. South Leaflets, by direction of the Old South Meeting House.) 
2. 
II 
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seems that the various anthorities of this period chose only the particular 
accounts that more or less fitted their contentions. 
Jobn Cotton, in Boston, laid down what seems to be the generally s.c- 1
1 
I! 
cepted Puritan doctrine as to instrumental accompaniment in cl:!u.rch and home I! 
!; 
respectively, in a Tract published in Boston in 1647, during a period When 
the Puritans were alre• in control there, under the following title: 
Singing the Psalms a Gospel Ordinance, or a Treatise 
wherein are band.led these foure Particulara--
1. Touching the Duty it selfe; 
2. Touching the Matter to be Bmlg; 
3· Touching the Singing; 
4. Touching the Mlllliler of Singing, by Jobn Cotton, 
Teacher of the Cl:!u.rch of Boston in l'l'ew England.l 
In this Tract, Cotton explained his attitude on the use of 
he wrote:l 
! 
instruments :j 
Singing with Instruments was typicall, and so 
a ceremoniall worship and therefore is ceased. 
:Bu.t singing w1 th the heart and voyce is a morall 
worship, such as is written in the heart of all 
men by natural as to prEcy" in distresse, so when 
we are merry and have canse of solemn thanksgiving 
unto God, then to sing the :Psalms, which the Holy 
Ghost by the Apostle James approveth and sanctifieth, (James 
5, lJ). Or supposing singing with instruments were 
not typically, but onely as externall solemni tie of 
worship, fitted to the solace of the outward senses of 
children under age (such as the Israeli tea were under 
the Old Testament), such externall pompous solemni-
ties are ceased and no externall worship reserved but 
such as holdeth forth simplicities, and gravitie; 
nor is 9:IrJ" voyce now to be heard in the Cl:!u.rch of 
Christ, but such as is significant of edifying by 
signification; (Cor. 14, 10, 11, 26.), which the 
voyce of instruments is not. 
1. Jobn Cotton, Singing the Paelm1 AGospe1 Ordinence, Boston: 
n.p. 164?, P• 13. 
' 
li 
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li Commenting, however, on the private use of instruments in the singing 
I· 
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of the Psalms, Cotton states: 
••• Nor do we forbid the private use of ~ instru-
ment of musick: therewi thall; so that attention to the 
instrument does not divert the heart from attention 
to the matter of song.l 
It seems that several music historians and writers have quoted only 
short sections of Cotton's ~or Treatise, to prove their contention 
that instrumental 11111sic was sbwmed and prohibited by the Puritans; or that 
instrumental music was approved by the Puritans. Reading the first quota-
tion from the tract, the reader would be right in accepting the atti tu.de 
that instrumental lllllsic was prohibited by the Puritans. However, the 
i! 
second quotation seems to contain approval of the use of instrumental music I< 
I 
by the Puritans. Therefore, it seemed advisable to make the lengtb;y quota- 1: 
' 
tion from Cotton's Tract in order to give both sides of the story. I' Several:: ii 
I< writers have failed or overlooked doing this in attempting to prove their 
1.1 
i! 
:I 
li 
I. 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
!! 
con tentione. 
The Puritans looked upon public song as a rite and private song as a 
recreation, a pious recreation for solace and comfort. They had no real 
objection to using instrumental accompaniment if the people did not PEl\\'" too , 
much attention to the instrument during the singing of the psalms. It was 
felt that the instrumental accompaniment could distract or divert the mind 
1 and the heart from the meaning of the words and the spiritual values of 
singing to glorify and edify the Lord. This is not an illogical assumption., 
' ii 
It has been said more than once during our era. I 
;· 
1: 
I, 
I! 
J 
1. Ibid., P• 14. 
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I Another important figure in :Boston at this time was Cotton Mather; he 
gives us his feelings in the use of instruments. Mather wrote: 
••• Though Instrumental Music were admitted and 
appointed in the worship of God under the Old Testa--
ment, yet we do not find it practised in Synagogues 
of the Jews, but only in the Temple. It thence 
appears to have been a part of the ceremonial Peda-
go£!3 which is now abolished; nor can any sa;v it was 
a part of moral worship. A:cd whereas the common 
usage now hath conferred J'llda.ise - which to do ie 
part of the Anti-Christian Apostacy - as well as 
Paganise. If we admit the Instrumental Music in 
the worship of God how can we resist the imposition 
of all the instruments used among the ancient Jews? 
Yea, Dancing as well as pla;ving, and several other 
Judaic actions?1 
It is obvious that Cotton Mather's concern in the use of Instrumental 
Music was that the inclusion of one instrument would lead to another and 
another until the singing would be forced to take an unimportant position 
in the Puritanical services; Furthermore it might lead to several other 
divertimentos that savored of frivolity, Nevertheless, this was only one 
i 
man 1s opinion and cannot be taken as a conclusive feeling or attitude towar~, 
I' 
instrumental music by the Puritans at this time. !1 
There seems to be little evidence to support the contentions of Henry 
G. Farmer concerning instrumental music, Farmer writes: 
•• , When the Commonwealth came the English nation 
entered what Matthew Arnold called, •the prison of 
Puritanism, • and all music other than psalms and 
1\ymns ·was considered profane. :Ballad singers were 
arrested on the highwqs, and throughout the length 
and breadth of the land, organs and other instruments 
could not well dispense with sa.ch important offices 
1, Cotton Mather, Megpplia Christi !merican, Boston: 1703, (~ted 1 
from his Historical l!.emerke ll.:22a :U!!. Discipline '!lractised a 1!!!. Chnrcblls I' 
2.i,l!lew JlnglpnQ, Re-published by Matt :B. Jones, for the fublications 2i Yl!.j': 
! Colonial Societ:v 2i Massaclmsetts, 1933, Vol, 28.) ! 
ii i· 
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as thll trumpeter and drwnmer, upon whom they relied 
for their 'sounds' and '6,1mbols, 1 they were looked 
upon as a sort of necessary evil, •• ,1 
Farmer's remarks invite contradiction, Du.ring the period he writes of,, 
:i 
the openiiJ8 of the 16th century, lilngland was at the very height of her 
mu.sicianship; a height shll has perhaps never reacbad before or since, The 'lj 
wondert'u.l madrigal garden was in full bloom. At the time the Pilgrims sa.Ue~ 
the following madrigal composers were still alive and in lCIJ8land; - Byrd, 
Weiles, Rosseter, Gibbons, Wilbye, Nicholson, Milton, Tomkins, and several 
more outstanding composers of the popular style of music at that time, - th~ 
!i 
Madrigal. Not only was it a period of great composers but of a general cul~! 
tivation of music amongst the educated classes. It was a period in which 
tba lilnglish public was mtLsic conscious if measured by the nwnber of foreign j, 
\ 
artists and virtuosos that were constantly invited to perform and tour 
England. Therefore, Farmer's seems to be anotbar account tba.t has distorts& 
' i 
the Puritans' beli~ in the use of instrumental music, and for that matter, I, 
I' music of any type. '' 
~ In the Plymouth Colo:ey drwns were alwa;vs at hand to summon the men of 
" the settlement if hostile Indians were found to be approaching. Tl:Je drwn 
was also tbe church bells of the d~cy". The various wa;vs adopted of letting 
people know when it was time for a meeting are discussed by John Brown in 
his book. He tells how the horns, drwns, flags, and other instruments were 
used for definite purposes at that time by the colonists. Brown records: 
1, Henry George Farmer, Ill!, lUI!. Am. Development .2i, Militm Music, 
London: W. Reeves, 1912, p. 29. 
I 
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••• As an instance of the early de;ys of the Conne-
cticut settlement, I mention that of Windsor in 1638, 
where a platform was erected on the top of the meeting-
house, from the lanthorn to the ridge, to give warning 
to the meeting •••• 1 
Another instance was in the neighboring New Haven settlement, in 1647. 
:Brown wrote: 
••• It was the duty of Robert llarset to drum 
twice upon the Lord's ~sand Lecture ~s. upon 
the meeting-house, so that t:bose who live far off 
me;y hear them more distinctly •••• 2 
Percy A. Scholes records an ordillallCe promulgated by the Plymouth 
Colocy which fined the town forty shillings if it was wi tbout a drum for 
the space of two months. He also quotes a record in which three selectmen 
I 
II 
I' 
I 
II in Essex County Massachusetts, had a writ out against them for witbolding 
I 
I 
lr 
I 
I 
I 
pe;y for a drum bought for the town. The drum wae valued at $453.00.3 
Several other accounts prove that the drum and born or trumpet existed 
in the Masse.cbu.setts and Plymouth colonies at a very early date, and it was 
considered vitally important that each settlement have its drums and 
drummers. 
Oliver Perry Chitwood, in his account of the colonial period makes 
I reference to lllllsical instruments in the colonies, he says: 
•I 
I' ,[ 
II 
II 
I 
••• On ~s. no one could make mince pies, dance, 
play cards, or play acy instrument of mueic, except 
the drum, trumpet, and Jew's Harp. • • • 
1. John Brown, !a!. Pilgrim Fath8rs 21.. New Englapd am, t1wir fu.riti!Jl 
Successore, New York: Fleming H. Revell Compacy, 1895, P• 344. 
2. Ibid., P• )46. 
I 
3· Percy A. Scholes, The Puriten• a Music, London: Oxford Universit:v!l·,'·· 
Press, Humphrey Milford, 19~ P• 2o4. "I 
I 
Harper and :Brothers, 1931, P• 31. 
4. Oliver Perry Chitwood, A Histor;r 2i.. Colonial America, New York: ~~,: 
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Chitwood qualifies this statement by adding: 
.. These regulations, and others of like character, 
grew out of the belief that l!lalV• if not most, of 
Man's natural instincts are evil and lllll.st be sup-
pressed for the good of his soul. This doctrine 
is responsible for the asceticism of ths medieval 
monk and the unreasonable self-denial of the later 
Puritan •••• 1 
,, 
The Jew's Harp was exempted beca:11se the early settlers used this as an l'i 
1: 
,I 
instrument of barter with the Indians. It seems that the value of the Jew'~', 
'I 
Harp as an article of barter in the 17th century 1~, perhaps, in the fact !I 
that no great technical skill was required to perform upon it, but merely a I 
II 
knack. This ~ also in part account for the widespread and long-endu.;ing jj 
popularity of the instrument. It was not a musician 1 s instrument but !I 
I! 
J, everybo~' s instrument. 
n 
According to music history, it was used by the !: 
l'i 
1: 
li 
' 
Chinese coolie as well as the English street boy. 
Proof that the Jew1 s Harp was used as an article of barter with the 
i Indians ~ be feund in various accounts of ths records and files of the 
I 
lr 
II 
1: 
li 
counties at that time. The following is one taken from the files of Essex 
County. 
• , • Court held at Salem, 29 September, 1653, list 
of goods stolen from a house;--17 dussen of Jew's 
Harps, 3 li, Be., and also 12 dnssen bells, 1 li, 4s. 
These things were prized as they were sould to the 
Indians • ••• 2 
The neme Jew1 s Harp, by the~. has nothing to do with Jews. There I 
I I\ is some false etymology or other Iey"stification about it. llrl t t he ingenious 
derivation "Jaws Rarp" has been proved to be false. This instrument can 
produce thll harmonic scale, and to this extent resembles the brass instru-
1. illS.· 
2. Quarterly Courts of Essex County, E.ecor9,s ~Files, Massachusetts, 
====~f="'l,.,66L_,._=--Vol i od1o• 1_ 02. 
mente. There is only one vibrating agent, a small tongu.e of metal twanged 
by the finger as the instrument is held between the teeth, and this, in 
itself, is obviously capable of producing only one note. llut the harmonics I'! 
of this note become available by resonance, through various shapings of If 
the cavity of the mouth, Some people can tap tunes on their teeth with a 
pencil, and the principle is the same. The production of the vowels in 
speech and song is accomplished in this wq. 
n 
,, 
[! 
li 
I! 
<I 
I' 
An advertisement of 1716 appearing in the :Boston H!:a. Letter, helps to i! 
II prove that several other instruments besides those previously mentioned 
existed in the colonies, and there was no particular opposition by the 
l'llritans or Pilgrims to their usage, The advertisement reads: 
This is to give notice that there is lately sent 
over from London, a choice collection of Musikal 
Instruments, consisting of Plageolets, Flutes, 
Haat-boys, !ass Viols, Violins, :Bows, Strings, Reeds 
Inetl'WIIents, :Books of li:u.l.ed Paper. To be sold at 
the Dancing School of Mr. Enstone in Sudbury Street 
near the Orange Tree, !oston.l 
~:re wa1 a note att~ to the advertilement which sqs: 
Bote, IIZl1' person mq have all Instruments of 
Mlleick mended, or Virginals, and Spinnets Strung and 
Tuned at a reasonable Rate, and likewise mq be taught 
by a true and easier metbod than has been heretofore,2 
It seems that Mr. Enstone had been imported from England as organist 
of the King1 s Chapel, on February 14, 1714. He filed a petition for the 
liberty of keeping a school as a Master of Music and Dancing Master. 
1'1 
II 
I' 
I 
6 
,, 
1, !oston liiD.t Letter, Advertispent, 171 , !oston: Historical Societyj; 
of !oston, rep11blished in 1930, Vol. 1, of l!D. Letters 2! !oston, 11 
2. I:!!a· ' 
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yes:r the Town Clerk presented 1: 
I 
h p 
Just what happened then does not seem to be Jmown,]1 
':!.I but a.n;yhow the school went on, This is further evidence that eighteenth 
century Puritans were not the •dismal wretches," Nathaniel Hawthorne de-
picts in his "Merry Mount," nor were they restrained from pl~ing instru-
il ,, 
il 
I 
ii 
i menta or dancing, as maey- historians would have us believe, Historians 1,1 
', II:. I and writers are generally either blaming the Puritans for what was general i: 
1
1
1
1 
in those ~s, or else unconsciously selecting facts so as to bes:r unfairlyi! 
II 
1\ against them, It may also be that several writers have been confused con- :! 
Ill :l 
. earning the ~ers and Puritans. The ~ers held more rigid rules, 11, 
II I! 
11 according to history, than did the Pll.ritans. Therefore, some of the unfairil 
il attacks against the Puritans really ~ have been meant for the Q)l.akers, ~~~ 
II II'·,· When comparing the northern and southern colonies it is customary to 
I credit Virginia with all the gaiety to be found in its records and to debit'il 
I New Englam with all the "puritanic" legislation. By similar juggling the 11 
II process could be somewhat reversed, As an 8%Bmple of the unfair attacks 1,, 
'I 
I
I li 
against the Puritans by vs:rious historians, here is an excerpt from the j: 
I 
:: 
I 
past Corresponding Secretary of the Virginia Historical Society, and author II 
II 
! of several stands:rd works, Alexander Bl'11Ce. 
II 
II 
Bruce remarks: 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
••• All the records go to show that their diversions, 
(the Virginians) whether within or withour doors, 
differed little from their English kindred, and that 
these diversions were enjoyed with all that extreme 
heartiness which distinguished the English people in 
all their sports unless they had come under the gloomy 
influence of the Sllstere fanaticism of the Puritans.l 
1, Philip Alexander Bruce, ~ Social Life 2f. Virllinia 18 !!!! Seven-
teenth Centur;y, Richmond: Whittet and Shepperson, 1907, p. 113. 
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Bruce continues: 
••• For the amusement of the guests in the house, as 
well as of the members of the family, musical instru-
ments were to be found in nearly all the planter's 
residences, there are frequent references in the inven-
tories to the virginal, the hand lyre, the hant-boy, 
the fiddle, violin, recorder, flute, and drum, as a 
part of personal estates, • • ,1 
The Southerners of course, maintained a closer connection with old 
England than any of the other colonists. Living on their estates, fox 
hunting, dancing, visiting, plqing cricket, they were closely allied in 
synrpatey and taste with the Tory gentry of the English country families. 
They were also in constant relation with the great mercantile firms of 
London, and often imported tutors from London to teach their children at 
home. Also, many of the sons and daughters of the American planters were 
il 
I' 
1i 
II 
I' 
li 
li 
II 
:! 
I' II 
'I !i 
I, 
II 
'I 
II 
I, 
"  
sent to Cambridge, Oxford, Temple, and other institutions of higher learninf 
to stu~ law and to be introduced to the London society, Naturally, when I! 
these young people returned to America, they returned with the English 
social training, education, and English tastes, 
ii 
I 
I 
I 
I 
James Truslow Adams, gives several reasons for the difference in the !I 
II 
character of the northern and southern .American society and culture at 
time, .Adams states: 
• • • A great deal of narrowness that undeniably 
developed in New England was due to several influences 
or lack of these influences, Not only did the youth 
of New England lack the opportunity of visiting the 
country from which its parents and grandparents had 
come, but it lacked any considerable contact with new-
comers from that countcy. From the middle of the 17th 
centucy to the middle of the 18th century, there was 
practically no further immigration. The colo:ey was 
1. Ibid., P• 114, 
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j bre&ding in and in. • • .1 
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II 
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1! 
La.hr in the same book, Adams makes reference to the D!llsicaJ. culture 
in the northern and southern colonies. He states: 
• • • If there wa.s any difference between the degree 
of D!llsi cal culture in the northern a.:cd southern 
colonies, it was not because of any difference in 
laws, (a.s so often alleged) nor even to a difference 
in general public opinion, but only to the difference 
in opportunit,y,2 
Scholes records: 
The Elizabethan dramatist frequently introduced 
gibes a.:cd made fun of the Puritans. This seems 
natural enough, a.s the Puritans hated the playhouses. 
In the play, "The Duchess of Malfi," IV, 2,, one 
character states: 'He makes alum and sells it to 
Puritans that have sore throats with overstraining, •3 
There does not seem to be sufficient factual basis to believe that 
there was great differences between any English territories in indoor or 
outdoor recreation, or society on the whole. There was in Engla:cd, in New 
England, and in Virginia itself, a. fatherly desire to protect people from 
I 
their own follies, and to avoid certain dreaded dangers to the commn.nity, I' 
:i 
'· but tha.t seems to be all. 11 j, 
10. Sports and Recreation During the Colonial Period. I! 
I! 
In spite of the IIIB.ll;Y uncomplimentary accounts written of the strict j! 
il and particularistic cha.ra.cter of the Puritan society, various sports and ,, li 
recreations existed. for the men. women, a:cd children. li 
In the winter time in the Northern colonies, ice skating and. sleighingll 
li 
1, James Truslow Adams, The E12!£. 2[ Ap!erica, Boston: Little, Brown 
and. Company, 1931, P• 93· 
2. IM4,., P• 9.5 • 
3· Percy A. Scholes, The Puritans ~Music, London: 
.. Press_,_HUIII!>hr.87)!!lfor_l\ol9J.4, Jl•_2'l4 •.. ___ _ 
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j! 
were favorite sports. Both men and boys pla;yed quoits, football, cricket, ! 
wicket, and ball and bat. For smaller boys there were tops, marbles, and il li 
kite-flying. The men often met at taverns to pla;y billiards and bowling I' 
I; 
aJ.leys were found in the homes of some of the colonists. Poli ticaJ. raJ.lies 11 
alwa;ys drew large crowds, and this was alweys a time of great merriment and II 
enjoyment for all. I' 
The women often gathered for quilting and sewing bees at the Sa.DJ3 time li 
,, 
,, 
and place that the men .held corn l:JU.skinga in the fall. The anJ:IIlaJ. fair, ij 
I ~
usually lasting for three days, afforded gala times for the colonists. Theil 
II 
purpose of the fair was to provide easy means for buying selling, and thereli 
i! 
were offered for sale live stock, mannfactured goods of various kinds, and !i 
ji 
a great variety of articles. :But the social side of the fair, it seems was i! 
,, 
never neglected. The people engaged in different games and sports, such as~ 
li 
horse-racing, foot-racing, women• s race, bag race for men, l:JU.rdle or obsta.- I! 
,, 
cle race for boys. There were al~ on baDl fortune-tellers, rope-walkers~ 
'I j, 
li 
:I 
li 
and side shows.l 
As one mey readily imagine, the woods afforded abundant l:JU.nting and 
trapping. There was big game,-moose, elk, bears, deer, lynxes, panthers, 
1 
wolves, and wildcats. There was a plentiful supply of small game too,- 11 
foxes, beavers, otters, weasels, raccoons, and muskrats. It seems that theli 
II 
sport of l:JU.nting led to improved firearms and the improved weapons led to 11 
:: 
an increased interest in l:JU.nting. The improved fire-arms led to rifle i' 
1. Charles Me Lean Andrews, The Colonial Period of A!nerican History, ~~ 
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1934, Chap. IV. 11 
lj 
' ! 
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!i matches, and shooting at a mark became a favorite diversion. Of course theli 
~~ waters ware well stocked with fish and fishing became a favorite :pastime,l ~~ 
l1 Dancing was a favorite recreation, For the mre aristocratic colonists1i 
!I balls were given in private and public houses. For the selected few there 
1
1 
I 
,, 
I were state bells, given by the governor, marked by lavish displ~ and forma~ 
I 
II 
etiquette, There the elite went through the stately minuet which was quite!] 
I popuJ.ar at that time, i: 
I 
li 
I :Because of the disrepute of daucing among the Puritans in England, theiJ 
! good people of New England were aware of what might happen here if they il 
I I! 
allowed dancing and M~-Pole dancing too freely, Phillip Stubbes has Dl1lCh 
1
, 
to sey concerning the Ma;y Day frolics in England. 
Stubbes sa;ys: 
, , , Against M~. Whitsunday, or other time, all the 
young men and maides, ilde men and wives, run gadding 
over night to the woods, groves, hils, and mountains, 
where they spend all the night in pleasant nastimes, 
and in the morning they return, bringing with them 
birch and branches of trees, to deck their assemblies 
withall, I have heard it credibly reported (and that 
viva voce) by men of great gravitie and reputation, 
that of forte, threescore, or a hundred maides going 
to the wood over night, there have scarcely the third 
I' 
II 
,, 
,, 
II 
il 
II 
II 
I 
! 
I 
part of them returned home againe undefiled. Tl::e se 
be fruites which these pastimes bring foorth.2 , 
Ma;y-Pole dancing seemed to causa William Bradford, soma worry and con-I! 
sternation for he makes reference of this pastime in his book, sa;ying: I! 
11 
ii 
1, Edward Eggleston, ~ !.!1 the Eighteenth Centur:y, Boston: Houghtoni! 
Mifflin Com:paey, 1933· (Chaps. VI, IX, XIX, on sports and society in New i' 
England. ) i' 
I' 
I 
2, Phillip Stubbes, ~ Anatomi• 2i Abuses, London: Oxford Univtrsityll 
Press, 1516, P• 18. I' 
(Several mort dtscriptions of this pastime that more or less strtngthen I 
,
1
1
1 Stubbes' stattmtnt ma;y bt found in, A Treatist Against Dice, Dancing, 1577, I 
by John Northbrookt.) I 
j - -- --- jl 
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I' 
• • • And after they had gott some good into their 
hands, and gott much by trading with the Indians, 
they spent it as vainly, in quaffing and drinking 
both wine and strong waters in great excess, and, 
as some reported ten pounds worth in the morning, 
The,r also set up a Mtzy-Pole, frisking and dancing 
about it ~ da;rs togeather, inviting the Indian 
women, for their consorts, dancing and frisking 
togeather, (like so ~ fairies, or furies rather), 
and worse practices,l 
,, 
" ii 
li 
II, 
il 
ii 
,. 
ii 
I! 
li 
Ji 
Chal!lberlain, records the text of a law passed in Massachusetts against\\ 
li 
dancing in taverns. The law reads: 
I' 
, •• Wheras it is observed that there are many abuses rl 
and disorders by dancing in ordinaire, whether mixed !I 
or u:nmixed, upon marriage of some persons, this !i 
Court doth order than henceforward there shall be li 
no dancing upon such occasions, or at other time in I' 
1j ;:;:i~:, s~~ :~e d:: ~; ~~~z!!!!~¥s to every li 
II , 
I' The Pl;ylllouth Coloey and the Massachusetts B~zy Coloey were equally con- II 
II earned about the dangers of such goings on. There were maey high-minded ~~~ 
'1 and respectable gentlemen at that time who foresaw dangers and moral break- ,I 
! down of society in these activities. They in part, attempted to act as morf
1 
I
I or less primitive watch and ward societies. Although the New England li 
Puritans did not like mtzypoles, yet gpparently these continued to be erecte~ 
II 
1] 
il for some years. ., 
I 
,, 
I 
William J. Long, very reasonably defends the New England Puritan ruler~1 
Ill. and tlulir attempts to establish an honorable society by sa;y-ing: 
1, William Bradford, ~History .!!! P~outh Pl@tation, 1620-1647, 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Compaey, 1912, P• 28 • 
1'1 
II ,, 
2. S. J. Chamberlain, Samuel Swall iiU!\!, the World !!!. Lived lJI., 
Massachusetts Historical Society, 1897. p. 47. 
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!I 
I 
l! 
II 
i 
II 
II. 
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I' 
I 
I 
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• • • We have been misled to think that the Colonial 
magistrates and clergy had too much power, and were 
meddlesome and intolerant. Tbe fact is that their 
power, which was wholly democratic, ley in their 
superior tducation, for which they were greatly 
honored and trusted. As we meet them in Mather 1 1!1 
pages, we find them gentle, tolerant, kindly, busy 
with serving humanity, leaders in the struggle for 
free government, but making every sacrifice to avoid 
religious controversy. Again, if we have thought of 
the Puritans as stern, hard, unlovely men, we are 
surprised to find that they regarded charity as the 
first of all virtues.l 
After making an exhaustive research in England and New England of 
their character, culture, religion, education, music, and social status, 
Scholes makes the following statement regarding the Puritans. 
. • • Adding m;v own trifling evidence I can honestly 
sey that the longer I have investigated the once 
universal and still too common charge that the 
Puritans in England and New England, hated music 
and merriment the more hopeless have I become of 
ever finding anw justification for it •••• 2 
A few paragraphs later Scholes continues with this thought: 
• • • Providence had not been prompted to send to 
our shores, out of all the millions who inhabited 
Europe, just those few thousand beings who had no 
music or merriment in their souls.3 
11. Music in the South and other Settlements 
The records of musical life during the early years of the southern 
colonies, and of Pennsylvania and New York, are not as complete as those of 
1. William J. Long, ! ~ of Men Uiil Jlooks in the Earlier ~ Later I 
~~Reflect i!J!. !mericaa Spirit, Jloston: Ginn and Compa.ey-, 1913. , 
P• 219. I~ 
.I 
' ,, 
2. Percy A. Scholes, The Puritans and Music, London: Oxford Universitj' 
Press, 1934, P• 328. ~~ 
~ •• P• 329. 
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i The New Engla:nd psalmodists, and their successors in the 
11 
latter 18th century, have probably exerted a deeper influence in one branch]i 
!j 
of our present music-lzy'mnology than any of the Pennsylvania Germans, the 1: 
Dutch in New York, or even the few professional musicians who migrated to 
this country before 1750. Nevertheless, some mention should be made of 
them although they bad no obvious influence on the future of the nation, 
musically speaking. 
The Germans a:nd Swedes who came to the nieghborhood of Philadelphia 
:: 
II 
IJ 
I ii 
II 
li 
when William Penn first proclaimed his "glorious new world," and the Mora- II 
'I 
vians who later settled in Bethlehem, enjoyed a musical life far in advance il 
,, 
of anything in contemporary New England. These settlements were establishei 
I! 
for religious motives, and many of their beliefs were fanatical, yet there 11 
was not the Sllspicion tba.t any kind of music was the invention of the devil~ 
to be shwmed as worldly and frivolous. 
I! 
'I Good singing in the church was re-1
1 
I! quired, a:nd insisted upon. One pastor, the Reverend Andreas Sa:ndel, from 'i 
I! ,, 
1: 
Sweden, it is written, imposed a fine of six shillings on certain members 
of his congregation for "untimely singing.nl 
I! It was in 1694, tba.t a German band of Pietists took up their dwelling 1, 
1: 
beside the Wissahickon River, near Philadelphia. These people were German li 
~sties who believed that the end of the world was near at hand, and who 
renounced marriage as sinful, believing that their one love should be the 
I: 
,, 
li 
I 
I' 
i 
I 
Lord JeSils Christ. The leader of the hermits was Johann Kelpius, a highly 
educated man, the son of a pastor at Dendorf, Ge~. Not only did these i1 
I; 
1. John T. Howard, Our .American Music, New York: Thomas Y. Crowell 
Company, 1931, P• 20. I: 
il 
I' ,I 
-lt-
!l 
il 
I' 
·I li 
II 
I! 
!, 
~=:~1-~~~~.--t~:~ ac~ompanied thei: s::::·:::~i:s::=tal mu:::.l·~-=~= 
II 
and brought instruments with them whlln they first landed in this country. li 
li 
As early as 1708, Xelpius wrote abroad for two clavichords "with additional!! 
strings.nl I 
The Wissahickon hermits evidently acquired a reputation for singing 
soon after their arrival, for in 1700 they were invited to act as choris-
ters and to furnish instrumental music at the dedication of the new Swedish 1 li 
II Kelpius is mentioned as the com- 'II! 
" 
cburch, "Gloria Dei," near Philadelphia. 
poser of nineteen of the ~s used by the hermits, but he probably was 
1
'1.· 
only the author of the words, for the same writer who mentions his author- ,, 
II 
i! 
,, 
!' 
ship speaks of another as the first composer on American soi1. 2 
I nth :: ::~ :: :'~~,::-::~~·,:,:::~: ::::-:, ':::''ii 
II 
I 
I 
I 
of a.ey sort. If in 17th century New England there was found any i systematic 1 
I 
and determined opposition to instrumental music, it came not from the I 
Puritan co111ll11lllity but from the ~era who despised them and whom thlly 
sometimes persecuted. Pleys, games, lotteries, music, and dancing were 
classed alike, and the meetings advised all members against either attendi 
such diversions or being in a.ey wey connected with them. Arreyed against 
the Qnak:ers and Presbyterians, were the members of the Church of England, 
who consistently championed lighter amusements. Though musical entertain-
menta, a:r:q especially dramatic offerings, were often presented in an under-
hand Wf13', according to authentic accounts of this period, nevertheless, the 
1. Marion llaner and Ethel Peyser, Mp.sio in America, New York: G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1946, P• 13. 
2. ~., P• 16. 
i: 
I 
I' 
,I 
Jl 
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1 
Several of the southern cities have claim as pioneers in musical 
activity, Charlestown, South Carolina, not only runs a close second to 
i: 
1: 
j, 
,, 
" 1: 
I 
I, 
1: 
I' 
' I. 
i' 
F lloston in fostering the first public concert in America, but enjoys the ji 
distinction of having what is generally considered the first musical societ~ 
,, 
formed in America,--the St. Cecilia Society, founded in 1762. This organi-11 
1: 
li 
zation remained in existence until 1912. Charlestown witnessed in 1735 
the first recorded performance of an opera in America, the ballad-opera, 
"Flora" or "Hob in the Well." 
i' 
li 
F This inaugarated three regular theatrical ii 
seasons in the South Carolina city, after which the theatre was 
ji 
turned over Ill 
'I to dancing masters for a number of years. It was re-opened for pleys and II 
'I il 
i! 
ji 
II 
·I 
11 
While the lloston divines were argu.ing the case of chll.rch singing, a 
real pleyhouse was in use in Williamsburg, Virginia; the first known to 
It was there that George Washington, alwvs a 
lover of the theatre, saw his first pley on Virginia soil. 
II 
II This city also 1! ii 
II 
had the honor to first welcome Lewis Hsl.lam' s London Compaey of comedians 1: 
I 
i! 
Williamsburg was treated l'i 
II 
in 1752, which later became the American Compaey. 
1: 
:! 
li ,, to regular seasons by the best pleyers in the country. 
Though it lagged behind the South in musical development, New York at !I 
ti II 
Its first concert dates from lj 
I' 
least kept pace with other important cities. 
1. Frederic Louis l!.itter, Music .Yl America, New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, Chap. J. 
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1736, according to existing records, thoagh some ma;v have been given which I! 
I' 
antedate the "Consort of Musick, Vocal and Instrumental, for the benefit of I' 
Mr. Pachelbel, the Harpsichord Part performed by himself. The songs, ii 
i Viol111a and German Flutes by private ha.!lds.nl 1 
i I 
I 
The first concert in New England, according to the research made by 
I I II Williams Arms Fisher was advertised in the :Boston News Letter of December, II 
'I 1731. The News Letter recorded: I! 
I 
There will be performed a •Concert of Music, 1 on 
11 
sundry Instruments at Mr. Pelham's gree.t room, ': 
being the house of the late Dr. Neyer, near the 
1
!,
1
1 
Sun Tavern. 2 
li In 1753, a man came to New York who was to exert a profound influence 1: 
li 
li 
I! 
:! 
I! 
on the city's Dlllsical life; -William Tuckey, an Englishman who had been 
Vicar Choral of the :Bristol Cathedral, and clerk of the Parish. Tuckey 
not only established himself in New York as an organist, choir-master, j! 
li 
concert artist, and composer, but he made the great contribution of organizt 
ing and directing the first performance of Handel's "Messiah," in America. 
In 1770, he led an orchestra and chorus in the Overture and sixteen numbers 
from the oratorio. The "Messiah," was not performed in Germa:c;v until 
two years after Tuckey brought it to New Yon. 
1772, ,, 
I! 
il 
!' 
Although the only works extant todey written by Tuckey are those in I', 
psalm collections, we know that his IIDlsic was widely known in his tiiD&. il 
His "Thanksgiving Anthem," was pleyed before General .Amherst, on his return': 
I 
to New York from the conqUil st of Canada, in 1760. Although Tuckey labored 
1. Albert E. Weir, editor, na MeCJnillan Encyclopedia 2i Music E 
Musicia,ns, The Macmillan Company, 1938. 
2. Williams Arms Fisher, Notes 2n_ Music !a Old :Boston, :Boston: Oliver: 
Ditson Compa:c;v, 1918. (~otation fr0111 the weekly :Boston News Letter of 1! 
December, 1731.) _ _____ __ J 
I', 
I 
I 
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II bard to establish regular choral si~ng in America, the time was not yet 
I rips for his efforts. He accomplished some very remarkable things, when 
f we consider what he had to contend with, but the tools he needed were not 
1
1 
yet at !Jand.l 
li 
I' 
I 
II 
II I 
I 
I 
i 
II 
,I 
ii 
It is obvious and significant that these ll!llsicians and lllllsical activi-1
1 
I' 
'I I· 
ties described above were important insofar as the history of lllllsic is con-i· 
I jl 
cerned, but they added nothing to our American music of this period. How- I' 
ever, it did have the effect of contiiillillg the form and character of the 
society as it was known in liUrope at the time. According to accounts of 
I i; 
'I 
1: 
this early period, it did not develop a new society, an American society, IJ 
but continued an old social atmosphere on new soil. In short, the musician1l 
md composers were foreigners who did nothing more than to follow along the\\ 
lines alre~ established in Europe. They did not allow the new American I-
F society and atmosphere to enter into their pl~ing or composing but merely 
continued to make music for music's sake. However, as mentioned earlier, 
New England had given birth to native composers su.ch as :Billings, Holyoke, 
and others. 
In concluding this account of the American period of Psalmo~ and In- i· 
strumental Music and their part and affect in the social history of the I; 
! 
time, it seams necessary to note that there still existed su.spicion among '' 
li some people of other more popular diversion in music. However, it is a I! 
i! 
1,1 __happy duty to record the fact that the ice was beginning to break. Some of 
I'! 
the more fanatical characters of the Puritan Church were relaxing their 
1. Theodore :Baker, 
G. Schirmer, Inc., 1900. 
:Biographical Dictionarz 2! MusicleP!· 
(See biograpey of Tuckey) 
New York: 
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1', 
attitudes. The Congregationalists kept the forms bequeathed them by their [I 
forefathers, but their spirit was less severe. Yet it was deemed necessary[~ 
,, 
to hide innocent amu.sement Ullder the cloak of religion, and the stu.dy of 
i1 mu.sic was still held to be a dubious proceeding unless it was sanctified 
I! 
I' 
rl 
II 
1: 
II 
I, 
I 
II 
I 
I 
by being devoted to religious ends. In spite of this, the latter part of 
the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth century, found 
matters free for the advance of American mu.sic. 
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CHAPTER IV 
N.AriON.AL .A!ID P.ArRIOTIC MUSIC IN THE HISTORY 
OF THE UNITED STATES 
(1775 - ts6o) 
jl 
,! 
il ,, 
ii 12. 
II I 
I' II 
The American Revolution and its Musical Influence :i 
The American Revolution beg~ long time before the Revolutionary War. II 
For many years the American colonists had grown farther and farther SW&J 
from the mother country. The home government had kept its hands off the 
col_onies and they grew up unha111pered by legial atton from Eng1 and. They 
worked out a social and po11t1cal life suited to a frontier country. They 
made their own , lllfl in their colonial , egillatures and they texed them-
!1 ae'l.vea, 
,, 
'I 
Then cams the Seven Years' War between Eni;'l.and and France. As a 
j: result, the :Britiah eought to reorganize the empire. To do this, acts 
II 
i! were passed to which the coloniBts objected. 
i: 
The home goverll!llent always 
II il contended that the acts of which the coloniets compls.ined - the Navigation 
i! 
" II Ach, the Sugar Act, the Sta111p Act, 1111d the Townshend Acta - were -passed 
,, 
I 
!i 
11 not to 
li 
II 
This reor- fi injure the colonies but to help reorganize the empire. 
li 
[
1
: been increased so greatly in size by the addition of the French possessions 11 
: !I 
j1 in America and India in Asia as the result of the Seven Years' War, :But ij 
I l·1 
;
1
:
1 
the colonists did not take thh view and pert1 y because of these acts 
1/ ill-feeling aroee,l 
1
!_1
1
, 
:! 
'I I' 
1: ganization was necessary, 
,, 
Parliament argued, since the :British Empire had 
I! I! 
[i 1, C1aude Halstead Van Tyne, !!:!! Causes 2f. the !!!:!:. of Independence, i[ 
~~!~onL~ lr~~ton l(iffHn and Company, 1922, c·=-· - •• ~- --- -- - --- -~~·~~~~= 
li I! 
I il 
,I II 
II 
,! Misunderstandings ca11e which were not smoothed out. The colonists 
II 
l
i broke awa;v from England primeri1 :r oTer the quest ions of taxation and 
,I representation, but there were ot~er canaes for misunderstanding and ill-
'' 
li li 
I' 
,I 
,, 
II 
'I 
I' 
!I 
I 
,! 
II 
'I I 
'I 
II 
': 
i 
feeling, There was a racial stock in the colonin which wae not found in 
"!ilngland - Dutch in New York, Geraans in Pennsylvania, and French Hugenote 
in the South. 
Many colonists differed from the English in religion. In England as 
mentioned previously, there was e state clmrch lllhich was established by 
law in about half of the American colonin. Eng'! and tried to force the 
Established Church upon all the colonies, but this attempt met with bitter 
opposition and turned many of the coloniets against the mother country • 
.Another factor was the collllercial interests of the two countries, The 
coloniets were agriculturist& and the Engltah were manufacturers. Many 
Englishmen continued to look upon the coloaista as "their eubjects.• They 
I believed the colonies existed only for their happiness and prosperity. 
I 
!I 
!j 
ji 
II 
!I 
II 
I 
j, 
II 
li 
I 
This was a •tew, once.again, not shared by the coloniets,1 
It ie well known hiatorical'y that before the battles of Lexington and 
Concord and llunker Hill only a few of the co'lonists had thought seriously 
of independence. These battles fired the colonists with the fighting 
spirit, but not enough to cause them to sell!: aep~ration from the mother 
country. It is said that when Washington took command of the continental 
soldiers he abhorred the idea of independence. John Adams and other 
influential men thought that Congress lilould tab no step t.owsrd separation 
from Engl!lll d. 
1. Ibid, 
' ~~-~o"'f'=-•c~c~~cc~~-~=~~~~~~~• 
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llefore the aigning of the Dec1aration of Independence, the colonists II 
were fighting for their rights ae Englishmen. After that they were fight- I 
I 
ii ing for separation from Great Britain. Many Eng'! ishmen wou,.d not fight !I 
I 1i 
,, egainst the Americans, and so it was neceesary for England to hire so1diers.jj 
'I I 
[J The American army was composed of Englishmen, Irishman, Germans, Frenchmen, !I 
lj ~tchmen, Scots, Jews, ~md Indiana. As there were many Americans who did II 
I! ( ) l'r 
1
1 not wish to separate from Great Britain, Loyalists or Tories so there 'I 
i1 were many EngHshmen in llng,~md who woUld not fight to force the colonist& l1 li 
to obey the hws of Parliament. Thus there were tw:> partie• in both II I, 
11 
lilllg1end end America, !llld so we may sq, that the Revolutionary ilar was, in ~~-~ 
,, 
:i a sense, a ciYil war.1 ~1 1 
I 
1: 
II II 
I· In a'moet eYery war, here and abroad, IIIUaic has pla;ved ita part in Ill 
the wq of national and patriotic anth••• airs, or tunee; the ReYo1ut1onacy,! 
:; li I; ,, 
I I i: War was no exception. 
" !i Vecy nldom 11 a national song deliberately thoU&ht out or created 1 
<i 11 
'j according to a preconceived p1an. The patriotic songs of a nation, those II 
llli Ill: general1y ca1Jed 0 nationa, anthems,• are often closely intertwined with ,, , 
1
1
1
1 
hiatocy, and most frequently spring up spontaneous1.y, in response to aolle I 
urgent need. Such was the caee with the early pre-revolutionary songs and II 
songs of the entire revo,utionary period. There was a job assigned to the ' 
11
\ national and patriotic tunee or aire, the job of arousing senti•ent 0 patriot~ 
1 ism, hatred for the enemies, songs of encouragement and congratu'1.ations on I 
I' 
!', the continued success of the continenta,. army in its fight for freedom. !
1
\ 
I II 
j' 1, John D. Hicks, The Federa1 ~· Cambridge, HoU&hton Miff'! In Company, i' 
~~ 1937, P'P• , 61-174.-
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II 
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ii 
I! 
Therefore, there wae a need, an urgent need, for patriotic airs end some 
of the contempcrary colonial co11poeera responded. 
All mentioned previously, many of Will lam :an 1inge 1 tunes were heard 
around the camp-fires of the Revolutionary army, and "Cheater• the beet 
BilUnge often wrote hh own text, and his singing verse to "Cheater" waa 
an admirable outburilll of pabiotiem. This tune and several other tunes 
,: written by Bi!Ungs at the time, did much to arouse patriotic fervor and 
untiment against the mother country, England. Not enough credit or 
acknowledgelllent in historical accwnts of thie period iB given to the 
fiery words and music written in the 17701&, which aroused antagoniam, 
I ~ 
i1 patriotism, and what the patriots fe1t were sacred in their land. 'l'here 
i I I, 
ii 
' 
is no doubt, that the spirited music of this period pla7ed a worthwhile 
pert. 
li 
1[ 
li 
:I 
II 
II In his first volume of music, it h cleer'!.7 demonstrated the-t Bi111nga II 
li was still a British subJect, as ~ be seen by hie opening phrase:-
0, praise the Lord with one eonaent, 
And in this grand dedgn, 
;::n~~!!:.i~ ~:n~~e Colonies 
It is interesting to note :Bi'tling~ 1 change of heart and sentiment 
toward the mother country. Here are the new words that lli'!.Unga wrote 
for hie tune "Cheater,• to fit the needs of hie time. This song became the 
1. Wil.liem Bi!, inge, ~ New Englnnd Psalm-singer, 
Gi11, 1.770. (Sometimes known as the Aaerican Chorister, 
Pau1 Revere, Vol. I.) 
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II ,, 
"Over There" of the Revolution, with its fiery verses shouted by every sol- il 
dier: -
Let tyrants shek:e their iron rod 
And Slavery c1 e.nk her ga1 1 ing chain, 
We 11l fear them not; we trust in God, 
New Eng'l~and 1 a God forever reign, 
Howe and :Burgoyne end Clinton too, 
With Prescott end Cornwal~,is Join'd, 
TogPther plot our overthrow, 
In one Infernal 1 segue com bin 1 d, 
When God Inspired us for the fig!lt, 
Their renke were broke, their l!nes were 
Their Shipa were SheHer 1d in our Bight, 
Or niftl)' driven from our Coast, 
The Foe comes on with haught)' Stride, 
Our troops advance with martia't noise, 
Their Vet 'rans flee before our Youth, 
And Gen1rals )'ield. to beardleaa bo)'s. 
What grateful Off1ring shal1 we bring, 
What shall we render to the Lordl 
Loud Hallelujahs let us Bing, 1 And 'Pr~se his name on ev'r,. Chard. 
fore 1d, 
And egain, when the Revolution began, 1!11' inga' muse turned &&ainat 
"Britain" with a vengeance. In hie "lamentation over Boston," because of 
its being occupied by Eng, ish so1 diers, he eurployed the 111etaphor of the 
"137th Psalm, • he cried: -
By the river of Watertown, we sat do~n; 
Yea we wept as we rpesbered :Boston. 
llil,ings in his preface to "B111 ing! 1 Best,• expresses the first 
American musical 4eclaration of independence; he seys: -
1. Ibid,, Vol. II. 
2. John T. Howard, .Q!!!: American~. New York, Y.Y. Crowen 
Comp&n)'o 1931, p. 51. 
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, • ,Nature and not knowledge lllUst 
it is b'et for every composer to 
carver. 
inspire thought, 
be his own 
lj the Continental Flfers played his tunea and that the ermy; around the camp-
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fires when Boston was occupied by the British, sang his songs, which had 
little more life in them than the older ~>nd more drab airs. "Cheater," 
ll11 1 ings 1 moat popt':!.a.r tune, was sung from Maine to Georgia, according to 
ii the accounte of this period. It could rea11y be ca11ed the "Marseillaise" 
i 
:I 
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of the American Revolution, 
The earliest patriotic song in America that we have been able to 
unearth h a "Liberty Song" that was advertised in the lloaton Chronl.cl e, 
of October 16,,1.768, two years before lli1Unga 1 "Chester." The words 
were by Mrs. Mercy Warren, wife of General James Warren, of Plymouth, 
Massachusetts, and possibly the lii.U8ic was her own. If this was the case, I' 
then the "Liberty Song" was probably the first native American compoaition. 1 
The words of this ante-Revolutionary production run as fo11ows: ~ ~~~ 
II ii Come join hands, brave Americans all, jl 
i,', . And rouse your bo'td heerts at fair liberty's call: ·I 
1
1
!, No Tyrannous arts shall suppress your just claim, 1
1 Or stain with dishonor America's name, ,. II :I 
:: ~us 11 
!i I I I II 
·,'··i' n freedom we re born, and in freedom we 1, live; ~~~ 
Our purses are read;)r; 
li Stead;)r, friends, atead;r! 1 
..,_ li Not as alaves, but as freemen, our money we'1l give. 2 II 
~ 1 ,1 II 
li II 
68 
11· . 1. Wi11iu ll1't1 ings, The New England Psalm-sin,er, Boston, Eddea and ,: 
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Another verse and seven different chorusea fonow, eaeh arousing end 
bringing to the attention of the publie in crystal clear words the va1ue 
end honor of Hberty. And historically speaking. mo"t iarportant w~s the 
urge and inspiration of its appeal to the peop, e to break alliS¥ from the 
yoke of Eritain, es shown in the two following linea: -
Then join hands, br!>.ve Americans al't; 1 Ey uniting, we stand; b)' dividing, we fa.11.-
The writer has been unable to find a copy of the first edition of this 
song, as advertised by the !oeton Chronicle. However, it was reprinted 
in an almanac during the ensuing ;reer, but without harmon,., and was 
probably published and composed merel;r aa a melody, unless the music was 
borrowed from some foreign source. Its author, and compoeer (?) Mrs. Warren 
wrote many aubaequent political ~ieces. The text of the "Liberty Song" 
proves that 11a11y of' the colonilta had revolutionary thoughte and tendanciee 
as early· as 1768, 
In 1770 a new version of' the long was written and pubHshed, the title 
now being changed to the 8Maaeachueetts Song of' Liberty," This time the 
untiment bahin.d the poem was not eo timid and gracious toward "mother 
!ritania," as the fo11 owing verse and chorus will revea,: -
Come ewa11ow your bumpers, ye Tories, and roar, 
That the eone of fair-freedom are haarpered once more; 
:But know that no cut-throats our spirits can tame, 
Nor a hoet of oppressors aha, 1 smother the f' ame. 
'I 1 ---,--Ib-id-.-
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Chorua 
In freedom we're born, and, like eons of the brave, 
W11l never surrender, 
:Btlt awear to defend her: 
And scorn to 1urvive, if unable to eave.1 
"Yankee Doodle" antedated the "Liberty Song," but not as en American 
patriotic work, for it wae originally aet as a aong in derision of the 
Americans. The origin of the melody of this song uems veiled in 1117Btery. 
!rhe tune bears a atrong reaemblance to an old Dutch me'\ocy (a nursery 
j, 
,, 
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eong) , and there 18 alao a Ger111Bn atreet-aong which has eo me eim11 eri tT 1' 
to it. It waa :possibly an old English folk-dance, although this is rather ~~ 
surmised by ita general ehe.racteristica than by any original yet discovered.JI 
Louis C, Elson states that: 
••• The statements that it waa sung in deriaion of Oliver 
CromweJ1, that it is a Hungarian national melody, or that 
it 18 a Du.tch harvest aong, are not true. EquaUy ficti-
tioua ia the aasertion that the melody waa sung to the 
words of "Lucy Locket Lost her Pocket, 11 during the reign 
of Charles II!2 
!rhe tune wae firet brought into prominence by an Eng'lish surgeon, 
Dr. Schuckbrugho who wae in Alblllly with either General Abercrombie or 
General Amherst, during the J'ranch-CBiladian War, Blld either in 1755 or 
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I 1756 set words to the melody (giving no clue ae to whence he took the tune) ,1, 
in derieion of the Naw Eng1 and troops which were then moving toward A1ba;y. 
(There is a difference of opinion concerning the two generels mentioned 
above aud a'l.ao of the two datu, in various accounts.) 
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11 , , llickeretaff 1s Almanac, !rhe Maasachuseth Song of Liberty, :Boston, 
II 1770. (Originel version by Mercy Warren). 
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I! aeeme, admired the Wne althoU&h it waa ueed in sarcasm ::i:et-::~:·::~~~rl ~=~~== 
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11 only b:; Dr, Scluck:b""""h, but by the :British soldiers in llost on in the 1 
:1 • ..., I! 
il first years of the Revo,_ution and the epoch immediately preceeding. It jl 
1,1
1
_ became the chief national air of ..a.merica during the latter part of the I: 
1': 
I! 
" Revolution, - a meloll;v taken from the tmeay. 
1
1 ~~~- i,i, 
It we.a aid that it wu a favorite pastime of the llrithh troo-pa to 
II II 
li gather in front of the New England churches end ling "Yankee !loodl e" ae i.·l 
1: tlhe cangregatione were singing their pea,_u. We know that when Lord ~~ 
!i Percy's troops marched out of Boston on an April night in 1775, bound for 11 
Lexington to aid in the capture of John :E!encock end Samuel Adame, they 
kept step to the atraine of "Yankee Doodle.• Again, when the coloniP.le 
routed British troope at Concord, they 1mmediate1y appropriated the eong 
1
, aa their own, end since then it hal been the exclusive property of 
Americana. When Cornwanh eurrendered at Yorktown, and the l3rit11h bend 
played; "The World Turned Upalde Do"-n• • the Yankee band replied with 
"Yankee Dood1 e." Howard states: 
••• It 1B probable that linea containing Yankee and Doodle 
in combination did not appear in England until coneiderab•y 
after 1170, though they were fair1y current in America by 
, 767 •• .l 
Howard also gives en explanation to the verse that is best known today: 
Yankee Doodle c&llle to town 
Riding on a pony, 
Stuck a feather in his cap 
And cal' ed it macaroni. 
Howard aaya: 
••• This verse ma;r have originated around H64, the word 
macaroni indicating the fop or danl!T who wae a member of 
II 
If 
an affected class of trave11 ed ;young EngUllhaen around 
1760, About H75, when John Hancock was the b&D.e of the 
:British, this verse appeared: 
II 
I 
Yankee Doodle Calle to town ,I 
For to bU7 a firelock: 
We will tsr and feather him l1 
I, And eo we win John Henoo ck., I 
:I 
11 ~ter Lexin€ton, the :British did not &1 together abandon "Yankee Dood1 e,
11 I but certainly new words were nece .. ary when the Yankees had eppropriated 11 
II the old ones. An o1dEngHshsetting of "Yankee Dood1e," 1738, wae ae II 
~~f~~s: Ill. 
I! I sing U'!;yseee and thoee chiefa 
I
I Who out of near a m1111on so 1uckily thdr bacon sav 1d, 
:Before the wa''• of Ilion; I 
I 
Yankee Doodle, dood'l e doo, 
:Black negro he get fUIIbo; 2 We'U meke you drunk with bumbo. 
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Howard haa an ear1y nineteenth century broadside of 1 Yankee Dood1 e" 
reproduced for hie book. h 1e titled, "The Yankee's Return from Camp. • 
There is one verse and fifteen choruaee. The verse end one chorus wi11 
suffice to give the flavor of this masterpiece of derision; of course, it 
is to be BU!l8 to the tune of "Yankee Dood,e.• 
rather end I went down to c~~~~p, 
Along with Captain Gooding; 
There we see the men and boya 
Ae thick as hasty-pudding. 
Chorus 
Yankee doodle keep it liP• 
Yankee dood, e dan<4'; 
Mind the music and the step,
3 And with the gir1e be hand)'. • 
1. Ibid., p. 122. 
~e verse and chorus fbllow: 
2. Louis c. Elson, The liational ~ £!_ America, :Boat an, The Mac-
millan Company, 1889, P• ~. 
----=.:;-_-.3--- Howard. oa- c! t. . p. , 23. 
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Frederic Ritter states something of a very uncompUmentary nature 
••• When the war was over, the war aonga sunk into oblivion: 
the grotesque, foo1 iahly akip'Ping, 'YIIIIkee Doodle,' - and 
hiatory deaign~tea this as of foreign growth - had jostled them 
aP out of existence, The fact that a people of such an innate, 
exasperating seriousness, at ti11e1 bordering on gloom has ac-
cepted a melo~ like 1Yaukee Doodle 1 as the emotional expres-
sion of their patriotic feeling, ia a psychological problem. 
If a pri2e had been offered, opeD to competition among the 
musicians of this globe, for the moat melodiously insignificant, 
ahaHow, and trivial song, the author 6f 'Yankee Dood1e 1 surely 
would have received the distinguished award,l 
The most important tune, which waa bold1y appropriated from English 
sources very e!ll'1Y in our nati::>na'l care<r was, "God Save the King. • The 
1: origin of this melo~ hs.s elso given rise to much contention. Dr. t·l.H. 
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Cummings, who M.s devot ad some t !me to the study of the song, says that: 
• , • It was written by Dr, John :Bu,, who was born about 1563, 
wee !lreshem professor in 1569, and left Eng1and abau.t 1613. 
It ia not improbable that the air is one of those composed 
by him for the banquet given by the "Merchant's Tailor Company," 
to James I, on July 16, 1607. when the composer 1e said bye 
contemporary chronicle to have performed upon a very rich pair 
of organs! Or the air m~cy have been composed for the Chapel 
Royal with the Latin worde. There aeeas to be every probability 
that the tune as :Bu11 composed it has undergone from time to 
time J&rioua changes, euch as popular air a are likely to meet 
with. 
Who wrote the words is a matter not so easily discovered, and it ia 
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certain that 1t il capable of exact aett1ement, According to Cummings, jJ 
11 it as sur ed1 y was not Fen .Johnson, ae some persons have argued. Cummings 11
1 
,, 
i: 
11. states: 
" ' li il --....,.--=-,..--
11 1. .Frederic Louis Ritter, 
li Scribner's Sons, lS!!4, p, 202. 
li 
Music ~ America, New York, Charles 
!; 2. Wi1,1 i!!lll H. Cummings, God ~ the ~· Lond~n, Novel' o and 
jj Comp1m7, 1902, p, 22. 
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••• The first pn~lic performance of the aong wee not 
mentioned for nearly a c1111tury and atalf after it was 
written by :Bu.l1, Thie took place at the Drury Theatre 
on September }0, 1745. A few weelta later a verdon of 
the aong in the form of a trio by Dr, Arne waa &11%1& 
at Covent Garden, and it was referred to as 'An old 
anthem that waa eung at St. Jaaea 1e Chapet for James II, 
when the Prince of Orllllge waa l_anded, ', •. 1 
Later, Cummings adds: 
••• The Dutch version of the cymn printed in 1763 h pl ain1y 
traced to the llngl 1sh anthem. There were mever~l Jacobite 
versions of the worde, and in this fact is found an the 2 ground for the stat emE'Dt that the tune is of Scotch origin ••• 
The following information 1a fairly we1 1 known, and recorded ry many 
author& in regard to our national enthems and airs, It ie known that as 
ear~y as 1779 the melody was adapted to American use, a set of patriotic 
verses were written to it s.nd pubUahed in the Pennsyln.nia Packet of 
' Philadelphia, in that year. A Utt1e later an "Ode for the Fourth of Ju1y" 
was set to the same tune, and became vecy popular throughout the country, 
Many other poetic eettings of the same me, ody fol 1 owed, and the tune had 
become fairly national. in character loll« before it took: its present shape, 
A ch11. dren' • celebration took p1 ace in the Park Street Church, in 
I, 
:Boston, July 4, 18}2, and for tbis occadon l:ieverend Dr, Samuel F, Smith, II 
then a theologicaJ student at Andover, wrote the words of "My Country 'tie I 
of thee," which have since bee ollie the favorite, and in fact the only, mode I 
of singing the me1ody in the United States, on patriotic occasions, 
Nevertheless, not a few Americana have felt diuatiefied that Dr, Smith'r. 
worda shoul d be sung to 8:l lll!lrked, y foreign a mel ocl7. The society of the 
, . ill!·. p. 25. 
2, ~·· p. 27. 
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:1 Cincinnati (descendants of officers of the Revolutionary Army) offered a 
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go1 d medal for a new tune that should prove avai1 able for the American 
worde, In 1903, a medal was lllfarded to Arthur Johnstone, of New York, 
for writing such a musical setting; but, as yet, "America" is sung con-
11 
II 
II 
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il 
II' II stantly to the o1 d EngUsh tune. MNcy" other organhati~ns since then, - I 
i: rl 
'11 JDUeica't, edueationa1, patriotic, and pub'tlo spirited organizations have 11 
!I offered 1 ibera1 pri•ee for a truly American anthem. ~~ 
II It h hardly necessary to mention the strong feeling of attachment to il 
11 11 
1
1
1 
1
1 
• Alnerica, n the emotional, eent1sental, patriotic, elld solemn reverence that II 
II' i II is apparent when experiencing the llinging of "Alnerica" in any 1 arge gather-~~ 
il ing for the liiNcy' occaeions that it ie sung. Regardless of its origin it 1! 
li baa played its part vel,, and it will continue to do so for aany ;rears to 1 
II I II 
li come. It arose when there was a need for it and in future timea when the I 
country ia in a state of uneasiness, uncertain•y, and fear of danger, it 
win be sung again and again, with renewed enthusiasm, 1 ove, and patriotic 
fervor. 
Historians have not ae yet fuUy decided who mq have been our first 
native composer. There are a few candidates for this honor among which 
are John Antes of llethlehem, John llarnard, Francie Hopkinson, and probably 
one or two liiOre. However, as it nov stands, the evidence that Hopkinson'• 
manuscript eong, ·~ Days Have lleen So Wondrous Free,• written in 1759, 
and that James Lyon's psalm collection "Urania" was issued at the earlleat 
in 1761, establishes Hopkinson aa the first native composer. It aay aur-
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prise those who are interested in Hopkinson's music alone to know that he I 
1: was one of the signers of the Dec1 Poration of Independence, an intimate lr 
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fi Hopkinton wae the first Secratlll7 of the Navy, and Judge of the Admira1t7 
I II 
]i from Penneylvania. 
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He wae alec a satirilt, poet, inventor, and painter. 
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Throuchout the War he wrote satirical artic1ea in eupport of his po1itica1 
!I faith. "The llatt1 e of the Ke7a" 11 a fuoue historical document. During 
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the Conatitut1ona1 Convention, hie 0 Hietocy <!a New Roof" infl"t<.enced BOlle 
of the moat diatinguiahed men of the tille. 
John Adame gives us his description of Hopkinson in a 1 etter written 
to his wife: 
... He 1B one of 7our prett7, little, curious, ingenioue 
men. His head is not bigger thaD a large apple. I have 
not met with &nTthing in natura1 hbtcr7 more amusing !llld 
entertaining than hh personal appearance, 7et he is gen-
teel end wen~ bred, and 11 very socia1.1 
Hopkinson according to Hastings, was active in the debates of the 
convention of 1.787 that fr11111ed the Conetitution of the United Statu. 
According to some authoritiee he was the designer of the United Statea 
flag. Hastings presents an intereeting dilcueaion of this c1a 1m. 
Jrom hil own correepondence we liiQ' guesa that Hopkinaon WAs the 
We know that he was a talented center of the 11111sic8l life in Philadelphia. 
amateurs and professionals ~~ 
subscription concerts in 
harpaichordiet, he was a member of a group of 
who met at each other's houeea, and alec gave 
pu.blic. His most !llllbiiious work was the collection of "Seven Songs, • for 
the barpeichord or forte-piano, which wae ieaued in Philadelphia in 178!!. 
Thia collection was dedicated to the composer's friend George Washington, 
the serving his first term as Prellident. Ha.stinga reproduces some of the 
correspondence between Hopkin1on end Washington in regard to thiB muaica.'!. 
1. George E. Ha.stings, The Life and Workl of Francis Hopkinson, 
Chicago, The lJll.iverdty Press:-T92b.""'p:S9:-- -
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con ection. B'opkineon ehowe hillleeJf to be a thorou,gh1;y modest J)Brton, with 1 
no exalted idee.a of hh greatneas 88 a co111poser, However, ae some authori-1 
ties etate, he wae aware of the fact that he waa J)robabJ_;y the first 1 
American compoeer, Part of HoJ)kineon 1a 'tetter to Washington fo1Jows: 
... With reapect to this litt16 work, which I now have 
the honor to '!)resent to ;your notice, I can on1;y say, that 
it is euch as a Lover, not as a Muter of the Arts can 
fUrnieh, I am neither a proffess 1d poet, nor a Profeas 1 d 
Mueician; and ;yet venture to appear in those characters 
united. (Hopkinson wrote the words aa well as the music 
to the &onee), for which I confess, the censure of Temerity 
mq Juet~;y b• l!rought egainet me .. ,l 
Wa.ehington ri!J)Ued, aa can be seen, w1 th hia usual humor and good grace: 
••• :But , 1QT dear Sir, if you had any doubts about the 
reception which your work would meet with - or had the 
eaa11 est reaeon to think that ;you llhouJ d meet with any 
assistance to defend it- ;you have not a.cted with your 
ueua1 good judgement in the choice of a coadjutator, for, -
what alae! can I do to support it? I can neither Bing one 
of the eongs, nor raise a eing,e note on any instrument, to 
convince the unbe11eving. But I have, however, one argument 
which wi, prevail with pereons of true eatate (at 'tee.st in 
America) - ~ can ten thea 1it 11 the production of Mr. 
Hopkinson, I 
Howard appraises Hopkinson 1t music and his contribution to this period 
II of history in the following manner: 
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.,.It ie as studente of hietory, rather than aa music critics, 
that we must view Hopkinson 1e works, though they are poesened 
of 8 freabnes$ and ingeniou. point of view that 'tends them con-
siderable cbarm. Their import Bllce J ies not in any impress they 
have had on later composers, for they did not have enough ori-
g1na1 ity to exert any inf1.uence in themselves. It iB rather aa 
an indication of the exiating vogue in the colonies that they 
ere interesting, and to the hiatorian important. A study of 
Hopkineon 1 a 'Ufe and writings ehowe that music was eppreciated 
end enjoyed in the colonies: end that the peop,e of the time 
, . ng. • P• 39. 
2. Ibid., P'P• 39..40, 
I 
had access to the best 
Hopkinson 1 ived unt11 1791, when he died of apoplexy on Mq 9. He 
had a eon named Jose-ph Hopkine cn who later beo1111111 famoue es the comp011 er 
Thomas Jeffereon wae a110 a very good friend of Hopkinson, Bnd lib-
toriane tell~ ue that Jefferson was a very enthusiastic lover of music, 
fact, Jefferson played the violin himae1f, and arranged etring-qus.rtet 
readings at Monticello. 
lllUe Siepeiater quotes from a letter written by Jefferson, June S, 
177g, in which he was dreaming of' a private orchestra euch as exieted in 
Europe • The letter reade: 
..• I retain among my domestic servants a gardener, a weaver, 
a cabinet-maker, a stone cutter, to which I would add a 
'v1gneron. 1 In a country where mueic 1s cu, t1vated and 
practiced by every c1an of men, I suppose there might be 
found person• of thoee tradee lo'ho could perform on the Frendl 
horn, clarinet, or hautboy, and baesoon eo that one migh~ 
have a band - without enlarging their domestic expenses. 
Siepeister makes a few passing remarks in regard to two other 
••• Boston had eecret singing c,ube organize~ by Governor 
Samuel Adaae to stir up entl:laiua for independence ••• 
and Paul Revere wae the engraver of the first vol.wne 3f 
origina' humne and antheme published in thia country, 
A brief mention and outline of eome 111portant figures and musical 
In 
eventa of the time will disclose to the reader that America certainly was 
1, J,T, Howard, Our American Muaic, New York, T.Y. Crowe11 Company, 
1931. pp. 40-4l. -
2, Elie Siegmebter, .!8!, l>twl1c Lover's Handbook, New York, W, Morrow 
and Com"Dany, 1943, P• 43. 
J, ,llg. o 'Po 49. 
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'1 point. A few quotation• will inustrate the above: I 
II I, I 
!I 
r 1! 
I 
il 
!I 
'I II I, 
lj 
li 
il 
I! 
II ,, 
••• Although New Engl.and w..s the cradle of mudc, Philadelphia 
was the art center in the aecond half of the 18th century, 
and went ahead of Boston in cuHure. In 1741_, Benjamin FrailkHn 
published Dr. Watt 1s Hymns, and 'tater invented an instrument 
cal1 ed the 'harmonica, 1 - and a set o:': 35 oricu1ar glanes 
arranged on a central rod, tuned to play in three octaves and 
enclosed in a case ths.t looked like a apinet. Mozart too, 
played on giasaea and enjoyed them first at the home of Dr. 
Mesmer. Gtuek ple;red a concerto on 26 drinking gla9seB, accom-
panied with the whole band, and claimed he could pl~ anything 
that could be performed on a viol in or harpaichord. It was 
after hearing them in Lonfon, that Fr!lllklin improved upon them 
and made hie 'harmonica, 1 
II 
,I About 1S48, po11tical refuge .. from the revo1.uticn in Frmce !!lld 
II Central Europe and immigrants from Germany added to the Moravian, Swede, 
il 
,I and Anglo-Suon bringing with them their musical ideala. In the new 
ii 
li western aettlemente there was a deaand for music and these settlemmts 
,) 
II were not engulfed in religious fanaticism; so the concert, opera, musical 
!I show, manned by trained musicians as well as amateura, gave American music 
!I a new impetus. 
II p 
:I In th~ latter half of the l8th century in a11 sections of the country II 
!I many compoaers arose. Among them in New England were Andrew !.aw, (1748-
I 
1 lg2l); Oliver Holdan, (1705-H:44); Samuel Holyoke, (1762-1820); William 
1
1, Libby, (1738-1 Sl+~ ) , an Eng1hla organist reaponsible for Boston 1 a mudcal 
,, progresa. James Hewitt, (l770-1S27) was a power in New York and :Eoaton, 
II 
II Blld a writer of sentimental ball ada, overturn, end other instrumental 
li 
'i works, and the opera "Tammany" (an Indie.n story) for the T&llllllsny Soc1et;y, 
l. Marion :Sauer and Ethel Peyser, Music in America, New York, G.P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1946, p. 385. 
I 
I 
II 
~~~~~~~" 
II now Temmany Han .1 
The first tims that New York heard "Home Sweet Home" waa on November II 
II 
II 12, 11123, 1n a melodrama by John Howard Pqne, and the E~~&Ush composer 
'I )I Henry Carey wrote the music. 
li and in 1~66-117 the Harvard Musical Aesociation, inaugurated a new eeriea 
A Music Hal, was bui,t in Boston in 11153, 
:I 
I of concerts and proe-pered untn 1,SSl. 
I founded by He1117 Lee Higginson, born in New York, (11134-1919). George 
The Boston SJliphony orcheat ra waa 
II Henshel conducted the fir1t concert &Zld the organization baa been one of 
11 America 1 1 proudeet musical posaeasione since then. 2 
I Thi• YPy brief, and by no means comp1 ete, hi storica1 outHne of 
il fort7 or fifty yeara of III.Ueica1 progress merely i1lustratee that muaic wae 
,, 
il 
:
11
, pert and parcel of the general fee1i~~& of growth of our ccuntry. In fact, 
l,·l that musical progresa was keeping etep with progress in 1118lly other fie1 ds 
II 
II 
of hUIII8ll endeavora. 
0 Hai1 Co11llllbia1 " wae, from the birth of the poem, accepted ae one of 
il 
!: the chief national. tunes. 
II 
It had, however, e.xiated as an instrumental work 
11 for nine yean before it waa wedded to poetry. AccordiDg to severe! 
! authentic recorda, it seems that during the last quarter of the lSth century 
"Washington'• March" wae the leading inatrumental work of the American 
repertoire, which, by the WS¥, confined itself l!l'gely to march mudc and 
military aubjecta. It is a known fact that when Washington was elected 
so 
II 
li 
i! 
=~~~~~~ 
" li 
11 and called it "The President's March." 
11 the muaician was, but the c1aima for the compoaership ere divided 1Jetween 
It is not clearly ascertained who 
I! 
11 Johannes Roth and a Profe~sor Pbylo, with rs,thsr more evidence for the 
II! former than for the latter. 
Joha..omea Roth was a musici!Ul of Philade,phia, where he was fl!lliUarl7 
11 
il known as "O'td Both,n Hie composition (if it is hie) is said to han been 
I! p1ayed for the first time, by a band, ae Washington crossed the bridge 
;I 
'I 
11 at Trenton, on hia way from Philadelphia to New York, to the inauguration 
' i ceremonies. It waa aoon after played in New York, also, and waa instantly 
I 
11 taken into popular favor as "The Preaident' s March." eupplaaUng the old 
il "Washington 1s March" for good, l!ut the new march itself would have died 
'II I, out had it not audden1y bean wedded to patriotic words. It waa composed 
!i 
II in 1789; for nine years it remained in 1te original ste.te.1 
F 
il 
! In the l790
1s the country waa llllCh excited C1/er poHtica1 matters, 
The two parties were sharp1y divided on the question of aaaisting Frence 
in her difficulties. The Federalists (who believed in the nation as the 
supreme power) were desirous of avoiding a11 possible a1'iance with France, 
while the Anti-Federa'Uata (who believed more in state rights than in 
Federal Union) were very anti-Eng'! ish, and pro-French. Thia they proved 
by dancing the "Carmagnole" in the streets of New York, and committing 
various other absurdities. The 1atter perty, of course, detested the 
important figure of John Adams, who was then President. During this excite-
ment, it is said, Gilbert Fox, a young actor seeking to sen tickets for a 
1. C.A. :Browne, ~ Story of ,Q!!!:_ Nationa't :Ba't,ada, New York, T. Y, 
Crowell and Compmy, 1919, Chapt. 2. 
81 
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II 
I' ,I benefit performance, thought of a pl~ whereby he micht ee11 his ticketa 
I more rapidly. 
words that were a ctorU'ication of AdAms and Federalism, and he then 
He induced hie fritnd, Joseph Hopkinson, to write a set of 
advertised the new @ong, which was written to the tune of "The President's 
March," as an attraction of the forthcoming benefit. In those daye a new 
patriotic song was a most important matter, and ita first performance be-l 
II I 
I' II 
II 
li 
II 
II 
I' 
II 
ii 
!I 
II 
II 
II 
I, 
j! 
I' 
II 
!I 
" I' 
came almost a national affair. The theatre, according to records, was 
crowded. Mr. Fox was ob1 iged to aing the song over and over, and fina1 1y 
the audl ence joined in the chorus. The 1.ine, "Beho1 d the chief who now 
COIWilande," referring of course to Preeident Adame, and the exaltation of 
national unity wae applauded to the echo. Eventually the political eong 
became a national one. Yet at the time there were p,enty of diseenting 
voices. The "antis," led by Jeffereon and Madison, he1d it to ba "adverse 
to France and a covert attack on state rights.•1 
l!ache 1 1 "Aurora" of April 27, 1.798, said, 11 The aong 1a the most 
ridiculoue bombast end the vilest adulation to the Anglo-monarchial party."1 
Early in H9!1 whan the news of Tal1yrand1 1 inso1 ence reached America, 
the pub1ic wae aroused ae probab,y never before, The excitement wae in-
II 
'I cree.aed when President Adams laid the diepatchea from the American envoye ~~ before Congress, anonymously designating tbe French co-betweena as X, Y, and 
II Iii, Ten thousand copies of theee documents were promptly distributed at 
public expense, and American sentiment was quick, y brought to one of 
il 
II 
[1 1. O,G. Sonneck, Misce11Bneous Studies in the Hiatorz of Music, Na 
i! York, The Macm111an Company, 192'1, (Chapt. onth;Firet Ed1tio"n0fii"Hai1 
II Col umbie.") 
II 2, Bache, "Aurora,• Apr11 27, 179g, (Quoted in E1son, .!!Jl.• cit., P• 
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:I 
1
1 indignation. War preparations were ruahed, and even ~era favored fi~t-
f! 
il 
ing, The s,ogan, "Mil1iona for defense but not one cent for tribute,• was 
11 on avery tongue, 
i 
Thomaa A. :Bailey in hie historical account of thh 
i! 
II 
II 
ii 
II 
il 
'I [j 
il 
II 
II 
jl 
il 
II 
II 
II 
II ~ I 
II 
II 
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II 
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" 
exciting period aaya: 
••• Reso1utione, addresses, public meetings, resma of 
patriotic poetry, aonge, and banquets contributed to the 
crescendo of patriotic fervor, Popular among the toasts 
was: 1M~ the American Eagle pluck out the Gina of the 
Gallic Cock:, 1 When John Meraha' 1 returned from France he 
received an ovation such aa had been given to no other 
American eave Waahington. COUJlt'!.en thouaands of husky 
throah bawled out the words of 'Ada. and tib .. rty 1 and 
'Waahington and the Conatitution.' The few bold Franco-
phile& who triad to Bing 1Ca Ira1 or the 1Merae111aiee 1 
were quickly hiaaed down. Tinder the inspiration of the 
hour Joseph Hopkinaon wrote hh stirring 'Hail Col'lllllbia, 1 
which waa ut to the tuna of the pop•11ar 1Prasident 1a March, 1 
It was introduced to a Philadelphia audience by an actor in 
fuU sailor draae. 1 
l3ai1ey 1s description of how the packed theatre we1comed the first ainging 
of "Hail Columbia" follows: 
•• ,Never was anything received with applause eo hearty and 
so general ••• At avery repetition it was received with addi-
tiona, enthusiasm, 'tin, towarda the 1.ast, great part of 
the audience, pit, box, and gallery, actua11y Joined in the 
chorus, •• Every stanza was closed with long and loud c1.appings 
and huzzas, but no sooner were the words, ':Behold the Chief 
who now co11111181lds 1 pronounced, than the house 11hook to its 
very centre; the song and the whole were drowned in the en-
thusiastic peals of applause, and were obliged to atop and 
begin again and ag~ln, in order to gain a hearing,2 
Jefferson and J.!adison continued to "wat' as the story goes, against 
the political songs used 'by the FederaUeta, They claimed that these ~onga 
were changing the polit1ca1 opinions of many people, and that the songs 
were nothing more than political batt. 
1. Thomas A, :Bailey, A Dip,.omatic E'istory of the American Peop1e, New 
York, F,S, Crofts and Comp~. 1§45, p. 85. 
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~out the same time, the Massachusetts CharitabJe Fire Society ce1e~ 
~~ brateC: ita anniversary on Jun~ J, 179S, with a meeting and banquet in 
II Boston, To this festivity there came Mr. Thomae Paine (he afterwards 
II changed hla name to Robert Treat Paine, becausl! of the notoriety of Thomas 
II 
1! Paine, the radical and free-thinker) with a new patriotic song which was 
II 
11 to be the feature of the occasion. Announcements had been made of this 
ii in the press beforehand. 
:I 
It stated: 
II 
11 
! 
~ and Liberty 
On Frid$y morning wil1 be pub1iahed from the pres~ 
of Thomas and Andrews, and sold at e:ll the bookstores, 
the Eoaton P~triotic Song, ca11ed 'Adams and Liberty.' 
Written by Thomas Paine, A.l!. 
To be sung at th .. anniversary of the Massachusetts 
Charitable Fire Society on that d~.l 
'· 
" II And on Saturd$y, June 2nd, the fol, owing statement appe~red in the same 
ii 
li 
li 
I !I 
I 
il 
II 
,I 
,I 
il 
' 
newspaper: 
The Pe.triotic Song of 'Adams !'lnd L!berty,' written 
by Mr. Paine, was sung and re-echoed amidst the 
loudest reiterated pl~ite. Dr. Fay did great 
juatice to it1 merita. 
This setting was the first patr1otic use of the tune of "The Star 
SpBllgled Bazmer," in America. It had nine 1 eng stenzaa (for the patriot& 
i it seems wanted to make sure of putting over their political platform). 
II 
li became eo universa11y popular that Mr. Paine received $750.00 from the 
!I 
publishers for his copyright- en enormous SUJII for those days. The fo1,ow-
1ng stanza wi 'tl give the reader All exemp1 e of the sty, a of the song: 
, • The Columbian Centinel, Adams ~ Liberty, :Boston, Thomas end 
,, Andrews, June 1, 179S, 
il 
il 
il Jc 
I 
2. ~·June 2, 1798. 
Ye sons of Columbia, who bravely have fought 
For those rights which unstained from your 
aires bad deacended. 
Kay you long taste the blessings your valour 
has brought , 
.And your !one r ee.p the sot, which your fathers 
defended. 
Nor was this the only setting. Very soon thereafter a new version 
of the song appeared in Phil,_C.e11Jhia, this second one paid homage t:> hia 
successor, and was ent1t1.ed "Jefferson and Liberty." Stil1 lahr, when 
Napoleon had met with defeat and disaster at Moscow, another set of words 
was sung in Boston to celebrate the Russian victories - for there was a 
strong anti-French feeling yet in those dqs. It is very probable that 
Francis Scott Key was familiar with these as with the first setting. The 
writer makes these remarks but only after reading several accounts of the 
whereabouts of Francia Scott Key at this time. It may therefore be accepte 
as an eahb11Bhed fact (and there ia much misinformation on this matter) 
that the autl:or of the "The Star Spangled Banner" was thinking of the 
tune of "AdBIIIII and Liberty,• the melo~ of the old English drinking-song, 
when he penned hie lines. 
13. The War of 1Sl2 and its Music 
It seems that the circumstances attending the poem were sufficient 
to arouse a poet. Mr. Key had come to the British f1eet, in Chesapeake 
Bey, as an envoy from Preaiil.ent Madison, to request the releaae of Dr. 
Beanas, of Mary1and, a non-combatant who had been unjust1y arrested. The 
1. O.G. Sonneck, Misce11aneoua Studies in the History of Music, "The 
Star Spang1ed Bann~r,• (reviled and en,erged fromthe Report of 1909, 
Washington, t914, Library of Congress, u.s. Government Printing Office). 
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11 II Brit ish commander, fearing that Key would betray the preparations for attac 
11 which were actively going on throughout the fleet, detained him until the 
II battle of the next day (the bombardment of Fort McHenry, below :BaHimore) 
li 
1
1 should have been fcmght. 
'I 
II 
Sonneck gives an account of how Key penned his 
il words to our national anthem. Sonneck wrote: 
II I, 
i! 
il 
:1 
I! 
I! il 
II 
il 
I' 
II 
1: 
il 
I' i! 
11 
il 
II 
I' 
,I 
II I, 
••• Imagine with what anxiety Key gazed toward the fort on 
the morning of the 14th of Septemhr, 1Sl4, after the night 1 a: 
bombardment. When he saw the stare and strips floating upon 
the fort, he wrote the first stanza of the poem on the back 
of an old letter which he had with him. Rtllnsed and on hie 
way to :Baltimore, he composed remaining verses. When he 
arrived at a hote1 in the city, he made a c, a an copy in ink 
and carried it to the office of the ':Baltimore American,' 
where it was at once publiehed ae a 'broadside.' It was 
1abe11ed from the first, 1 to be sung to the tune of Adams 
~ Liberty, 1 and ail stories of the tune being subsequently 
chosen by an actor of Baltimore are misleading,l 
:Before the end of the year 1g,2, a number of ehip duels had been 
fought in which the Americans C!lllle off victors. On July 2nd, Captain 
Porter of the "Essex• captured the "Minerva" and two days later in a 
ten-minute engagement forced the "Alert" to surrender. On August '1. 9 , 
Captdn Isaac Hull of the "Constitution• atoned for hiB uncle's aurr~nder 
I 
I 
II 
I I' I 
II 
II 
of Detroit three days earlier, by thorough1y outmaneuvering and out-fighting! 
a :Srithh frigate, the "Guerriere, 11 in what was, as referred to by some I 
I' ,I historians, probab'y the most bril11ant American victor7 of the war. The 
li luck of the "Coneti tution" continued under a new captain, wn' iam :Bainbridge 
:I 
I' ~~ ::ow:: :::~:::t::· t:::::·::: :: ::::::t:::n~ t:dn:eb:fb::~ up. 
il Ironsides. • 
II 
il 
I 
, . Sonnt~ck, ~· ...£.!!.• 
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naval victories treuumdoue1y ,_ightened the gloom that the mi'U.tary blunders ! 
along the northern frontier had cast over the American people, but the I 
II 
effect on the llritieh pub'Uc was even more mrked. J'or centuriee the 
Britieh eea..captaine had been accuetomed to win againet whatever odds con- I 
fronted them, I!Zld the defeats by .Americane seemed beyond comprehension.! 
Hicks, in 1111 account of the sea battles of the War of 1g,2 states: 
••• This was an insignificant force to oppose the two thousand 
or more ships that composed the Brithh navy, nearly a hundred 
of which were assigned to trana-Atlentic duty, end the scorn of 
a London journalist for the 'fir-built 1 American frigates 
'manned by a hmdfu'l. of baetarde 8l1d outlaws 1 waa a fair sample 
of Britieh opinion, Ae a matter of fact the men who 1118nned 
the American ehipa were wel'-paid and competent volunteers, 
while the captains who c0lllllillllde4 ths were veteran• of the 
iTipolitan War, The 'fir-built' frigates, moreover, were care-
fully constructed to carry more gune and san than the corres-
ponding unite in European navies, Thus in the shi~-for-ship 
enga,gements the Americans stood a chance to win •.• 
Many songs were composed and sung celebrating the various naval 
r victories. 
I 
In abort, outside of the •star Speng'l_ed Banner" the patriotic 
I. 
" 
I 
I 
music of the War of lg12 was chieny a series of songs in celebration of 
our naval victories; 0 Hul, 1 s Victory,• narrating the capture of the 
"Guerriere• by the "Conetitution,• being the m~t important song of these. 
Much of the literature at that t11111 mentioned the effect that the 
stirring patriotic eongs had on the morale, spirit, and ~atriotic fervor 
of the non-combatant& aa wel, ae the c011bat!onta. Ae it was said at the 
l, W.H, Goodmen, The Origins of the War of lS12, Missisdppi Valley 
Historical Review, 194f;--pp. 1.n-1gb. """'{T i""survey "'(i'fChengiDg Interpret a.. 
t1ons.•) 
2. John D, Ricke, The Federal Union, Cambridge, Ho"Qghton Mifflin 
Company, 1937, PP• 30g-309. 
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II time; "Each new song nemed to bring a new naval victory." 1 
!I 
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14. The Civi1 liar and it • Muaic 
At the outbreak of the Civil War it was found that none of our nationa 
songs had words fitting to so unforeseen an event, Efforill were made both 
il North BDd South, too add verses to "The Star SpS~~Cled :Banner• that wou1 d 
II aui t the eaergency. The South at first wished to appropriate both the 
·' II n~ end the song celebrating it, 
'I 
The verses had been written by a native 
!I of the South in the fint place, and such men as William c. Wickerham and 
II Admiral Semmes hope<l. for the reteut ion of the banner 1 half. 
1
1 In the North, no leu a poet than Oliver Wende'll Holmes, attempted 
I' ,I addi tione to the verna. 
il 
The following verse written by him was printed 
II in the :Boston Evenillfi Tr8Dec1'1pt b. 11161, it 1a recorded by E1aon in his 
,, account of thie period, 
II 
I' 
I li 
II 
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When our 'tend 11 illumined with Liberty 1 a 
If a foe from within etrike a blow at her 
Do~m, down, with the traitor who dares to 
The Fla& of her atara and the page of her 
:13)' the millions unchained 
Who their birthright have gained 
emile, 
g'Jory, 
defi1e, 
story! 
We will keep her bright blazon forever unatained. 
And the Star Spangled :Bazmer in triumph shall wave, 
While the lend of the free 11 the home of the brave! 2 
Nevertheless, none of these attempts, according to history, succeeded 
in bringing the old aong up to date, and finally e.n effort was made to 
evolve a new national anthem. There are, as we have stated, very few 
1, C.A. :Browne, ~ Storz o! .Q!!!: lfational :Ballads, New York, T. Y. 
Crowell and Company, 1919, p, 103. 
2, Louis C, Elson, ~ History of American ~. New York, The 
Macmillan Company, P• 155, 
instances on record of a national or patriotic anthem or 
or written in accordance with the commercial ,aw of aupply &lld demand. 
During the CiYit War the South when it evolved a new fl&€, created a 
new song about it, "The Bonnie Blue l1'lag." The North tried to force a new 
song into being by offering a prize of $500 for a national hymn, Thil offer 
was pub, ished IUof l7, 1861, and a coilllllithe of 13 appointed to examine the 
musical ond poetic resulte. The response8 were numerous, according to the 
recore&. Every Northern and Western state, and even Engl&lld, Italy, and 
Germany sent contributions. Then after three man the of hari!. 1 abor in 
examination of the compositions and poeJDB the result wes disheartening 
because none of the worka was found powerful enough to be classed aa a 
real17 national song) 
Meanwhile a couple of new national songs grew up. One was caUed 
"Maryland, W.V Mary,and," which wae simply the o1.d German folk-song, •o 
Tannebaum," BUDg by students abroad to the w:> rda, "Lauringer Roratius," 
to which James qder Randal1 BBt fiery words. The other two songs were 
"Glory Hallelujah" end • Dixie." "Db:h" has a very simple history. It 
wae written ea a song end dance !or Dan Bryant's Negro minstrel show, end 
wae aung by hie troupe at a theatre on Broadway, New York, a eoup,_e of 
;rears before the W!U'. It was composed by a member of the company, Dan 
Emmett, an Ohioan, end became a war-aong entirely by accident, so the 
history of thl.e tune records. Ellen states: 
••• It was a rol1ick1ng picture of the plantation, it had 
something o" the daah and insouciaace of 1 Yankee Doodle, 1 
l. ng .. pp. '-55-56. 
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end it became the Southern song because the soldiers and 
the people liked it. It is the only bit of war music thll.t 
has outUvef the Southern Confederacy, and he.s become 
nat 1 onal. , • --
If the North gave to the South her chief song, the compUment was 
returned in the most important song of the war, "G,ory P.allelujah," This 
was begun as a hymn-tune in Charleston, South Carolina.. The music is 
claimed by ~1iU1am Steffe, a popu'I.!Jr composer of Sunde,y-echoo'!. music. The 
song was used at many a Southern camp-meeting before the war, 1md was a1ao 
employed in m-u:.y of the colored congregations. It even made its wa;v into 
the Methodist ~vmnal in the North, 
When the Civil War beg~m, the second battalion of the Massachusetts 
Infantey (then known as "The Tigers") was at Fort Warren, in Boston Harbor, li 
"The Tigers• hoped to I 
I! 
with numerous other recruits from various sources. 
go to the front in a body, and offered their services as an organize.tion to 11 
li 
the government, Thill was dec, ined since the regimental formation could not il 
be altered by the government, but the mm were advised to enlist indivl.du- 11 
ally in the Tw~ Massachusetts Regiment, under Colone1 F1etcher Webater. I 
Most of them did thil <a• records show). We therefore f~nd "Glory He11e- ' 
'tuJah" cloeely entwined with the history of the Twe't~th ~!essachuuth 
Regiment, 
All there are many spurious tales to1 d regarding the song a.nd 1 ta 
h1etorica1 setting, it seems that it win be wall worth going into some 
detail in the matter, The fo,,owint account was told to Louis C, ~lson, 
1. ~., P• 156. 
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11 by Captain Henry J, &.llgreen, and other officers of the regiment: 
11 One da,y, while the regiment was etil1 at Fort Warren, Captain 
1 Hal'tgreen heard two new recruits from l!aine, in the throes 
I 
of homesickueee, moat mournfu11y singing this hymn, 1say, 
brothel!s, will you meet ue? 1 It spread like wild-fire, and 
I 
1 at once became a camp-tune, As there was no rhyme or complex I construction to the worde, the men soon found that they cou' d 
add their 011111 improvizati 011.1 to the tune, a fact which made 1 t 
an the mare popular. Meenwh1le Gilmore, who frequently came 
to the fort with hie band, caused his men to 1vamp 1 the tune 
(that is, to improvise harmonies to it), end often accompanied 
the singing of it. The words grew chiefly about a good-natured 
Scot, named John :Bro~, who had enlisted in the regiment, and 
i al1 the al1ueione to 'John llro111l 1 are merely rough f'un made out 
I of the Bim1lsrity of names, and are not a tribute to the cele-
1 brated hero of 088awatomie end Harper' a Ferry ... l 
II Captain Hangreen continues with his story as told to E1 son: 
i 
11 
••• The soldiers often sang the mueicel Jeste standing 
around their companion, who took a11 their fun good-
naturedly, Thia John :Brown afterwards lost his life trying 
to swim a river during a retreat of the Union forces. The 
officers were not in a;ympatey with the 'John :Brown' verses, 
and endeavored to get tbe men to aubstitute the name 'El'•-
worth 1 for 'Brown' in the atauaa, but the ao1 diers would not 
make the change, (Colonel Ellsworth waa the first commisaioned 
officer slain in the Civil War, )2 
Later on Edna Dean Proctor tried to change the words into a praise of 
the more famous 'John :Brown, 1 bu.t the new poem met with no marked suc-
1 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
! 
ceas. And now the liiOment llrrives when the camp-song was to become national 
property; Captain Hal1green continues hie account: 
l!'1 etcher Webeter 1s waa cal1 ed to the front, As the men crossed 
:Boat on Common on their way to the old Providence Depot, they 
lang their camp-aong, one thousand atrong, with a band aupport-
ing the harmony, :Boston went wild over it that dl;v. The next 
morning, 1n New York, the regiment wae hailed on :Broadway, ~d 
there again they seng their ~ong amid the w11deat frenzy of the 
public. It mattered little that the peop1 e could not fu1 17 
1. Ibid., p, 157. 
2. Ibid,, ~D. 157-58. 
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comprehend the words, the tune was one of the •swingiest• of 
marches, the whole affair was redolent of the camp, and •Glory 
HalleluJah• was sung by the Twelfth Massachusetts Regiment 
from city to city, from camp to cam~, aJ.weys drawing new 
recruits, until it became national, 
One of our contemporary music-educators, Augustus D. Zanzig, has 
somathill€ to sey in regard to the same camp-tune, Zanzig states: 
••• In December, 1861, a small party of civilians were 
allowed to visit one of the outposts of the army, on 
Virginian soil, and chanced to see a skirmish before 
returning to Washington. After the flurry they heard 
man marching to their quarters singing • John Brown• s 
Bo~ll Reverend James F. Clarke urged Mrs. Julia Ward 
Howe (both being in the party) to try and set grander words 
to the tune, and •mine ~as have seen the Glory of the 
Coming of the Lordi was the inspired result. But the song 
is still sung at the camp fires to its old verse. Foreign 
troops (Kitchener• s soldiers in the Loudan and in South 
Africa) have marched to its inspiring swing, while England, 
Germa:ny, Italy, and France, all are familiar with the 
melo~ which started out in life as a Sundey-school eymn 
and finally became the most military song of the present 
time.2 
i 
I, ,, 
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li 
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.Among composers who added to the repertoire of the famous songs of the 
Civil War, one must accord a prominent place to George F. Root, who wrote 
the IIBattle Cry of Freedom, n which was one of the most successful of the 
songs of the time, He also produced "Tramp-tramp-tramp, the Boys Are 
Marching, 11 and "Just Before the Battle, Mother," both of which were famous 
in the music of the war. These songs have no special history attached to 
them, :Nevertheless, they must have contributed great:cy to the cause of 
,, 
the first ho II 
of Root • s work as be ill€ extremely influantiaJ. in the process of getting new; 
the Union, Several musical and historical accounts mention 
1, lJ2!9.., P• 160, 
2, Augustus D. Zanzig, ~ 1!:l ,American Life, London: Oxford 
University Press, 1932, P• 156. 
recruits in the ari!\V of the North. Evidently these two swingy marches, 
"!rha Battle Cry of Fraadom,n and 11!rramp-tramp-tramp, 11 aroused such 
patriotic spirit and sentiment that when the bands pleyad them marching up 
and down ths streets, throngs of men joined in behind the bands and marched 
right into a uniform. 
Root was born at Sheffield, Massacbasetts, August 30, 1820, and diad 
August 6, 1895, leaving a talented musical son (Frederick W. Root) behind 
him. 
Another composer who won the most decided successes with his songs 
during the Civil War, was Henry Cley Work. He sounded the most character-
istic note of all the American composers at the time, and his songs give 
almost avery nota in the gamut of expression, from sarcasm to triumph, 
from geyety to military glory. Yet neither Work nor Root, in the writer's 
opinion, would be called trained composers in these latter deys, when tha 
highest and largest forms of music have been attained by our native compo-
sera. 
I
I 
He was born in 
But according to records, Work was a vary earnest man, and no one 
can doubt the sincerity of his music, or its originality. 
Middleton, Connecticut, October 1, 1832, and died at Hartford, June 8, 1884 1 
According to the history of his life, Work was naturally a strong partisan 
in politics, for his father had suffered in tre cause of abolition. The 
family removed to Illinois during Work's childhood, and he had the misery 
of seeing his father imprisoned for his anti-slavery views during this 
Western sojurn. He seems to have acarcely any musical education, yet he 
wrote successful songs even in boyhood. His songs of 11 Kingdom Comin'" and 
Babylon is Fallen" were his first contributions to war music, and they are 
as individual as the compositions of that other natural musician -
Stephen Collins Foster.1 
It has been shown in the history of "Glory Hallelujah," how a song of 
peace became metamorphosed into a song of war. In the case of one well-
known song this process was reversed, and a ~ of peace was evolved out 
I 
I 9d 
!i II 
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of a song of war. It seems that during the Civil War every musician in the ! 
United States was intent upon composing a new national song. The utter 
failure of these attempts has alread;r been suggwsted, yet they went on, 
unceasingly, during the eventful four years. Among those who strove to 
compose "the" song that should reverberate through the ages was a German 
living in Boston in very meager circumstances; Matthias Keller. Keller 
caught the "national song-fever" in the early stages of its epidemic, and 
promptly produced a lofty, more or lees eloquent lzy:mn, entitled "Save 
Our Republic, 0 Father on High," This had its momentary vogu.e, and was 
then laid aside. When Gilmore planned his second Peace Jubilee, he desired 
to have some special song of peace to coiiDII8lllorate it. He thought of Keller 1 
and his ey:mn. The composer's permission secured, he hastened to set new 
and peaceful words to the tune, and went to Oliver Wendell Holmes with the 
music and a request for a new poem. Dr. Holmes consented to assist at 
this Ullllsual placing of the cart before the horse, and reversed the usual 
order of things by allowing the music to inspire the poem. The result was 
unexpectedly good. Although "Angel of Peace, thou hast wandered too Long,"' 
is not of the profoundest music or of the most thrilling poetry, yet its 
1. James Winston Baltzell, Dictionary of Musicgns) Boston: Oliver 
Ditson Compa:ey, 1911, (See sketches of Root, lfork, Clay 
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I sentiments, as said by Elson: 
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••• admirably fit a nation that is not a.ggrasive or bent 
in conquest, a nation that brings benaficianca to the 
world at large and that offers welcome to the oppressed 
and is supposed to oppress none, a nation such as 
America is - when at her best.l 
A study of the history of music as correlated with the conditions of 
war show that the War songs that are the most interesting are those which 
refer to actual episodes, actual battles, actual events, evan though their 
Illllsical value is doubtfuJ.. History tells us that in the early days of sa-
cession there were a number of doubtfuJ. states, especially tho sa along the 
I 
border. Maryland actually st~ad in the Union, but she was a slave-holding 
state, and Southern sentiment was strong among her people. In a musical 
account of this period, James ll;vder Randall, one of the native sons, was '! 
living in New Orleans when he heard that Massachusetts troops had been firel 
on M they passed through :Baltimore. He hoped that tbis episode wuJ.d 
swing his native state to the Southam cause, and in a moment of inspire.-
tion he wrote his appeal in verses that has ever since than bean sung to 
the old Garman song, 11 0 Tannebaum:" 
• • • Hail to tcy wandering eon t s e;ppaal, 
Maryland, ley" Marylandl and ate., 
The second stanza reads: 
••• Thou wilt not cower in the dust, 
Maryland, ley" Marylandl and ate. 2 
The Northern poets, according to the records, t<are ready with an 
ans11er, and in addition to ~!aryland, they turned their thoughts to 
1. Elson, 2ll.•...ill•, P• 164. 
2. J. T. Howard, .2:9.l::. ,American~. New Yolk: Thomas Y. Crowell 
Comp~, 1931., P• 270 • 
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lUssouri, another slave state loyal to the Union. 
them wrote: 
••• Arise and join the patriot train, 
Belle Missouri, mw Missouril ••• 
To th.il SP.llle tune one of 
The Southern poets also courted !Ussouri; one of them produced this 
lyric: 
Missouril Missouril land of the West 
Missouril Missouril land of the West 
A\~ake to the no tea of the bugle and d.ruml 
Awake from your peace, for tl:zy" tyrant hath come, 
And swear by your honor that your chains 
shall be riven, 
And add your bright star to aur flag of eleven,l 
In 1862, when Lincoln issued a call for three hundred thousand more 
troops, James Sloan Gibbons, an Abolitionist writer, wrote a poem, 11We are 
Coming, Fath2r Abrallam, 300,000 more." Th2 verse reads: 
We're coming Father Abraham 
One hundred thousand more, 
Five hundred presses printing us 
From morn till night is o'er: 
Like magic you will see us start 
Alld scatter thro' th2 land 
To p~ the soldiers or release 
The border contraband, 
Chorus 
With our promise to pay 
'How are you, Secretary Chase?' 
Promise to p~, 
Oh, dat 1 s what's de matter.2 
For many years these verses were attributed to William Cullen Bryant, 
who at one time issued a signed denial of the authorship. The swing of the 
1, Ibid., p. 270. 
2. Ibid., p. 271. 
'1\'0rds made them easily adapted to Illllsical setting am ma.n;y of the war-time 
song writers tried their hands at it. I Among them was Luther Orlando limerronl 
I 
a e;ospel-lzy"mn composer, and Stephen Foster who also ma.de a setting of the 
Father Abraham song. 
Many of the Southern songs commemorated historic events. In the 
first year of the War, General Beauregard ordered that all church and plan-
tation bells in Louisiana should be melted into cannon. Tlds gave birth 
to a song called "Melt the Belle," published for the benefit of the 
Southern Relief Association. 
Except for "Dixie," as stated before, the most popular Southern song 
was "The Bonnie Blue Flag," written by Henry McCartey. Its words told the 
story of secession: 
••• First gallant South Carolina nobly took the stmd, 
Then came Alabama, who took her by the hand; etc. 
with the refrain: 
Hllrrahl Hurrah! for Southern rights, hurrah! 
Hllrrahl for the bonnie blue flag that bears 
a single star. 
The North again was reaccy with an answer. With words to the same 
tune it said: 
Hllrrahl Hurrah! 'equal' rights, lmrrahl 
Hurrah! for the brave old flag that bears 
the Stripes and Starsll 
Several songs and ev&nts have been mentioned concerning the war songs 
of the North. The Northerners celebrated their victories with songs such 
as; "Charleston is Ours," and "Ricbmond is Ours," which may be cited as 
l. Ibid, p. 27.3. 
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being typical. Of course, heroes were commemorated on both sides. 
As usu.al during this period, and other periods, there were a group of 
song writers whom were shrewd enough to sense the commercial value of sen- ', 
timental songs that could be sung by both sides. There were hundreds of 
these lyrics, possibly the most famous of them was, "Tenting on the Old 
Camp GroUlld," written by Walter Kittredge after he was drafted in 1862. 
One of the most sentimental ballads was Henry Tucker's 11 ~Teeping, Sad and 
Lonely;" or 11When this Cruel War is Over." Among those who wrote Civil 
War songs was Stephen Foster. He wrote almost a dozen songs, butth~ came 
from his last years, when his powers were spent and he was grinding out 
songs to order. None of them is representative of the real Foster. They 
include the 11 Father Abraham" setting; "Was My Brother in the Battle;" 
"Stand Up for the Flag;" 11 We 1ve a Million in the Field;" "Willie has Gone 
to the War;" 11 For the Dear Old Flag I Die;" and several others. 
15. Conclusions of the Period of NatioU2l and Patriotic Music 
The writer has not attempted to record all the songs, events, princi-
pal writers and musicians of the American Revolutionary Period, thil War of 
1812 or the Civil War; to attempt this would require a good size volume. 
I 
Neither has he attempted to record all the mny political, economic, social,, 
!lld war influences on the musicians and music of the time; however, he has 
attempted whenever possible, to show that the principal writers and songs 
associated with the several periods of national strife, have a unique place 
in song literature, and in our national history. In many ways the songs 
are historical documents, for they afford a study of the contemporary state , 
of mind of both sides in a conflict that was probably inevitable. For 
these reasons and others that have been suggested in the course of this 
9S 
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ess~, music and musical events should be correlated or at least mentioned 
in the various historical periods of the United States during their stuay 
in our public schools. 
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, 16, Introduction - Folk-song Defined 11 
I
, I 
Throughout the years J~~a.ey musicians of authority in the field of ;! 
I I 
: folk-music have been involved in the controversy regarding the folk-music 1: 
i of America. Some have maintained that the sources and distinguishing trait~ 
~~ of our folk songs are of foreign origin, Some have held that it is a matte~ 
I· principally of geograpey or residence. Each, however, have their degree of li 
I
f truth Regardless of which side ma;y be right, scholars in the field of I' 
1
1 folk-~sic agree on a more or less common and popular definition of folk- lr 
rl music. li 
I II Folk-songs are n songs of the people," the most spontaneous of all 1: li 
songs because they express unconsciously their hopes, desires and affection~. 
;: 
Such songs are communal in character and composition; they know no composer1i 
and are usually preserved orally. Their character is distinctive and r~ · 
veals national traits, such as the warm, melodious and smooth flow of the 
Italian tunes, and also the particular tendency of Italian tunes to be 
triple time. The Russian folk-songs have a tendency of almost alwa;vs 
being in the minor mode, The English folk-songs have a happy, skipping 
;! 
" i 
II 
ii 
·I 
character, and the "snap" in the Scotch so1:1gs need no elucidating. !I These I: 
and other folk-songs of other countries reveal and retain the character, I[ -~ ~<m~~tom.s. tr.a.ditig.l:ls*_ cul.~e. _antLa;f(ectio!lB of their_ o-wn }<eopl_e. _ Th§_l!.!'eL _ u ____ _ 
ir 
i 
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II part and parcel of their everyds;r life, 
1
1 
The majority of folk-BOllE;S are strophical, that is, there are 
!i 
a number I, 
II I, 
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of stanzas that are sung to the same meloczy. A:cy student of folk-music 
will soon discover the close relationship between the dance and the folk-
song that accompanies it, In llhgland many old ballads have survived as 
i: 
,, 
i: 
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li 
folk-so~s. The influence of the church modes upon folk-songs mey be e:mm-11 
plified in :British songs which cover all the modes, !I 
I 
It has been stated that folk-so~s know no composer. There is suffi- I 
cient evidence to prove this in the maiJ;y hundreds of folk tunes that the 
composer is unknown and cannot be traced. The folk-so~s are more importan~ 
than the composers, they are the so~s of the people, therefore, they live IJ 
for generations after the composer has died and has been forgotten, 
Ever since music began as an art (most music histories set the date 
in the 13th century) the skillful composers have availed themselves of the 
so~s of the people as a foundation of ma.ny of their more elaborate works. 
The following two compositions are probably best known but by no means the 
I 
I' 
I! 
i! 
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I! 
I' jl 
I! 
I· 
Eaward MacDowell's "Indian Suite," was quite successful in i' I only two, j! 
tapping the melodic source of the primitive sava&es; and the great :Sohemianlj II 
I 
' I 
il 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
composer Antonin Dvorak, whose "New World" symphony e:xploited and captured ,1 
I. 
tr.e distinctive character of the Negro folk-music. i' 
lj 
A real historical survey of the folk-music of America would require anjl 
effort that could easily lead to several volumes, therefore the author has 
limited himself to the more important characteristic events and music for 
the sake of brevity and convenience, 
- ~ i\·::0jty 
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17. Negro Plantation, Spirituals, and Slave Songs 
The New England Puritan and Pilgrim were too busy arguing tbe 
ll!llsic in their religious ceremonies and also how far lllllsic could be 
in the :private and social life of the colonists. Therefore, aside from the! 
New England :psalm tunes tllere was no time, interest or attempt made to 
create or develop American folk-music. In the case of the Southern ani 
'I 
!! il 
1: 
'I !I 
II 
other colonies, it has atready been mentioned that these colonies at first ii 
II 
I 
I• 
I 
mere~ reflected the manners, speech and distinctive traits of their mother1 
I 'I 
II 
la.nd. However, after the importation of slaves from Africa the South develii 
li 
l
'·i' oped its own folk-lllllsic. 1
1 
I
I The Africans from whom our American Negroes sprang used and still use 11 
song and dance, as did other :primitives, in their religion, their work and I', 
! 
1, 
il 
II 
I 
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li 
their games •. They were rh;ythm conscious, and skillful in the art of d~ 
While the American Indi~' s drumming is pulsative, the African Negroe 1 s is II 
,, 
i! changeable and complicated. It is difficult, in fact, that it is :practi-
II 
I 
James Weldon ij L cally impossible for even a trained musician to imitate it. 
Johnson s~s: 
• • • In rh;ythms, African music is beyond comparison 
with ~ other lllllsic in the world. , • Their song is 
monotonous and re:peti tious, a1 though it has the 
elements of ~co:pation, a characteristic that the 
Negro takes with him. in all his migrations ••• ,1 
It is a curious fact. tm t the rh;ythm of the Spanish "habanera" which 
we dance as the "tango," came from Africa. Even the name comes from 
li 
'I I il I! 
i' 
•' 
I 
1. James Weldon Johnson and Johnson J. Rosamond, 
Spir!ljpel s, New York: Viking Press, 1925, (Preface) ~ ~ 2i American \ 
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"ta.ngara," a vulgar African dance, unfit for civilized eyes. The Africans li 
I• 
II 
have a drum laDgUage by means of which they can !lind messages that are heard i[ 
il 
miles awey. In addition to many types of drums, they have a "marimba" or 
~lophone, made of graduated lengths of split wood with gourd resonators. 
r! II 
1: 
II 
This instrument has counterparts in Asia and Me:rlco. 
li 
i! 
"The mu.sical genius 11 
]! of the African, n seys Johnson, "has become so generalq recognized as his 
'i 
II 
genius in scu.lpture and design, and. yet it has had a wide influence on the II 
il 
!j music of the world,nl I, 
Negroes were introduced into Virginia in 1619, but slavery had a very II 
At this time there were no tem- II slow growth in the coloey for ma:n;r years. 
paranee societies, and nearly all the colonists drank strong liquor. Whii 
was made from corn, and rum from molasses. The New England colonists took II 
rum to Africa and bought Negroes with it, tbo.s the vicious cycle was I II 
I' 
started. A:cy good historical account of this period will reveal the cycle. II 
The New England colonists took rum to Africa and bought Negroes for it. ~ 
took the Negroes to the West Indies and exchanged them for molasses to make II 
II 
more rum to ~ more Negroes to get more molasses to make more run. 
I' 
There II 
'I 
I! 
The New Englanders also sold the Negroes to the li,· 
Southern planters, and the blame for slavery in America rests heavily upon 
11 
was no end. to this cycle. 
them as it does upon the Southerners.2 
During the eighteenth century slavery came to play a more important 
role in the life of the southern plantation than had been the case in the 
1. 
2. John D. Hicks, The Federal, Union, Cambridge, Houghton Mifflin 
Compaey, 1937, P• 6o. 
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/i seventeenth century. 
I' II 
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In this respect John D. Hicks states: 
• • • Adequate numbers of indentured servants were 
hard to get, and with an inviting wilderness to the 
West were still harder to keep, whereas the Negro 
slaves were fairly chelql and endured the work of the 
plantations with fair contentment, In the rice-growing 
regions of South Carolina, where the climatic conditions 
were bad and white laborers qui~ succumbed, Negro 
laborers were able to survive and to make good profits for 
their masters. ]y the close of the colonial period there 
were about four hundred thousand Negro slaves in the 
colonies. Three fourths of the entire population. In 
South Carolina they outnumbered the white population two to 
one. In the early yee.rs slaves were treated with extreme 
harshness, even cruelty; but as time went on the relations 
between masters and slaves greatly improved. • • .1 
In regard to Negro songs Howard states: 
• • • The songs are vi tal because they are sincere -
they speak the Negro's real nature, Some of them 
fervent, some superstitious, others shiftless and 
irresponsible, they all show some phase of the un-
developed black man's childlike temperament. And 
when songs truly reflect the character of the people 
who sing them, they are folk-songs, beyoDd all 
question of their origin. Everything the Negro 
sings about - "Norah" and the Ark, "Danielll in the 
Lion's Den, or the ribald tale of 1Fra.nkie and 
Johnnie" ("Albert" with the Negroes) - he invariably 
reduces to his own a:z:perience.2 
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I' d 
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There had been ma.n:y charges, however, against Negro 1!11lsic of the South,[! 
! that it is not American at all, but African, This is real~ a sil~ notion if 
I and asswuption which SIIEIIIIS to call for an answer. Although the melodies II 
1
,1 ~~· have been brought forth by Africans, or Afro-Americans, the =sic is dis- , 
I! 
II 
II 
II 
' 
tinctly a result of American surroundings. The African in his native land 11 
never brought forth anything near to the songs of the plantation. il It was " i: 
2. ill,g.. • p. 54. 
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cabin, and the river, that gave rise to 
1: 
these expressive musical numbers, and as music is most frequently the child i: 
of sorrow, the slave life speaks its sorrow or melancholy in some of these 
II 
i! 
II 
·i 
Ill so~s. 
The religious music sometimes heard in m~ measures, is 
p 
1: ,, 
certainly far li 
removed from African music. Two a:ramples of sorrow and religion combined 
in this music are the beautiful so~s of "Swi~ Low, Sweet Chariot," and i 
II 
I! 
II I 
"Nobo~ Xnows de Trubble I've Seen." Part of the text of the latter so~ 
I runs: 
il li 
II 
Nobo~ knows de trubble I've seen, 
Nobocy- knows but Jesus, 
Nobocy- knows de trubble I've seen - Glory Hallelul 
0 yes, Lord! I saw some berries-a.-hangi~ down, 
0 yes, Lordi I saw some berries-a-hanging down, 
0 Y.es, Lordi 0 yes, Lordi 
Elson quotes from an authority on Negro folk-so~s - :Booker T. 
Washington. Washington states: "The negro folk so~ furnished an outlet 
for the anguish of smitten hearts.nl 
1: 
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Sometimes in these darq songs we find the sound or music held super- i! 
ior to the sense of the verses. II In several of these camp-meeting so~s we 1:. 
I 
,I 
,I 
find the words, "Jews," "screws," "defidum," and others with no sensible 
" or conscious use for them in the poetry. It 
li 
How- II 
A •pet" selection found in ~ 
of the religious songs is "Jews crucified him, - Jews crucified him!" 
ever these are after all exceptions, the poetry, and even when it seemsil- :1 
literate, is often sincere, earnest, and genuine. It is not a difficult 
1. Louis c. Elson, ~ Histor:y .IIi American Music, New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1904. (Q.uotation from :e. T. Washington on p. 133.) 
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and yet our present civilization is known for its greater degree of liter~~ 
If .America possesses a:rr:r folk-songs at all, then this is "it." unfortu- II 
!j I. 
II 
,, 
nate~ there is a false belief that "Rag-tim•" (that is "ragged time") is 
derived from Negro mnsic of the South, Of course the plantation lllllsic II 
Ill sometimes uses syncopated rb;ythms, but in no ws:r does it resemble tr.a bop-
li l!kip-and jump of the modern jazz class. 
i! 
The present wri ter 1 s teacher of harmoey-, George W. Chadwick, who died li 
1: 
in 1931, made use of the native material of the Negroes, in his Scherzo I I 
II 
of the second sympboey-. Alre~ mentioned have been Antonin Dvorak, Edward II 
MacDowell, as some of the well known composers to take advantage of the 11 
Negro folk-music in compositions involvi:ag the larger forme of mnsic com-
position, Evident~ there mst be enough boey, beauty, simplicity, and 
,, 
lj 
!I 
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I' 
II 
charm in the Negro folk tunes to stand up under the development and elabora~ 
" II 
!: 
tion of these artists and ma:rr:r others. 
Referri:ag to Foster's folk so:ags, Dvorak asks;- "What melo~ will stop !i 
II 
him (an American) on the street if hll were in a strange land, and make the il 
home feeli:ag well up in him?" "Yes, you've gueued. it,nl 
The "largo" movement of the •New World Symphoey-" of Dvorak, sometimes 
arranged separate~ from the rest of the symphoey, is written as a vocal 
number, It is one of the most beautifUl melodies ever written in the 
Negro-plantation style song, It has ma:rr:r titles; the two most freq11ent~ 
used are "Goin' Home• and "Massa Dear.• 
1, Ibid,, P• 136, 
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II 
All the Negro songs are not of the melanchoq or religious style; they i
1 i· 
have songs of happy and lively reytbm, as young and old join in a care-free II 
dance, "Fiddle-songs," 11 devil ditties," "Jig tunes," all at times are :1 
p 
'I j, 
,. 
thrown together in a nonsensical and crazy pattern of joy and laughter. 
II Also reels, improvizations of words alld tunes, nonsense songs, l!lllch as the l,•l 
songs of 11Bre'r Rabbit," and other creatures of the water, air, or land. 
We have the 11llumberq Bee," the 1Jrog," am even the pest of the cotton- !I' 
I, 
Last but not least we have the songs which mor~ ·field, -the 1 Boll Weevil," 
li 
II 
or less echo the hardships of their oppressed lives, 
William Francis Allen, tells of bow a slave song is born according to II 
a story told to him by a Negro slave, He records: 
A slave has been called up by his master evidently 
for short returns in work and ordered one l:mndred 
lashes. The Negro s~s •••• '~ frien 1 s see it and 
is sorry for me. When dey com' to de praise meetin' 
dat ni~t dey sing about it, work it in, you know, 
till dey get it right: and dat' s de W!V. tl 
At times listening to the 11 darlcy singers• it is impossible to hold 
back some of our human emotions; Mabel Despard tells the story concerning 
one of our American Generals. 
• • General Howard, had to address the Negroes in 
the Sea Islallds, where an uprisil]€ was feared; pre-
pared to be stern but, sympathetic, he asked them to 
sil]€. An old woman• s quavering voice began, 'No-bod-y 
knows de trouble I'v see,' and the General gradualq 
bowed hie head in tears and did nothing,2 
The greatest representative of the Negro plantation songs is Stephen 
Collins Foster. Curiously enough, he was not a native of the South but 
'i 
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His father, a. prosperous mercballt in Virginia, emigrate 
to Laurenburg, a small town in Pennsylvania. Foster showed musical talent 
a:od taste from childhood; he taught himself the flageolet, and studied the 
works of such lllB.sters as Mozart and Weber, his knowledge was mostly ac-
qui red. Foster had a group of five friends (including his brother,) yoUIIl!: 
men, who met at his house twice a week to stuccy- singing under his direction I 
and in 1845-46 he composed lllalJ;Y excellent folk-songs for this club, among I 
them "Oh Su.zanna" and "Old Uncle Ned," both true types of plantation mueic.
1 "Oh Suzanna" was performed publicly, and at ones won such a success that 
II !I Foster decided to ma.k8 this style of composition his vocation. He attended 
,, 
' 
•• lllaily Negro C811!P-meetings to stuccy- the style of singing in which he had be-
l'i 
,I 
ii 
II 
II 
I 
come deeply interested. He wrote the words to all of his most successful 
songs, and his poetry is as natural and spontaneous as his ID1lsic. As 
8%alllpl&ll of Foster's most beautiful songs we mey- mention "Mor Old Kentuck;y 
Home," "Massa's in de Cold, Cold, Ground," "Nellis Ely," and above all 
I "Su.wannse Ribber" or the 1 0ld Folk11 At Home, n which ms;r be called the chief 
II 
I! 
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II 
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American folk-song. This song sold over a million copies, and appeared in 
dozens of different arrangements yet the composer received almost nothing 
composi tiona. 
"EeautifUl Dreamer," publisbad in 1864 was Foster's last work. The 
utmost simplicity in all his songs, the harmonies seldom go beyond the thrs 
' I 
be most difficult to acquire. (~he writer speaks from his own lllalJ;Y att11111:pts 
- --------- ------·- -~-- ,--· ·-~-:.- -=-=-'=- -=.:__-:-_-::..== 
chief chords, yet when one tries to imitate this simplicity it is fo'Ulld to ~~ 
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!1 It 1111zy also be said that some of the greatest composers might try for it 
II in vain. 
II 
II 
il 
It is now common knowledge to many, that Foster lived unhonored and 
I' 
1! unrecognized. He died poor. He was one of the gentlest and sweetest of 
II natures, but he was too convivial and too easi~ led by his companions. 
II 
I' 
II 
In the common ward of a New Yolt: hoepital this genius, only 33 years old, 
i I 
died. Unidentified at first, his bo~ was taken to the morgue, but friends 
,I prevented its being buried in potter's field.l II ,, 
,. 
il Morrison Foster gave on~ a brief account of his brother's death. 
il s~s: 
il 
II 
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••• In Jantlal'y, 1864, while at the .American Hotel, 
he was taken with an ague and fever. After two or 
three ~s he arose, and while washing himself he 
fainted and fell across the'IS.sh basin, which broke 
and cut a gash in his neck and face. He la;y- there 
insensible and bleeding until discovered by the 
chambermaid who was bringing the towels he had asked 
for to the room. On recovering his senses he asked 
that he be sent to a hospital. He was so 111t1ch 
weakened by fever and loss of blood that he did not 
rally. On the 13th of Ja.I!Ilary he died peaceful~ and 
quiet~.2 
He 
I' I neon's feelings in the death of Foster seems to express the conclu-,, 
•I 
1: 
,j 
1
11 
I 
sion appropriate~ of this great American and llltlsician. Elson s~s: 
• • • The busy .American life was not a pleasant en-
vironment for such a poet. He should have lived the 
dreamy life of the Southern plantation, of which he 
described so well. Stephen Collins Foster's is the 
most pathetic story of .American llltlsic, the tale of a 
tortured and troubled career, extinguished in misery.3 
II ~~.~~ 1. Harold V. Milligan, Steohen Collins Foster, ! :Biography", New York: 
G. Schirmer, Inc., 1920. 
I 
11 2. Morrison Foster, Editor, Songs E MusicaJ. Compositions 2!, Steph!n 
i1 Collins Foster, Pittsburgh: G. Schirmer, Inc., 1896, p. 121. 
II 3· Louis c. neon, tB.!. History 2!. American Music, New York: The 
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18, Folk Songs of the North and West 
(a) Vermont Folk Ballads 
It is said that folk songs are generally common to people 
II 
whom ci vili- II 
I 
zation bas touched the least, where society and life in general is the 
least organized, In short, isolation from other people, hand-labor, and 
lack of books and other means of knowledge and enjoyment, nourish and form 
the basis for folk-music. 
Outside of the Negroes, the true folk-music is found among the moun-
taineers in the Southeast Appalachians, the cowboys, and the lumber-jacks 
and shanty-boys, in the New England farm districts, among wandering tribe 
of hoboes, with sailors and longshoremen, and often in jails. There seems 
to be much interrelation of songs, for e:umtple; the cowboy sings "Bury me 
not on the lone prai-rie," and the sailor chants, no bury me not in the 
deep, deep, sea." There is much over-lapping in the shanty-boy songs of 
I 
the West, and the woodsman song of the Northeast. 
For no particular reason aside the fact that it is nearer home, let 
us look into the folk-songs of Vermont, As strange as it ~ seem, even 
tod.q, go where we will in Vermont, and we hear old reymes, fragments, 
1
111 
11 
mqbe, or ballads long-drawn-out so old that no one can tell age or origin, 
li !I 
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yet liiiUW bearing the easily distinguishable marks of American birth. It 
seems that the subjects of the homely old reymes of Vermont consisted of 
familiar doings of the household, children• s games, the naming of various I 
colors, and many other topics of human interest, Evident in some of these I 
folk-songs, colors stood for different things, for example; white, usually 
II stood for the supernatural; blue for good luck and green for ill luck,l 
L. Edith B. Sturges, and Robert Hughes, Songs from the Hills .2! !!!:,- I 
==~,~ .. ~ ~~ ~ew IQ~:_g.~~cbirmar, Ill,g_._.. l,i],9_, l).o ~~3. . _ .. . _ . . T 
A "reeling song, n was used at times as a substitute for counting while 
" 
All along, all along, 
'I All along, all along, II I' Lillktem blue is a very 
i) All along, all along.l 
fine song, 
II After contilllla.l repetition, at each recurrence of "Linktem blue," a knot 
II 
I 
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I 
was tied. 
A few titles of these Vermont SO.!IP will give the reader an idea of libat 
Vermonters sang about: - Of these Yankee-born, one almost undoubtedly is 
"The Young Man Who Couldn't Hoe Corn;" and one of the best-known claimed in 
various localities is "Springfield Mountain." One of the most interesting 
end complete collections of Vermont folk-songs is, "The Green Mountain 
Songster," compiled by a Revolutionary soldier of Sangate, Vermont. 
I Mr. Harold Rugg of Dartmouth is now in possession of the original copy. 
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MaD;r of the Vermont ballads are continual repetitions of the same 
verse, long end extended as these ballads were, they dipicted incidents 
grave and ~· of local happenings or of other tragic and Ullllsual enough 
incidents as to make them of wide interest to the people of Vermont. They 
sung of their surroundings, their interests in life, just the things they 
wanted to sing about. In this respect, Sturges states:- "Folk-songs of 
Vermont are fairly of flesh and blood composition.n2 
1. ~., P• 24. 
2. Ibid., P• 28. 
II 
~~·~~~~===== 
[i (b) Songs of the Lumber-jacks and How They are :Born 
II 
'I , Roland Palmer Grey collected the n Songs and :Ballads" of the Haine lum.-
berjacks, His volume presents a number of the songs found in the North and 
in the mid-west. "The Alphabet Song," aDd a version of the "Shanty-man1 s 
life,"- the lumberman's life in Maine,l 
We find several historical ballads in Maine, several recording the 
local historical events such as 1 The :Bangor Fire of 19ll;" a song honoring I 
I 
Wilson, -"A Tribute to President Wilson, n and JJialW other songs of his to rica~ 
significance,2 I 
Franz Rickaby believes that the woods songs were composed by individual! 
I who set out definitely to compose. According to Rickaby, there has belll!l 
[ little comnnmal writing of songs and ballads in Maine, similar as that at-
1) 1
1 
tributed to the Negro. New stanzas might often have been added, but the 
) songs themselves rarely if ever originated with the group. Generally the 
I words fitted to a tune the author had in mind when he wrote them, A 
! 
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typical woodsman song, mentioned before is "The Alphabet Song," which runs 
as follows: 
A is for axe as you very well kn:lw, 
:S is for boys that can use them just so. 
C ill for chopping, and now I'll begin; 
D is for danger we oftimes run in.3 
Many of the Maine lumber-jack songs really lacerate the English lan-
gaage, however, the general consensus among students of this particular typ 
1, Roland Palmer Grey, Songs l!r!!!l. :Salla4e of the Maine Lumber.iacks, 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1924, P• 56. 
2. Ibid., P• 32. 
1 3· Franz Rickaby, :Sa1Je~s a!!!!~ .2i !fl!. Shantv-:Soy, Cambridge, 
Harvard University Press, 192 , 
IIH3 
I, 
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!I of folk: song b&lieve that even though the lines are not worth saving as II 
It poetry, they are well-worth collecting because they ambo~ the history of I 
II a nation• s intellectual life. li 
II [I When we speak: of Maine folk songs it is hardly possible not to think j'l 
II of the lllaily barn dances that are held almost regularly and of course, of 
il the "Virginia Reel." "TurkeY in the Straw," originally known as "Zip Coon, I 
,, I if is native of the minstrel show, and also of the South and Southwest, howeve 
1 it is used as the authentic accompaniment to the Virginia Reel, and as 
I 
1
1 everyone knows, for barn dances in Maine. Ma.I\V authorities in this field 
I 
I, 
I' 
believe that it is probably the nearest approach to a truly national folk: 
tune that we have. 
A truly important historical event, and the most significant in 
American history in the years immediately following the War of 1812, was 
the rise of the "New West.• The rapidity with which the frontier was ad-
vanced during these years set a new record. During the :36 years that had 
elapsed between the 
outbreak: of the War 
signing of the Declaration of Independence and the I 
of 1812, only five new states were added to the origina~ 
thirteen: Vermont, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, and Louisiana. :But during 
i 
II the half-dozen years following the War of 1812, six new states, all of them 
II 
\I 
frontier and five of them definitely western, were added to the Union: 
Indiana(l816), Mississippi (1817), Illinois (1818), Alabama (1819), Maine 
(1820), and Missouri (1821).1 
The opening of the new western states was, according to most historical 
accounts, undoubtedly promoted by war itself. l3oth in the Northwest and in 
1. John A. Krout, &1, Outlint History 2f. .ih2, United States 12. ~. 
New York: :Barnes and Noble, Inc., 194o, P• 78. 
I 
il II 
!: l,i1.4. 
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I' ,I il the Southwest the war made an end to the Indian menace, so that now, whol:cy- jl 
!f without risk, new western lands ~ould be acquired as rapid:cy- as the advance II 
I[ 11 
I! of settlements demanded. Moreover, the war served greatly to advertise the II 
II ' , I 
I. I West. Throughout the nation the Western campaigns were followed with in- 1
1 
ii tense interest, an interest which often aroused by the soldiers who parti- ~~ 
cipated in the campaigns. On returning home they would tell stories and 
"tall-tales" of the beauty and fertility of the soil for which they fought, I 
of' the wealth in the resources of the country, and many other interesting 
and exaggerated stories of gold, wealth, fame, and fortune. 
There were ~ factors outside of those mentioned above, that stimu-
I! 
li 
' It 
, lated westward migration; unemployment crises in the Northeast, the des- 11 
\i, tru.ction of the l!allk: of the United States in 1811; the outbreak of wildcat 1[ 
II II jj ballking; the :British policy of "dumping" their surplus manufactured goods ,: 
li in America to compete with the expensive products of American infant indua-j.!
1
' 
~~ tries; inflated currency which promoted a reckless speculation in the 1
1
1 
li western lands; these, and several other factors helped to "open up" the II 
'' West.l ji 
!I 
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The opening up of the West gave birth to new adventurers, new avoca-
:: tions; the cowboy, shanty-boy, mountaineer, and the lumber-jack. The new 
il ii life and enviro!llll6lnt brought forth new emotional outbursts through song. 
!! 
' ii These adventurers depicted the grand8111', beauty, colorful scenery, their 
I ~ 
'· 
I' 
I' 
tedious and sometimes exciting jobs, their lonliness and seclusion, and i 
maiJiY other things which were the direct result of' their new surroundings. 
1: 
II 
1. Jolm D. Hicks, !bi. rea.eraJ. Ullion, :Sostonl Houghton Mifflin CompaiJiY I· 
19.:37. Chap. 20. 'I 
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To understand our "shanty-boys" and "Cowboys," we must see th8111 through 
their songs; to understand tbsir songs we must see the makers of tham in 
the shanty or on the range. 
(c) The Life of the Shanty-boy and His Mu.sic I 
~1 I ~~~ Shanty-boy is a name imported from the West, the fella.r of pines in ~ 
Maine preferred to be caJ.led 11Woodaman." It has been noted before that muc I 
I
I overlapping in the shanty-boy songs of the West, and the woodsman songs of I 
the Northeast, this makes it at times very difficult to distingu.ish. 
I Charles J. Finger in his account of the baJ.lads of the shanty-boy and 
the cowboy, points out the fact that not aJ.w~s of the "true and brave" doesjl 
I telling of the wild end IIi the shanty-boy sing; but often of trivial., coarse, 
I lawless deeds, which is a product of the West, are evident in their songs. i 
II 
II 
II 
I 
Finger, accounts for man's interest in outlaws and other queer characters 
as "rooted in the deep-lying delight of avery heart in courage and loyaJ.ty." 
In en account of these men Finger states: 
• • • Glorification of wickedness, you do not find 
baJ.lads about lynchings, nor about pickpockets, nor 
about frandnlent bankrupts, blackmailers, card-
sharpers, defaulters, without the "firit of glory 
and exaltation of these evil doers. 
Swinging the axe or lasso, the shanty-boy and the cowboy find heaJ.th 
end outlet for energy; but as the sun goes down end they crowd into the 
bare cabin or shanty for food and rest, the shut-in spirit demands i te own I 
food aDd exercise. In short, these are the conditions, as noted before, fo1 
1. Charles J. Finger, Frontier :BaJ.lads, New York: Doubled~, Page, 
and Compaey, 1927, p. 9:3. 
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"isolation in a small community." !I 
I 
the birth of folk-songs, -
Shanty-boys and cowboys have to be their own creative entertainers. ~~ 
Some produce original verses; may give parodies; others dig out traditional II 
ballads from more or less faulty memries. What is true of the shanty-boy 1 
is true of the cowboy in the main. Typical of the verses found in songs 
if 
li of the shanty-boy is: 
I 
II 
II 
II 
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Oh, a shanty-man's life is a wearisome 
Altho' some think it void of cars. 
Swinging an an from morning to night 
In the midst of the forests so drear.i 
life, 
As a final word concerning the shanty-boy, a quotation is taken from 
Rickaby; Rickaby states: 
(d) 
••• In regard to the shanty-boys, no group, ever 
celebrated itself in song and ballad more than did 
the Shanty-boys of the Golden Age, (1870-1900)2 
The Life of the Woodsman or Lumber-jack. 
I 
I 
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II 
I I 
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The Woodsman and lumber-jack knows little or nothing of the lonslinssslj 
of a cowboy during a night rids; "chasing little doggies;" and plodding by ]I 
da3" beside the "little brown bulls." On the other hand, the cowboy knows 
only by hearsay the wild logging rides of the woodsman and lumber-jack. 
The following verse of which 11111sic and verse was written by Rickaby, 
1. Rickaby, !m• cit., P• 176. 
2. Ibid., P• 180. 
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I 
illustrates the lumber-jack on a rids of spotted steers. (logs) 
Not a thing on the river McCluskey did fear, 
When he drew the stick o'er the big spo-ted steers. 
They were young, quick and sound, girting 8 feet and 3, 
Says McCluskey the Scotsman, they're the laddies for me. 
Derry down, down, down, der-ry down.l 
As the day comes to a close, the night brings shelter and companion-
ship to the lumber-jack and woodsman. Here the opportunity arrives to 
improvise, create, re-hash tunes together. They may depict an incident tha' 
I happened that very day or something of the past or a look into the future. 
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Nevertheless, they must rely on their own talents to create entertainment 
in order to pass a~ the lang, drearisome nights in companionship. 
(e) The Cowboy and his Music 
As we all know, cowboy music and verses are colorful, some of the 
melodies are very singable and beautiful. On the whole, we may say, his 
ballads are typical of himself, and like all folk-song literature they show 
the manners of life, temperament, customs, and traits of the ones who sing 
them. The cowboy illprovises lullabies to prevent stampedes such as the 
following short verse will illustrate: 
What keeps the herd from running, 
Stampeding far and wide? 
The cowboy's long, low whistle, 
And singing by their side.2 
The cowboy at times adopts songs to his own surroundings, and occasion 
ally he includes in his song-words stanzas that are found elsewhere. For I 
l. Il214.•, P• 82. 
2. I!214.•, P• 46. 
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example, the cowboy refrain: 
Jack o'd.iamonds, Jack o1diamonds, 
I know you of old, 
You've robbed mw pockets 
Of silver and gold,l 
This is similar to the refrain of a totaJ.ly different song,- the Negro 
convict song, 11Water-:Boy," known chiefly tl:o:ough Avery Bobinson1 s concert 
arrangement, 
One of the most interesting and complete additions to the literature 
of the cowboy baJ.lads is the book of John Lomax, "Cowboy Songs and Other 
Frontier BaJ.lads, 11 It is well worth the space to quote Lomax's words con-
earning the cowboy, Lomax records: 
, , , The changing and romantic West of the early ~s 
lives mainly in song and story, The last figu.re to 
vanish is the cowboy, the animating apirit of the 
vanishing era. He sits his horse easily as he rides 
through a wide vall~, enclosed by mountains, clad 
in the hazy purple of the coming night, - with his 
face turned steadily down the long, long road, 'the 
road that the sun goes down,' Da:untless, reckless, 
without the unearthly purity of Sir GaJ.ahad, though 
as gentle to a pure woman as King Artbur, he is truly 
a knight of the twentieth century. A vagrant puff 
of wind shakes a corner of the crimson handkerchief 
knotted loosely at his throat; the thu.d of his pocy-1 s 
feet mingling with the jingle of his spurs is borne 
back back; and as the careless, gracious, lovable 
figure disappears over the divide, the breeze brings 
to the ears, faint and far yet cheery still, the 
refrain of a cowboy song: 
1. 
Whoopee ti yi yo, little dogies; 
It's your misfortune and DOne of mw own. 
Whopee ti yi yo, git along little dogies; 
For you know Wyoming will be your new home, 2 
Ibid,, P• 48, !i il 
if 11 2. John A. Lomax, Cowboy Songs 1m!! Other Frontier BaJ.lad,s, New York: 
1i The Macmillan Compa.I\V', 1938, P• 94. 
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In regard to the cowboy's passing awB;~. Rickaby adds: 
••• The native woodsman has given place to the foreign 
hobo; the ranges of the cowboys have been largely 
turned into farms. In their soDge live the colorful 
doings of these brave and sturey men who were the 
builders of our State. Who will ever forget the 
beloved cowboy - Will Rogers, and the great Western 
song he loved and popularized - "Home on the Ra.nge."l 
I 
Rickaby could have mentioned another very important factor in the dis- lj 
appearance of the cowboy, - the comiDg of the railroads and other modern jl 
" forms of transportation. Also, the cutting up of bilge ranches into small !i 
farms and other factors brought about the end of the colorful cowboy and hiJI 
distinctive song. 
(f) The Life of the Mountaineer and His Songs 
Mention has been made of the folk-music coming from the land, the 
forest, range, the river, and in an earlier section of this essay, - the 
sea chantey-s. What about the men of the mountains? 
It seems that the mountain regions of Kentuclcy, Tennessee, the 
nas and Virginia offer a very good example of the preservation of folk-
song by isolation. It is ~wn that British settlers came into these 
mountains in the latter eighteenth or early nineteenth century, These re-
gions are secluded and inaccessible. Few roads were built into the moun-
tains, and railroads are, miles awey in certain localities. This more or 
less, leaves the people dependent on themselves alone. Each fami1y has 
to raise its own vegetables, its own cattle and sheep. Through different 
historical accounts of these people we know that money was unnecessary; 
1. Franz Rickaby, :Sa1Je~s .wl!l Songs g! !h!. Sbwty-:Soy, Cambridge, 
Harvard University Press, 192 , P• 84. 
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I their own stills, and made their own moonshine; hence the fsuds with the 
I revenue officers of the government. We have also read that when disputes 
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I arose with neighbors, justice was a private matter, often requiring a gun, 
Then revenge was in order, and blood feuds between families and clans were 
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carried on for generations. Happily, mountain feuds are pe"ssing a~ or 
have passed away. 
Siegmeister has something to say concerning the type of people these 
mountaineers were; he says: 
••• Th$.Y are a leisurely people, sociable and 
kindly when they are not suspicious. Hospitable 
to aeyone they are not afraid is a 'revenoo-er,' 
they are cordial to strangers, courteous and 
dignified,l 
A study of these mountain songs will show that a good many of them are 
traditional English ballads brought from England by the ancestors of presenJ[ 
inhabitants. It seems that civilization has not touched the singers, nor 
the songs, and even though those who sing today mcy understand little of 
what they are singing, they tell of knights and ladies, of courtship and 
tragedies, of a time and place far different from their own. 
Cecil J. Sharp, when he published his collection of "English Folk 
Songs from the Southern Appalachians," included in his work an appendix 
that shows where various songs have been noted in England. The collection 
includes such songs as in Child's "English and Scottish Ballads," Among 
them are the tales of "Barbara Allen; n "The Maid Freed from the Gallows," 
1. lillie Siegmeister, bo\:: :llE. .Ql1 Q14 Smok;y, Boston: Ginn and Compaey, 
1950, P• 46, 
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"The Hen~an's Song;" A!J!he Two Brothers;" 0 Lord Randall;" 
"Earl Brand;" and maqy others. Among these songs is included "The 
Farn:ward," which several authorities believe is the ancestor of "Old 
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As noted before, it is generally conceded by those who know tbat most I! 
of these mountaineer songs were brought by the first settlers from England;'! 
however, there are songs that make reference to more modern events, mch I 
as ":Brother Green," who speaks of the "Southern Foe, who laid him low.• 
Of course the story evidently refers to the Civil War. "The Wreck on the 
C and O;" "The :Boston :Burglar;" and others of their kind are the moun-
1\ 
i! taineers' versions of American ballads. Nevertheless, one cannot deny 
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the fact that these mountain folk: brought with them the habit from the old 
countries, the habit of singing, On these remote mountain tops they are 
lost to the world, Isolated more completely than lumber-jack or cowboy. 
They must live for one another, create entertainment for one another, or 
kill one another. 
Concerning how the music is pl~ed by these people Soward states: 
••• Generally the mountain people sing without 
accompaniment, in a strightforward manner, un-
conscious of an andience. The folk-singer thinks 
of the story he is telling, rather than the effect 
he is producing on a listener. In some ~uarters, 
visitors to the mountains have found instruments. 
Occasionally a fiddle, and sometimes a guitar. In 
Kentuck¥ some singers play on the dulcimer, shallow 
box of wood, with four sound-holes - a sort of 
elongated violin. Generally three strings stretched 
over this box. Two are used as drones, and the third 
for the melo~. The effect is either that of an 
ancient drone, or a sound like the twanging of a 
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banjo or gu.itar.l 
,, 
1
1 Mon~ of us have heard or seen in the motion pictures or elsewhere, I :~·~1 ...... 11:· songs of the mountaineers that contained "holyings, a "revivals, n "bush-
1[1 arbor meetings," and others, We also know how many of these people are 11 
'I woefully uncultured, unlettered, although many efforts have been, and are 11 
:1 II 
, being made to bring them culture. I 
:1 j, 
11 Charles Morrow Wilson, compares the dwellers in the Ozarks with the [: 
n 11 
~~ Elizabethan peasantry, their vocabulary bearing strong resemblance to theirli 
II English ancestry even back to the Anglo-Saxon. He gives some examples:-- '' ~~ "Collops, 11 is a name for a delectable mince, this survives from 11 Piers II 
]I Ploughman." Th= "ax11 you for the loan of a 11poke0 to carry some "sallent" 11' I! -w 
1
1
j from your garden, the "poke" to be returned promptly when °usen. •2 I\ 
:1 il 
l
ij In the wide,~ varying titles of songs sung in the Appalachians, we '1' 
I 
, ...., I 
!i see reflected the ma.z:w features of the life of the mountaineers, such as:-
1 
"The Drunkard's Song;" 11Fair Ellen;" "River Stey Awey;" "Jesus is a Rock;" I' 
"Jollah and the Whale;" "You :Setter Love the Methodist;" and in one song 
the mule was "Made of ears and ~namite."3 
The distinctly American institution of various dance figures-
I 
:r 
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:1 marching, skipping, circles, etc., is part and parcel of their songs. 
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11111st have a "caller" with stores of songs and a knack of improvising 
llfiller verses." 
jl 
Some of the most famous of these dance tunes are 11 Turkey 11 
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The Macmillan !1 
in the Straw;" "John Brown1 s Bo~;" "Wait for the W"E':on;" IIDarling Nelly 
1. John T. Howard, 9:9:!:. !merican Mu.sic, New York: Thomas Y. Crowell 
Compa;ey, 1931, P• 430-31. 
2. Charles Morrow Wilson, Backwpods America, New York: 
Company, 1929, P• 98. 
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It is said that the mountaineers of the Great Smo~ Mountains can 
"sing all night and nary repeating!" Most of his songs the mountaineer 
acknowledges, but also he respects others' convictions and whenever he 
visits a Baptist neighbor who does not believe in music he leaves his 
Cecil Sharp, quoted by Despard, "laments the removing of the gem from ' 
its setting;" but, says Daspard, "the tuna is not merely the •setting' of 
the song; it is the vital part of it. American balladry without its 'air' 
is inaffective, sometimes evan ugly, like a boat hauled up on shore.n2 
I, Actually, folk-songs are dying out. They have gone a long way from 
II, the era of the Jongleurs, Trobadours, or Trouvares; the spread of culture 
'I 
i1 and modern invention has given the final blow. As an art it is dead; 
li 
i! however, maey far-sighted man in our land have sean its value as a mirror 
II 
ii of our gradually developed civilization. These man wish to preserve our 
folk-songs for science and posterity. An article in the 1945 is~a of 
one of the best-known musical periodicals, - "The Etude," records: 
••• American Folk Songs in their entirety, are 
baing recorded by the Library of Congress, by means 
of films, phonograph records, photostats and other 
:: madi'Ullls. • • • • • The great value of Folk Song is 
il its revelation of national character •••• J 
Ira Smith, considers the m.odern American popular ballads and jazz-
tunas, from 1930 to about 1945, as folk-music,4 ii 
II :i 
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!I 1 1. Wilson, 2J2.• .llll•, p. 56. 
!I 2. Despard, !!R.• cit., p. 60. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
Summery £1_ Chapter Two - The Part Music Pl!cy'ed in the Lives o:f the American 
Indians. (1519-1620.) 
A stuey- and research of this part of the problem revealed that before 
and after the advent of Cortez in 1519, the Aztecs greatly influenced the 
musical instruments of their Indian neighbors to the North. Many queer-
looking and amusingly decorated musical instruments have been found in 
various sections of the United States. These instruments bear the mark 
of Aztec influence, Over a hundred songs preserved to us by the Spanish 
missionaries show that the Aztec was well advanced in music before the con-
qUest. The ll18.ey instruments found revealed the fact that the Aztec was a I 
skilled and talented workman with an eye for beauty and the necessary 
ability to create from the natural resources at hand. In sbort, the dis-
I 
covary of the musical instruments and their songs, reflected the high de-
II 
gree of cu.lture at this time, not known to other American tribes, 
Sufficient literature and evidence was uncovered to show that the life 
II li 
lj used songs as a means of accomplishing definite results; to treat 
l1 to have success in war or in the hunt, to accomplish anything the Indian 
of the American Indian in its ll18.ey phases was mirrowed in his songs, his 
hi story, social life, philo sopey, and religion. We found that the Indians 
the sick, 
I 
II felt was beyond his power as an individual. 
I 
From the ~ musical instruments dug from hill and cave over a long 
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efforts of the Aztecs, and used with skill the natural resources at hand 
to shape and create their instruments, and other objects of art, 
It was interesting to learn that Indian Music was not music from 
only one nation but songs from m~ different Indian tribes. Each tribe 
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II 
II 
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had its own mu.sic for the many and varied ceremonies that existed in their i 
li 
particular society. Indian infl:u.ence was found in the mixture of Spanish 
II 
and French music known as "Creole Music," a product of the early Spanish l1 
and French missionaries in the South and other Gulf states. However, aside II 
from this ~estionable influence, little, if ~· was noticed in the more II 
permanent settlements of the English colonists in the South and in the New I: 
,, 
England area. Later, ~ compositions of musical importance and beauty 
were written which represented phases of Indian life and romance, in the 
compositions of Mac Dowell, Farwell, Cadman, Troyer, and others. Tl:e se 
men based their compositions 111ai~ on the figures and themes taken from 
Indian sources, 
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Regardless of the liJBlV disputes concerning the question whether Indianil 
" Music mey be called .American mu.sic, the fact remains that if for no other 'I I, ii ,, 
ji 
li ,, 
reason than geographic, which placed the Indian as a native of North 
.America, the folk-songs of the Indians are .American, 11 
:'i Summ2l'Y ti Chapter ill- Music of the Spanish, French, and English Colonist~ 
!I in .America. (1620-1775) 
11
1
: 
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This study brought to light the fact that the early French and 
1
j 
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Spanish missionaries in America reflected principally, the speech and so-
cial traits of their homeland. There was no attempt made to change their 
speech, social traits or music to their new surroundings. Consequently, 
II ~~ -t~~ did not aid in establis~~"an_~_-.Am:rican society or culture or in It I: ~~-···-~1- -~"·-~·~·-~~~ 
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creating of American music, 
Spanish and French colonists 
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It has been said tmt the importance of the II 
" 
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to the music of America was in the fact that 
many traditional musical instruments were brought to America for the first 
time; therefore, it prepared or paved the WB<f for bigger things to come in 
this field, 
Mention was made of the influence and part music pleyed in thli> lives 
of the early New EnglaDd Paritana and Pilgrims, Music was the cause of 
many heated arguments and tempers among the "divines" and the public 
spirited citizens of that era. We found that the use of music among the 
Puritans and Pilgrims was restricted to the singing of psalms on~. The 
allowed. Therefore, several disputes occured at this time, not o~ in 
allowing instruments into the service, but also who should be allowed to 
sing, how they should sing, and what they should sing, 
I ter and society of the New England Puritan by historians and writers. 
I 
1
,1 However, enough men containing a great degree of scholarship and interest, 
II il plus evidence in some historical accounts of this period, show that the 
1j Puritans were not the over-stuffed and particularistic people that some 
I 
historians and writers would have us believe. In fact, historians have 
i blamed the Paritans for things that were general in those deys, or selectin 
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were enjoyed by young and old. Also, that if they did not advance in cul-
ture and education, as did the Southern colonies, it was not the laws or 
character of the society that prevented the Puritans from doing so, but 
the very important aspect of opportunity. 
Although secular music sung or played was eyed rather suspiciously by 
the Puritan leaders, no laws or restrictions of any type prohibited the use 
of the instruments or secular music in private, Evidence in this respect 
is found in the development of music and dancing schools, the importation 
of a great number and variety of instruments, accesories, and teachers from 
England, as early as 1714, 
All in all, the historical accounts of this period prove that music 
pl~ed an important role in the lives of the New England Puritans and Pil-
grims. Proof is found in the many disputes, controversies, tracts, and 
treatises written at that time, It was important enough to take a fair 
portion of the time, effort, thought and planning of the leading men of 
the coloey-. 
A brief resume was made of the music in the Southern and other colo-
nies, in relation to the development of their society. It was found that 
due to the influx of foreigners in the Southern and other colonies, the 
habit of sending the sons and daughters of the weal tey planters to England 
for study and to make their debut in London society, the South, particularl 
developed its culture and music to a degree unthought of in New Engla.lld, 
It was here that the first musical society was established, opera for the 
first time was performed, public concerts and theatrical seasons were or-
ganized, F~wever, the culture, social traits, and music of these colonies 
did not create or develop a new American civilization, bl t merely 
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an old social atmosphere as it was known in Eu.rope on new soil, 
Snmmerr 2f. Chapter ll - National and Patriotic Music in the History of the 
United States. (1775-1860) 
The growth of our national airs and anthems during this period demon-
strated that music was part and parcel of the general feeling, growth, and 
development of the country, Music was keeping pace with other lines of 
haman endeavors. Sufficient literature of this period concerning the effec 
of patriotic and national anthems in periods of strife exist, It was shown I 
tbat during the American Revolution, the War of 1812, and the Civil War 
lllS.ey national and patriotic anthems were composed which had their effect 
on the history of the time, In fact, several e:z:ai!!Ples were given which 
demonstrated that music commemorated certain specific battles and events 
of historical importance, Bitter charges were made by both sides in the 
Revolutionary War and in the Civil War, that music was being used for 
political bait, and also to justify their political beliefs to the public 
through the music and verses of the time, In short, the music of this era 
reflected the political thoughts, ambitions, and patriotic spirit of the 
people, 
Spmmw 2f. Chapter I - Folk Songs in the Sectional History of the Uni tad 
States. (186o-l900) 
The period preceeding and following the Civil War saw the development 
of a truly American sectional folk-song, one which represented the people 
who sung them, - the Negro plantation songs, slave songs, spirituals, and 
other lighter and g~er ballads .. of the So\lthern Negroes. According to the 
stuey and research made by several persons of authority, there was no 
tmth or evidence in the charges made by some that Negro music was not 
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.American but a product of Africa. It was shown that the African in his 
native land. never brought forth a.eything near to the songs of the planta-
tion. It was the life of the cotton-field., the cabin, and. the river, that · 
gave rise to these expressive musical I!WIIbers. We found. that the Negro 
slave expressed. his life of sorrow, hardships, misery, and. trouble in the 
melancholy slave songs and. 
and. livelier nature in ths 
spirituals. We found. folk-songs of a happier I 
fid.d.le-songs, devil ditties, jig-tunes, nonsense II 
songs and. minstrel songs of this period., 1 
A short account of the life and. works of the greatest ex_ponent of the 
.American Negro folk-song, St~~phen Collins Foster, was reviewed, Foster 
lived. long enough to give .America and. the world. his great songs and. then 
d.ied. in poverty, unknown and. unsung, 
The period. 1790 to 1890 was one of great importance in the history of 
the United. States. It was a period. of ex_pansion, growth, wealth, and. 
prestige, The War of 1812 brought an end. to the Indian menace, It also 
served. to advertise the West. The ll%aggerated. and. exciting stories of the 
veterans returning home, helped. to keep the interest and. curiosity of the 
adventurers and. fortune hunters at a high peak. These and. other factors 
I stimulated. westward. migration. 
I 
The opening-up of the West gave birth to new adventurers, naw avoc&-
il · tions; the cowboy, shanty-boy, mountainaer, and. tha lumber-jack. The new 
11 lifa and. anvironment brought forth new emotional outbursts through song. 
! These adventurers d.~~picted. the .grandeur, beac.ty, colorful scenery, their 
tedious and. sometimes axciting and. dangarous jobs, their loneliness and. 
seclusion, 
In the study of the music of the North and. West and its effect on the 
I 
I 
I 
n 
" 
society and culture of the time, we found that the folk-songs were truly 
American folk-songs, and were common generally to people whom civilization 
had touched the least. Isolation from other people, hand labor, and lack 
of books and other educational facilities demanded that they develop or 
create their own society, diversions, and e:mi tement to pass awa:y the long, . 
I 
tedious hours after night fal.l. The cowboy, shanty-boy, mountaineer, woods!· 
man and lumber-jack, made up their own songs to meet their personal. needs. !. 
~r Hundreds of folk-songs of these people exist to prove this. 
In conclusion we found that folk-song as an art is dead. The spread ':j 
li 
,I 
of culture and modern invention has given the final. blow. Nevertheless, 
m~ important and far sighted men in our country have seen t~ val.ue of I 
our folk-songs and have made attempts to preserve them for science and 
posterity. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
gypothetical Conc+usions 
·1. The study of the probl8111 showed that American DlllsiC of the period 
1519 to 1900 did not influence the mind of aey great leader or 
group to the extent that a change of political or historical im-
portance was necessary or inevitable. 
2. Ver,r little teaching material exists which correlates 
history with music, or music with United States histor,r. 
Little if aey attempt has been made by music educators in our 
public schools to correlate 11111sic with history or any other subje 
4. Ma.sic has been sadly neglected by writers and historians in the 
background accounts of specific periods of United States history 
and culture. 
E. Implications 
1. The stuey- of the probllllll demonstrated to a great degree that the 
songs of the people depicted the thoughts, eiiDtions, customs, 
tradi tiona, beliefs, and in the main, our national history am 
heritage, in the various periods of our national development 
treated in this study. 
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2. The founding of our New England colonies, the American Revolution, 1
1
) 
the War of 1812, the Civil War, or any other event of historical 
significance was not the work of any one particular factor. The 
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adequateq that this is so. There were ma.ey factors, 
social, economic, religious and others, that brought dissension, 
the urge for changes, revolutionary thoughts, and other emotional 
outbursts to the boiling point. Therefore, the music of the 
people in all sections of America should be accepted, valued, and 
preserved as one of the m~ factors in the historical compact, 
that helped in its wa;r, to build the sturdy foundation of our 
American histor,y and culture, 
3· Sufficient literature exists for the two subjects, United States 
history and the history of mnsic. Little exists which combines / 
or correlates one snbject with the 
ma.ey interesting opportunities for 
other. Nevertheless, there are, 
the ambitious teacher of Ameri-1 
can histor,y or music, to develop an entire:cy new and colorful ap-
preach to their respective subject. 
4, Evidence found in several authoritative sources reveal that music 
has the power to draw people together in a common bond of fellow-
ship, The Indian, the cowboy, shanty-boy, lumber-jack, mountain-
eer, woodsman, the Negro and othsrs, found solace and comfort in 
music, It was a mesne of ezpressing their emotions, thoughts, 
work, troubles, difficulties, and their snrroundings and life as 
a whole, through a common medium, a medium that they could all 
understand and appreciate, the medium of music. 
5. JUrther stmtr of the problem revealed that sufficient proof and 
evidence has been uncovered to show that a nation's soul is re-
fleeted in its music, especiallY its folk-songs. Because fo~ 
songs are spontaneous songs of the people, they express uncon- J- ----
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[i sciously but instinctively their hopes, 
II 
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at the time thw,y are written, 
6, It has been found that the words or poetry that is wedded to the 
music is an important index of the history and culture of the I , 
time, The verses which accompanied the music revealed to the his-i 
torian, sociologist, and others, the temperament, thought, ideas, 
and beliefs prevailing at the time. 
7• The national and patriotic anthame, airs, and marches of the 
United States, showed in lllail;\'" situations, that music has also the 'I 
power to draw people of particular political and patriotic beliefsiJ 
.I 
together in a common bond of fellowship and cooperation. In some 
wars, (the War of 1812, Civil War, World War I and II,) the pa.-
triotic marches and anthems developed patriot fervor, interest, 
and emotional outbursts of love for the native land to such an 
extent, that many men enlisted voluntarily into the armed services 
of the country, 
8. If music has the power to draw men of all races and beliefs to-
gather in a common bond of fellowship and cooperation, then music 
must be considered an important socializing force and tb&refore 
an aid and ally of democracy. 
9· Fortunately, wsi c educators and other educators are beginning to 
place great emphasis upon the social value of wsic. Practically 
no other school subject develops a sense of personal and group 
responsibility to the extent that participation in musical en-
semble does, either singing or playing, In these groups students 
learn that wortb;y results depend upon the best 
contribution tba~c-l ~-----~~-"C .. C 
li 
il 
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that each individual can make, plus that individual.' s ability to 
participate active~ with others in the group. This is an ideal 
training for citizenship in a democracy, - individual responsi-
bility plus effective group participation, Therefore, we should 
have more music in our public schools, and greater cooperation of 
!Dllsic with other studies, particularly history and the other 
social studies, 
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